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InSeptember 1987,tomarkthetenthyearofpsychoanalyticwork since^
its foundation in 1977, The Freudian School of Melbourne organized -_
the First Australian Psychoanalytic Congress in Australia The present
volume contains the proceedings of this Congress.
If 1979 was the year of the.first Freudian Lacanian Psychoanalytic
publication in the English world, then 1987 has been the year for
organizing a forum for psychoanalytic contributions from analysts and
membersof The FreudianSchool of Melbourne, as well as from people
working in related fields of psychoanalysis. The, pivotal idea of the
Congress was based on the fact that.theanalyst has to providethe means
to further the theory and pmcti,ceof psychoanalysis.

L
.

The task of the School, on the other hand, is the transmission of
psychoanalysis without concessions, thus differentiating the ,work of
analysis from the politics of diffusion, ifnot dispersion. Freud and Lacan
are witnesses to the history of the vicissitudes and the price that
psychoanalysis always pays, when the analyst diverges from his task into
the fashions of the powers in office. This is the reasonfor Freud's words: "I
succeeded in creating the International Psychoanalytic Association, but
the struggle is not yet over."
FromthefirstissueofPaperSottheFreudlanXhoolofMelbourneto
the present one, one line of psychoanalytic work is being realised; the
articulationof Freudand Lacan. But, as we.already have said in the past, in
this articulation there is neither a one-and-oneonlyreading,nora revealed
reading. Those who seek for such an abatement of anxiety avoid the
challenge of the task. They confuse Lacan's aphorism: 'The analyst
authorizes from himselv with: "If I want I am able to"; asking to be
authorized as university analysts, with the implicit belief that the Other
exists, something to which the other lends himself gladly. Some suicide
acts took place as a consequence of this belief.
What psychoanalytic discourse brings about instead is that the Other
lacks, and not that it is missing. This is precisely what perversion tries to
erase,and this is the disavowal of equating: "If t want Iam able W'with: "If I
am able to I ought to" under the guise of psychoanalysis. A return to the
ideological discourse finds always a wandering mass that'homcgenizes

I

itself as soon as it can identify with the.masteron duty. This operation is
carried out by placingthe master, SI.
in the place of truth. Psychoanalysis,
instead,teaches us to place knowledge,Sz,in the placeof truth and not S?.
And this pointsto the heart of the matter ... psychoanalysisis not taught, it is
transmitted. The fact that psychoanalysiscannot be taught is not of the
order of prohibition but of what Freud called 'the impossible'. This order
has produced a knowledge, S2, whose characteristic consists of its
location in the place of the truth. This displacement of the truth is what
constitutesthediscourseoftheanalyst,ananalystforwhom:"Tobeableto
is to have to".
This Eureka of truth is less simple to explain than the overflowing of the
bathproducedbythehygieneofArchimedes.Thisknowledge.SZ, which is
in theplaceofandin relationtothetruth,doesnotcontainit,itonlyhalfsays
it. Here is where the consyences of the analytic work are measured.
The reason or the reasons since Freud, show that psychoanalysisdoes
not fulfill the conditions of refutability so highly valued by the
Tasterlogician. The unconscious responds to this refutability by the
incessant existence of what is unable to be demonstrated.
Freud's and Lacan'stheorizationof this 'impossible' is the positivization
of the real and not the truth. The truth is fiction, and the attempt of the
discourse on the real,the point where the signifiersfaint S(A ). It has been
long known that the fact that the signifiers faint is not a contribution to
dumbness. The real produces Ecrifs, as Lacan pointed out.
Psychoanalysislends its ear to this through the symptom, which is the
implication of the speaking being in the conjunction and disjunction of
knowledge, truth and the real.
Lastly,Papers of the Freudian Schoolof Melbourne wishes to thank
the reader who during these ten years has read us and accompanied
us.
"Theaberrationconsistsin this ideaof speaking so
as to be understood by idiots. An idea that is
ordinarily foreign to me, that could have only been
suggested to me. Through friendship. Beware."'
Reading is always an analytical exercise. He who knows how to read
learns to practisean act that, although not qualifying, at least preparesfor
that particular reading which is the analytic listening - where nothing is
prejudged or pre-empt&. This is the point of division between the
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discourse of religion, education and politics on one side, and the analytic
discourseon the other. Sense is a condition necessary for the former and
non-sense is constitutive of the latter. From this non-sense arises the
meaning, yielding that unexpected encounter that Freud called
unconscious.
What assembles us here-the unconscious -is not the same in Freud

as in Lacan. This is what the School has been working from the very

beginning. If Lacan without Freud is not only unlikely, but unthinkable,
'Freud without Lacan would have been reduced to the discourse of
psychology. But this is already part of history.
Oscar Zentner,
Director,
Th2 Freudian School of Melbourne.

Notes
' b4CAN.J. Television, October40, p.7.
A riddle for Lacanians-to-be:Who is the friend who suggested it? It
may be that the answer not only would not be superfluous but of
structural importance to understand the difference between
transmission and diffusion of psychoanalysis.
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The publication of papers given at The Australian Psychoanalytic
Congress calls for clarification regarding the kansference of work
within and outside the school. There are two kinds of consequencesthat result from the psychoanalytic work sustained by the school. One.
arises from the direct effects of our transmission of psychoimalysis for;
which we are answerable; the other we are of course attentive'to
though are not necessarily endorsing. Papers in the book representboth aspects.
This Congress represents a decisive moment in the Australian
psychoanalytic scene; a moment when the work in psychoanalysis
prevails over the 'small narcissistic differences'. It was open for work,
discussion and interchange, as is the School. In this regag, the
Congress proved to be very successful for fertile discussion: Australia
(Melbourne, New South Wales and Queensland), France and the United
States were present.
The untimely death of Professor Alan Davies has been a sad event for
us all. We appreciate the contribution,of his collegues, Professor Rufus
Davis for reading an obituary and Graham tittle for reading his paper. a
short version .of which is published here. Once more Moustapha
Safouan has contributed with his work for the Congress. John Dingle
presented his paper.
The papers published in this section contain those presented at the
Congress in the order of reading with the exception of one, whose
author withdrew it from publication.
Linda Clitton's paper 'The War is Over - the End of an Analysis', was
already published in our 1987 volume On Transference, so it does not
appear here.
The School wishes to thank the Conference Committee chaired by
Linda Clifton for succeeding to make substantial such an endeavour.
1989, the 50th. anniversaly of the death of Freud, will see in Australia
the Second Australian Psychoanalytic Congress organized by The
Freudian School of Melbourne. We welcome your participation.
.

Maria In& Rotmiler de Zentner.
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Antecedents of a Foundation : The Freudian
School of Melbourne

'Oscar antrier

"No-me who. like me, conjures up the most evil of
those half tamed demons that inhabit the human
breast, and,seeks to wrestle with them. can expect to
come through the struggle unscathed."
Sigmund Freud.
.

.

It is mytask, asone may say my fate, to tell you today about theantecedents

of the foundation of The Freudian SChO?l of Melbourne. Ten years have

elapsed since this foundation; ten years of psychoanalytic work and'its
. .
transmission.
In 1958. a young and promising min receivedfrom the hands of one of' '
the leading founding members of the Argentinian psychoanalytic^:.
Association. the seminars of Lacan. Around 1963, the first study group on ,, lacan wasorganised in Argentina-and of course. in the Americas; andit..
was around the teachings of -Oscar.Massota .that the +s
for the .'
foundation of the Freudian School of Buenos Aires were Sown.
'

"

'Freudian School of Melbourne.
1
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Studying Lacan with Massotawas, contrary to the phenomena in other
parts of .the world, a’result of having already been acquainted with
Freud.
In 1974, The Freudian Schwl of Buems Aires was officially founded.
The foundation of The Freudian School of Melbourne in October 1977
was not only the continuation of psychoanalytic work carried out by two
analysts but the affirmationthat the analyst as such can work productively
when the prevalenceof the psychoanalyticdiscourse is able to resist the
pressure of the psychology of the group.
In 1980, answering Lacan’s invitationto his Lacanoamericans,we Went
toVenezuela Meeting him with the first volumeof Papers of The Freudian’
S c b l of Melbourne meant for us that the ethics of psychoanalysis the
ethicsofthewellsaid-hadonlyonemeaningfortheoccasion; topresent
to him our work rather than our intentions.
The foundationof The FreudianSchool of Melbourne was based on the
continuationof a psychoanalyticworkcarried out in another geography by
two analysts who thought in the terms given by Lacan in LWhique de la
psychahalyse: “If I can, I ought to”.
Inour own words, we made this foundation guided by the unconscious.
not by calculation. We could aptly distinguish at this point the obsessive
from the analyst While the former proceeds in order to be everlasting,the
latter acts in order to conclude.
Of that conclusion, one remainder continues: the psychoanalytic
.institutionwhich, without being a guarantee,still remains the only placefor
the analyst to sustain the psychoanalytic discourse. The institution,
however, is not per se the proof of psychoanalyticsuccess. Furthermore;
the work of the analyst amounts to nothing if it is not shared with other
analysts.
Ten years ago we founded The Freudian Schwl of Melbourne. We
thought then, as we think today, that being analysts, having been
analysandsand giving proofof acertain desire, should be accompaniedby
taking responsibility for the established transference.
We came from another place, far away in geography, having analysed.
studied and taughtthetexts.We were’bringinganotherreadingof Freud.of
Melank. Klein, and ,we were introducing Lacan We taught that
psychoanalysis could be transmittedwithout concessions. A proof of that
is that the School never adhered to any discourse other than the
psychoanalytic one. We brought with us another practice of
psychoanalysis.

-
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In 1978 we wrote, “A foundation is a sad act when one has no illusionof
the future, and the institutions as a project of the passage to the
psychoanalytic act .are only what an act is
a parapraxis.” .In!
..
psychoanalysis, we achieve more through failure than through success..’.. ~:
:...

-

..

,,. i.
In the History of the Psychoandyfic Movement. Freud says:
. .. . .
“No one need be surprised at the subjectiie
character on the contribution I propose to make
here to the history of the psychoandytic
movement, nor need ‘anyone wonder at the p y I
play in it. Forpsychoanalysisismycreation;forten
yearslwastheonlypersonwhoconcernedhimself
with it, and all the dissatisfaction which the new
phenomenon aroused in my contemporaries has
been poured out in the form of criticisms on my
head...”’
”As .I have long recognized that to stir up
contradiction and arouse bitterness is the
inevitable fate of psychoanalysis, I have come to
. .
the conclusion that I must be the true originator of
all that is particularly characteristic in it.”*
Discouragingas it may be to say that psychoanalysistoday moves over
similar stumbling blocks. it is, however, a fact that our pmxis reveals.
According to Freud; Breuer, Charcot and Chrobak were the . people
.
responsible for leading him in the direction of psychoanalysis.
‘These three men had all communicated to me a
piece of knowledge which strictly speaking, they
did not posSess...”5
Would it be excessive to state that this affirmationof Freud is not only a
beautiful and accurate description but also the paradigm of the way in
which psychoanalysis is transmitted? It points to the essence of speaking
beings, namely: to speak always without knowing what is said.
In Analysis Terminable and Interminable. Freud stated after the
culmination of his psychoanalytic work, that there were three impossible
tasks: analysing, governing and educating.
What follows now is my attempt to relate Freud’s position to the four
discourses introduced by Lacan in L’envers de la psychanalyse
(psychoanalysis Insideout, Seminar 1969/1970)t
,

3
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Lacan understood by discourse a way of language as a link There is a
social link in what psychoanalysis describes as discourse, this being a
quality of speaking-beings.And in psychoanalysis,the discourseis based,
not in the individual, but in the structure of language which is that of the
signifier. The subject speaks in what he says without knowing.whathe is
saying: what Freud denominatedthe unconscious.

Itwillsufficeforourlimitedpurposes, toindicate thatthediscourseof the
University is a modernization of the discourse of the Master, while the
discourse of the Analyst is to transform the unconscious impotence into..
.. .:,
im.%sibility; hence its debt to the discourse of the Hysteric.

.. If the subject is born into language, language understood as Signifiers,

discour& is the effect of these signifi6rs. The four discourses to which
Lacan refers,are four fixed places which by rotationof three signifiers and
the object a produce them; that is, produce the emergence of these four
discourses.Psychoanalysismay be understood as achange of discourse.
The structure used by Lacan implies four places and four terms. Iwill now
explain them briefly.
In regard to the places, always fixed, we have:
The other
The agent
The truth

The production

And, in referenceto the terms, we have:
SI(Master signifier)

g (The subject)
S2 (Knowledge)
a (The plus of jouissance. the object of
beyond the pleasure principle)

It is by relying on the fixity ofthe places and in the change of the terms
that we arrive at the following discourses:
Discourse of the University

Discourse of the Master
impossibility

S,

K/

b a

z/...- i m p o t e n c e 1 $

b .s2

S2

a

Discourse of the Hysterlc

Dlscourse of the Analyst
impossibility
a
b
s2

4

s

,.

Concerningthe d i k u r s e of the Masterand of the University,they can$
think, be related respectiielytogoverningandeducating.Thediscourseof: '
the Analyst will show how the Master is based upon the apparent non-"
division of the subject and his identity to his signifiers (SI),
repressingthe
truth of the division of himself as subject as the precondition of the
speaking being.
Likewise,thediscourofthe University,whilerepressingthedivisionof
the subject, situates knowledge in the place of the agent and the cause of
desire in the other, in this case the student. In any case, nevertheless,both
in the discourse of the University and the discourse of the Master, the
subject as divided remains repressed.

' L

~

In contrast, the discourse of the Hysteric, makes clear that the place of
the agent is occupied by a divided subject who produces a Master (SI)
impotent to give a knowledge(St)about the cause of desire (that is, of the
hysteric). It may be appropriate here to remember Lacan's description of
the hysteric as wanting a master. The analyst, however, is the one who
declines to be a Master.
It is a rewarding thing to realize how much ofthe Freudian texts Lacah
wasabletofurther.1 am notsuggestingthatthewholeof,Freudiscontained
in Lacan's works. I am merely pointing w t that the Lacanian experience is
Freudian. Educating and governing are based on the impossibility.of
legislating happiness and puissance, and this is clearly chkllenged by
what we may call the discwrse of the Hysteric.
ThediscwrseoftheAnalyst,affected,producedanddetermined bythe
discourse of the Hysteric, puts the cause in the place of the agent taking
the other as divided and giving place to the production of the. master
signifier (SI)
as well as allowing knowledge to be in the place of truth.
Wehave,consequently,thn?eimpossibletasksandfourdisaw&. It is
my thesis that the impassibility of psychoanalysis is different from
governingand educating. Moreover, they belong to discoursesother th@
the analytic one. The discourse of the Hysteric questions gwerning q d
educating, turning governing into an upside down mastery and education
into the impotence of knowledge.. This provokes in her discourse the
desire, which teaches us why education fails.'

7
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Moving on to the psychoanalflic discourse. we can't fail to recognize
thatitwasbornoutoflisteningtothediscourseoftheHysteric,adiscouM
that. priorto Freud, was submittedto Charcot, to Li6bault and others who,
in one way or another oscillated between Master (Si) to Knowledge (52).
With psychoanalysis,theim~sibilityisnot somuch the taskOfanalYdng
BS it is to be analyst.It is through the abandoning of all knowledge
thus
the character of the impossible task that Freud listens, and it is in this
listening as Isaid ten wars agoin my first seminar in Australia- that a
new discourse was bom.
t he impossibility of psychoanalysis resides in the fact that the andYSt
gives up all illusion of totality, legislation or power. Briefly, the analyst
should know at least one thing if he is to remain in such a place and that is
h t he will become that nothing, calledobjetpetita. But as soon as this is
stated,the analyst can also ba '?too shrewd to be honest", thus having a
conception of the analysis from beginning to end in order to avoid the
anxietyandtheeffectof thede-subjectificationtowhichhewillaniveatthe
end of the analysis of his analysand.
I!isforthisreasonthatwemustpointouthereacunentphenomenonin
psychoanalysis.We refer to the known figure of the socalled analyst who
oncemorehasrecededtothepositionoftheMasteroroftheeducator,lhuS
becomingthe one who possesses and delivers the goods. PSyChoanalYSiS
described this long ago as the perverseposition; a position maintainedby
suggestion and power. It is for this reason that the analyst is not better
equipped than others to avoid the phenomena of the psychology Of the
group whose dynamics are no secret suggestion and idealizationwith the
hypnotic results of living a life through the leader in question. These maSS
or group phenomena are what turn analysis sterile. To prove this, it is
sufficient to read what has been produced by the above group
phenomena
TheFreudianSchwlofMelboumehasno particular placeunderthesun
and no predetermined future. The only thing of which we can give a
testimony today is that these ten years of existence without any external
help, and moreover, without compromising our relation with the
P S Y C m a l f l k discourse. give us at least the credit for the value of our

-

-

-

Worlc.

Thesub-titleofMispaper, leftin reserve, is:Howd-thana/ystwork7
this immense topic, Iwill examine two styles of the =me ethic: one of
Freud, the other of Lacan.

In

191 1. Freud had in PSvChoanalytic treatment, a patient known as

6
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Dr. k.referredto him by EdoardoWeiss.Theonlything thatwe have abwt
this patient is a letter from Freud to Weiss written on 26th June, 1919, in
which Freud made it clear that Dr. k had been in analysis with him. Four
monthslater,on3rdOctober, 1919, Freudgaveadiagnosisandprognosis
of this patient:
"Since you (Weiss)askedme for my opinion about
Dr. A.. I will tell you at once that Ithink he's not
adequate for psychoanalytic treatment For it, he
lacks two conditions. First. a painful conflict
betweenhis Iand his pulsion, since deep down he
is very happy as he is. His only suffering is the
resistance of external circumstances. Secondly,
he lacks a fairly normal character. Both
deficiencies coincide at the end in one
characteristic, the formation of a monstrously
narcissistic ego, impermeable to all influence. In
my opinion, it is of no use for him to be Seen by
myself or someone else for a psychoanalytic
treatment..."
"... the problem is a technical one. The second
case,the Slovenian, is obviously a scoundrel who
does not deserve cur effort Our analytic art fails
with such people, our intelligence doesn't reach
either the dynamic relationswhich they mastered. I
have not answered him directly, and Isupposethat
you will get rid of him."
Now we will refer to the answer given by Lacan on Television. during a
programme called Psychoanalysis in regard to three Kantian questions:
"What can I know?", "What ought I to do?" and "What may Ihope f o r
We are taking the third question.

"As to 'What may I hope for?' ... I just want you to
knowthatmorethanonceI'veseenhope-whatis
called bright new tomorrows drive people I've
valued as much as I value you, to kill themselves.
And why not? Suicide is the only act that can
succeed without misfiring ... So that Kant's
question may have meaning, I'm going to
transform it into: From where do you hope?' You'd
then want to know what analytic discourse can

-
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practice, his discoveries, his stumbling blocks, with other analysts, then
that practice is no more than the prestige of magic or, at its very best.
suggestion.
Maria In& Rotmiler de Zentner and I,both Argentinian and analysts of
theFreudianSchoolofBuenosAires,foundedin 1977withGaylePaulland
John Dingle, both Australian, the Freudian School of Melbourne. In the
tenth year of this foundation, this clarification was due.
Historyisnotonlythepastbutthenarrationofwhat has been done.This
marks the step from Platonic reminiscence to the psychoanalytic act. The
Freudian school of Melbourne. a school of psychoanalysis, founded
without holding arelationshipofdependencytotheso-calledmetropolisof
analysis, proves that the reunion of analysts is always a possibilitywhen
the horizonof work is psychoanalysis. This can be written by noting down
that it is 'a' and not SIor Sz which is the cause of the psychoanalytic
act.
The psychoanalyst is he who follows the ethics of the well said
disarticulating beliefs and opening the path for a desire.
To conclude, let us remember again Freud and Lacan at the very end of
their lives. Freud said, "I succeeded in the creation of the international
Psycho-AnalyticAssociation, but the struggle is not yet over". Lacan told
us, "I failed with my School. but I persevere".

promise k u , since for me everything is already

sewn up. Psychoanalysis would allow you, of

course. the hope of refining and Ciatifying the

unconscious of which you're the subject. But
everyoneknowsthatl don't encourageanyoneinto
it, anyone whose desire is not resolute.
Furthermore and Iam sony to refer lo some illbred people
I think the psychoanalytic
discourse should be withheld from scoundrels:
surely it is what's behind Freud's socalled
criterion of culture. Ethical criteria are
unfortunately no more reliable. They (the
scoundrels)in any case,may be judged by other
dixwrses.and i f 1 dareto pmouncethatanalYSis
should be withheld from aundrels it's because it
renders them dumb celtainiy an improvement.
but without hope, to go back to your term."

-

-

i have included these two examples in order to clarify how both Freud
and kcan msiderthe limitsof the psychoanalyticdiscourse as different
from the psychoanalytic cure.
While the psychoanalyticdiscourse studies those structures referredto
above. it finds its limits in regard to any possible treatment of them.
Indeed, psychoanalyis does not make better people because it's not
what the analyst puts in but the stuff with which each one comes to
anaiysis. Goodness and badness belong to other dismurses, particularly
that of the Master. who always offers the supreme good.
Freud's patient and the subject to which Lacan refers are not just
problems of symptoms but of structure. Analytic treatment produces
effects. no doubt, and even cures. However, we are always far from
reaching this point.
The desire of the analyst is not self-explanatory. Even the expression
desire Ofthe analyst refers to the desire of the Other. The function of this
desire is clearer for the analyst, from the moment in which he becomesthe
de-supposedsubject of knowing, and this is so becauseof the correlation
between desire and transference.
Taking ail this into account, we may ask why there should be an
institution and, moreover, why a school of psychoanalysis? Answer:
& W J s e if the analyst docs not have a place where he can share his
8
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The History of the PsychoanalyticMovement
St. Ed., Vd. XIV, p.7.
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Freud and Janet on Organic
and Hysterical Paralyses:
A Mystery Solved?
Malcolm Macmillan

When Freud reported to the College of professors in the Faculty of
Medicine of the University of Vienna on his 1665-1086visits to Paris and
Berlin, he said his discussions and correspondence with Charcot:
"Led tomypreparing apaperwhichistoappearin
the Archive de Neurologie and is entitled
Vergleichungder hysterischenmit derorganischen
Symptomatologie."'
However, as became clear later, the paper did not exist at the time Freud
wrote his report. Two years later, he publiclyforeshadowed that the paper
was"shortly10appear"~.Itdidnot. What Freud did publishinthat yearwas
an ently on hysteria for Villaret's HandwrSrrerbuchthat included much of
the material found in the later paper. Only five years later again did the
paper appear. When it did. the comparison was only of the organic and
*Senior Lecturer, Dept. Psychology, Monash University.
10
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hysterical paralyses and the symptomatologies generally.
Freud introduced his paper by saying Charcot had entrusted or
commissioned him with the task of making the comparison but that
“accidental and personal reasons” had prevented him from canying it
out.’
No one has been able to identify these reasons or even hint at them. The
questionremains: why did FreudtakeSevenyears to complete histaskand
why was his eventual comparison restricted to the paralyses?

The Cornparlson
Let me clarify what Freud wanted to compare. It was clear enough that
the characteristicsof the distribution of an organic anaesthesia its total
nature and its irregular’ boundaries cculd be explained by the loss of
function of sensory nerves but an hystericalanaesthesiacouldnot. Similar
differences distinguished the organic from the hysterical paralyses. But
what other differences were there between organic and hysterical
symptoms and what determined the psuliaritiis of the IatteI?
Freud‘s enby on hysteria in villaret begins with the assertion that the
essence of hysteria:
”Should be expressed in a formula which todc
account of the conditions of excitability in the
different park of the nervous syslr?m.”‘
There being no such formula
“We must be content .._
to define the n e u m s in a
purely ncsographical fashion by the totality Of
symptoms occurring in it.”5
Alter this apology. Freudwenton to discuss the differentsymptoms. For
the paralyses he formulated a specific, although negative rule:.
“Hysterical paralyses take no account of the
anatomicalsttucture of the newous system which.
asis well known.showsitself most unambiguously
in the distribution of organic paralyses.”*
When discussing the general characteristics of hysterical symptoms,
Freud went a little furlher:
‘They do not in any way present a copy of the
anatomical conditions of the nervous system. It
may be said that hysteria is as ignorant of the

-
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science of the nervous system as we ourselves
before we have learnt it.”’
. .
But this generalization marks the limit of Freud‘s comparison.
A single point of difference between the conceptualizationsin villaret‘s
Handwofferbuchand the longdelayed paper providesthe key to solving
ourmystery.That differencemcems thecontributionof ideas and aifects
to hysterical Symptoms. more particularly how Freud brought those
contributions together. But, rather than commence with that point, I shall
start by considering separately how affect comes into psychoanalytic
theory and how ideas contribute to hysterical symptoms.
Affect In Psychoanalysis
For most people interested in psychoanalysis, affect enters
psychoana!ytic theory asa direct consequence of Breuetsobservationsof
Anna O., with the notion of “a quota of affect“ being simply a conceptual
refinement of these observations. This cannot be correct, however:
Firstly, Breuefs description of the treatment in the original case-notes is
significantly different from the later a w n 1 in placing no emphasis upon
Anna 0. expressing previously unexpressed emotionsP Rather, what
Breuer emphasizes is verbal expression. The same is true of the
descriptive parts of the published account.* Let me give the most striking
example:theabsenceofanemotionalreactionintheoriginaldescriptionof
Anna 0,’stelling of the dog drinking out of the glass. But, in the laterpublished aaxxlnt, we find that that emotional quality has actually been
added. What follows is a “composite” quotation, where I have added the
afectivephrases taken from the published account (in italics) to Breuefs
original case notes:

“...Oneeveningshetold. wiiheverysignofdisgust,
howshehad seen.herladycompanion’ssmalldog,
which disgusted her, drink from a glass of water
and how she had said nothing, in order not to.
appear rude (many weeks ago). 5 minutes later,
after giving further energetic expression to the
angershehadhe/dback,shecomplainedofthirst,
drank ‘Y, bottle of water _..a,*
Frornthis,itisclearBreuerusesthewords“witheverysignofdisgust”to
characterize Anna 0,’sdescription of the scene before interpolating the
phrase”aftergivingfurtherenergeticexpressionto theangershe had held
back” between the end of the description and the request for water.
13
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Freud, Jackson, Surplus ExCitatlOn, and Affects
Freud formally consideredthe possibilityof the nervous system having
the purpose of disposing of excessive quantities of excitation only after
readingthe worltof HughlingsJackson, theeminent British neurologist in
1891, when hewaspreparing hismonograph 0nAphasial5Jacksonhad
argued that speech ejaculations...
"...are all parts of emotional language; their
utteranceby healthypeople is on the physicalside
apwiessduring whichtheequilibriumofagreatly
disturbed nervous system is restored, as are also
ordinary emotional manifestations(...) all actions'
are in one sense results of restorationof nervws
equilibrium by expenditure of energy.'O
Freud first indicated his belief that the nervous system acted to reduce
excitation only after reading Jackson's paper. Previously, he had only
spoken of hysteriaas being basedon an abnormal distributionof a Surplus
of excitation.
JacksonalSoSeemstohavebeenthesourceof thenotionthatexcessive
affect could be disposed of by speech as well as by action. On the very
page where Jackson spoke of speech ejaculations restoring an
equilibrium, he quoted the opinions of two unknown authors, one about
swearing as a safety-valve for feelings and a substitute for aggressive
muscular action and the other that whoever first abused his fellow-man
instead of knocking out his brains laid-the basis of civilization.'O Freud
repeatedboth of these points exactly in the first lecture he gave on his and
Breuer's theory of hysteria in 1893."
Ideas and Symptoms
At the Salpetrihre Freud leamed three things about the formation of
hystericalsymptoms: they resultedfrom an unmnScioustransformationof
ideas that had escaped control of the ego18 and they retainedthe sensory
content of the ideas.
It was Pierre Janet, Charcot's follower, who developed the notion that
hysterical symptoms were determined by ideas. Like Charcot, he was
impressed by the failure of' the "lesion" causing an anaesthesia to
correspond with what was known from anatomy:
"It is not the region innervated by the cubital or the
mediannervethat is anaesthetic-it is the hand or
the wrist"'*

14
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He then drew the following extraordinarily novel conclusion,
illustrated in Fiiure 1:

as

Figure 1: Arm and hand as ideas
"The localization is not anatomid, it is
physiological, as M. Charcot rightly says. But I
would like to add a word, this distribution
corresponds to a very CNde. very common
physiology. When an hysterical patient has her
hand paralysed.where should the insensitivearea
be70n the musclesthatarenotfunctioning, thatis
on the forearm. And yet, the anaesthesia is nearly
always mnffnedto the hand itself and to the wrist
In hystericalblindness.anaesthesia bears not only
on the retina, but on the conjunctiva, and even on
the eyelids: the amaurotic hysterical has
spectacles of anaesthesiaon the face. She haslost
hereye, not only in the physiological sense, but in
the popularsenseof the word, namely all that fills
15
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the’oibit 1twouldseemthat.even in theselocalized
anaesthesias. the habitual associations of our
sensations, the ideas we conceive of our organs,
play an important role and determine these
distrib&ons.“’U

Some of Charcot‘s patients had said almost as much. For example, one
patient described his anaesthetic legs as though they were dead.“ But,
rather than stopping at a negativeformulaand invoking ignorance,Janet‘s
characterizationwas positive: what was lost to normalconsciousnesswas
the idea of the organ or its function.
The understanding of hystericalanaesthesia had to be based on what
the psychologist could contribute about the effectof ideas rather than on
what the anatomist knew aboot the distribution of nerves or what the
physiologist understood of physical function.

The Mystery Solved?
Janet‘s thesis is critically important to the solution of our mystery. It and
itsextension by Freud isall thatdistinguishes thelong-delayedpaperfrom
the Wllaret entry.
The first noticeable feature about Freud‘s paper is that it is in four
sections, the first three probably being completed within two years of his
returnfrom Paris. Thecentral conclusion of each of the first threesections
had already been drawn in Charcofs own Lectures’s and Freud himself
had set them out, considerably more systematically than Charcot, in the
Villaret entry.
The major and single point of difference is in the fourth Section where
Freud uses Janet‘s thesis as the basis for a physiopathological formula.
Withoutithehadbeenableonlytodescribethesymptomsandtohintatan
explanation in terms of some vaguely conceived consequences of
changes in the distribution of excitation. Now he could say:
“The paralysis of the arm consists in the fact that
the conception of the arm cannot enter into
association with the other ideas constituting the
egoofwhichthe subject‘sbodyformsanimportant
Part The lesion would therefore be the abolition of
the associative accessibility of the conception of
the ann.”*o

16
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Affectalso gained its place:
“If the conception of the arm is involved In an
association with a large quota of affect it will be
inaccessible to the free play of dher
associations.”
Freud‘s development of Janet‘s thesis can be represented by Figure 2.
Patients could not form associations between the ideas of thelr hands or
arms and their other ideas because the large quota of affect made those
ideas inaccessible.

Figure 2: ‘Idea’ of arm and hand ‘cut off by affect
Immediately following this physio-pathological formulation, Freud
emphasised its therapeutic implications:

“The ann will be paralysed in proportion lo Me
persistence of this quo& of affed or to its
diminufionbyappropriafepsychicalmeans.This is
the solution of the problem we have mised. for, in
every case of hysterical paralysis,we find that the
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paralysedorgan or the losffuncfion is involvedina
subconsciousasmciafionwhichis providedwifha
large guofa of affecfand ifcan be shown thaf the
arm is liberated as sdon as this quofa is wiped

they were the most important of the symptoms not induded in Janers
comprehensive discussion.

All Freud now needed to do was to re-interpret the cases alread
investigated by 'Breuer's method' in affectiveferns. So.again within days
of theappearanceofJanersfirst paper, he told fliess in alenerof 28 June,
1892,that Breuer had agreed topublish"0ur detadedtheory of abreaction.
and our other joint witticisms [Germ; Witze') on hysteria".'S Here also
Freud used the term 'abreaction' for the first time.

out.""

"The lesion" in hysteria was of the idea ofthe organ and its isolationwas
maintained by,the intensity of the emotion accompanying it In this way,
then, Freud first publicly introduced emotion, more correctly "the quota of
affect", into his theorizing.
We havethesolution toourmysteryinourgrasp.Janet'sthesis,andonly
that thesis, allowed what could be said about the mechanism of hysterical
symptom formation to be lifted from the descriptive level of Charcot's
conceptualization and placed within a sophisticated theoretical
framework.
By now returning to the Salpetriere we find why Freud's paper was
completed when it was. On 1 1 March, 1892, at a regular clinical meeting
there, Janet read the first of what was to be a series of papers covering the
major symptoms of hysteria After dealing with hysterical anaesthesia, he
went on to cover hystericalamnesia on 17 March and suggestibility on 1
April. 19, z2, 25 It was in the first of these papers that Janet presented his
hypothesis about the determination of hysterical anaesthesias by ideas.
Within days of the appearance of the first paper, on 29 June, 1892, Freud
setoutinalenertoBreuerthepropoiitionthatthenervoussystemactedto
reduceexcitationorkeepitconstant.Thenextday,inanoutlineofapariof
the Preliminary Communication he also sent Breuer, he linked abreaction
to Janet's concept by making a sub-conscious affective association
responsible for the i~olation.~'
UntilJanet extended Charcot's theses on the role of ideas, Freud had no
conceptual framework from which he could even describe the functiond
peculiarities of hysterical symptoms, i.e. he was limited to a purely
nosographical definition. After Janet, Freud could not only describe more
adequately; he could explain and he could be original. Certainly the role
Freud gave affect namely, to account for the isolation of hysterical
symptoms is the only original notion in the paper. It is alSo a much more
specific role than the conventionally vague one he gave it in Villaret.
Consequently, what Freud needed to complete his paper was a Set of
ideas allowing him to move from description to explanation in an original
way. Janet made the clarification and his thesis allowed Freud lo finish his
paper. Wecanalsosurmise why Freud restricted himself to the paralyses:
18
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Whose Idea?
If Ihave solved one mystery, Imay be left with two more,both bearingon
priority. Let me start with the more complex. When Freud announced to
Fliess In 1893 that his paper was probably to appear that August he
described it as:
'I...
Quite a short essay, wnffen so io speak on a
singlepke [Germ: 'Witz').25 (Translation modied,
I W i mine MBM.)
There are three oddities about the pari of the sentence i have
emphasized. The first is its omission from the eadier translation of the
Freud-flies correspondence'e, the second is its literal meaning, and the
third its interpretation.
Although we know the first editors of the conespondenceleft out many
passagesshowing Freud's indebtednessto others, especiallyto fliess",
that may not be the reason for this omission. The literal meaning of the
phrase is obscure. I believe Freud here uses "Witz" as a synonym for
"work" as he didwhen hetdd fliessthat Breuerhadagreedtopublishttreir
"joint witticisms" on hysteria Those prepating the German edition of the
wrrespondence misread Freud's "Wee" as "Mineilungen", presumably
because a was abbreviated,with the consequence that the editors of the
English edition rendered it as "work" (Cf. Letter of 28.6.1892 in Freud,
1950, Freud 1950/1954, and Masson 1985).25,ZeQuite inadvertently.the
effectwastodisguisethewayFreuduseddWiW.Thaterrorintummadeit
impossibleto interpret the phrase in the Letter of 10.7.1893, where 'WiW'
nexfoccurred.Itwastheref~eleflout.IfFreudwentsofarastouse'Witre"
in a self-depreciatory way to refer to his and Breuefs ideas" (and that
substitution reads quite well), this description of his papar on paralyses
should be interpretedas acomplex word-play on Janet's insightthat ideas
determined symptoms. That is certainly the single idea central to Freud's
paper.
19
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Now to the second mystery. In the paper itself, Freud was quick to give
credit to Janet Afier concluding his description of the differencesbetween
the paralysesheraisedtheproblemofthenatureofthe"lesion"in
hysteria
Although he accepted Chaqt's characterization of it as "a dynamic
lesion" he rejected the possibility that it might be a transitory organic
affection..Were it such, the characteristics of the two kinds of paralyses
would be the same. Since they were not, an emphatic restatement of his
1888 "ignorance" proposition was called for:
'The lesion in hysterical paralyses must be
completely independent of the anatomy of the
nervous system, since in its para/yses and other.
manifestations hysteria behaves as though
anatomy did not exist or as though it had no
knowledge of it."28
Then, for the very first time, he said hysteria:
'Takestheorgansintheordinary, popular senseof
the names they bear: the leg is the leg as far up as
itsinseftionintothe hip, t h e m istheupperlimbas
it is visible under the clothing."'e
Freud brought this section of the paper to a close by fully associating
himself with Janet's views as they had been presented at the SalpetriBre.
adding:
"They are confirmed as much by hysterical
paralyses SI& by anaesthesia and psychical
symptoms."=
As we have seen, Freud devoted the concluding section of the paper to
thenatureofthe"1esion"andthesensein whichit wasdynamic.Again,asif
echoing Janet, he began by requesting the specific permission of his
readers "to move on to psychological ground and introduced his
discussion of the affect-laden idea with a further acknowledgement of
Janet, explicitly relating his formulations about hysteria being ignorant of
the anatomy of the nervous system to Janet's formulation on ideas."
Nearly thirty years after 1892, in An Autobiographical Study, Freud
denied Janet any credit at all:
"Before leaving Paris I discussed with (Charcot] a
plan for a comparative study of hysterical and
organic paralyses. Iwished to establish the thesis
20
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that in hysteria paralyses and anaesthesias of the
various parts of the body are demarcated
according to the popular ideaof their limits and not.
according to anatomical facts."
No contemporaneousevidence exisk of Freud's discussing the role of

%epopularidea"withCharcot.AllI havesaidspeaksagainstit:thereisno.
mentionof it in the Villaret entry but it does havethe central role in the long-

delayed paper and there Freud explicitly acknowledges Janet. Why then
did Freud not mention Janet in 19257 Had the passage of time made him
forget7 Possibly.Hadthe well-documented antagonism Freudheldtoward
Janet falsified his memory? Possibly. Had his transformation of Janet's
thesis tricked his memory into thinking he was also responsible for the
original? Again, possibly. Was the transformation so important to the
founding of psycho-analysisthat the notion had to be his in its entirety?
That too is possible.
It was probably Janet's conceptualization that ended the seven year
delay and provided an,impoltant partof the basis for Freud to found
psycho-analytic theory on the vicissitudes of affective life.
Let me finish'on a more fanciful note. According to Masson," Charcot
marked his own copy of the journal in which Freud's paper appeared at
exactly the point where Freud states the 1893 version of the hysteria-asignorance view. Since Masson's discussion is also in a context which
represents Freud as the originator of Janet's thesis, he thereby implies
Charcot's recognition of Freud's originality. Charcot's markings cannot
have that significance. Freud had stated the ignorance view earlier. For
Charcot to have recognizedFreud's originality, he would have had to have
marked the passages where Freud extended and transformed Janet's
well-known thesis. However, I like to think Charcot was pointing to the
locale if not the scene of a crime. Admittedly it was a crime not then
committed, a potentialcrime as it were, but a crime nevertheless, a crime
committed in what might be entitled 'The case of the purloined idea".
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crossesitand which representsthel insofaras itcutsacrossthisline.This
intersection is given expression in the following ways
in forgetting,
omissions. silences. mutism, feelings of.presence. acting out. etc. The
schema L of Lacan is made up precisely of these two intersectinglines.

-

Since it is always a desire which is representedin the line 0-S. we can
define the subject of the unconscious as one who desires, a desidero.
Now, just as wit is found to reside in the subtlety of what Freud calls its
verbal technique, to the pointthat this technique cannot bedispensed with
by reductionto retainonly the meaningof the W i k without suppressingthe
humour at the same time; so desire cannot be separated from the
misleading detours of the discourse in which it is signified and without
which it would evaporate (sans qu’il se volafilise).‘
The structural affinity,betweenthe dream and the joke is Freud‘s major
discovery. It is major in the sensethat he saysthat the Traumdeutung is his
major work.
It is this affinity which allows us to conclude on the subject of either
formation of the uncony.?ious, that all lies in the technique. This is what
Lacan means when he says that desire must be taken literally (a la leftre).
Undo the play on words in which it is signified and it is desire itself which
disappears (...c’est le desir comme tel qui s’envole).
All that remains is a signification which reduces it to a demand.
If the wit who remarked of the seizure of the estates of the dodeans
family in uttering the joke quoted by Freud, “C’est lepremiervoldeI‘aigle”
(“Thisisthefirstflighthheftoftheeagle”) hadsaid rather:”ThisNapolbn 111
is a thief” he would have provoked a riposte from his adversaries. It could
even have come to blows. By calling upon the resources of wit, he turned
his adversariesinto an amused audience. He succeeded here, in so far as
he was addressing himself not to the opinions they held but to what could
be called their better knowledge (savoir).
It is in addressing th/s better knowledge and not their person that an
accord becomes possible.This is something approaching what could be
called analyiic reasoning at least in the framework of our experience.
For example, an analysand who works in what is known as a “big
business” (une grosse boite) received a circular from his boss which
ended with these words, Croyez. cher Collegue. a I‘expression de ma
parfaile vigilance”. Be assured dear colleague of my complete vigilance.2
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That night he hadthis dream : “I was in a waste land with acrowdof people
all employedby the company. The boss was giving flying lessons (lepns
de v00. Mme. Z.(who was knownto be the boss’ mistress) was flyingwith
extraodinaryease, whizzing through theair.The others could fly quitewell.
Inmycase,however,itwasapatheticeffort.Icouldhardlygetmyselfoffthe
ground without immediatelyfalling back down.” If the analysand, when he
receivedthe circular. hadsimply said indignantly: “Cevoleurquioseparler
de vigilance, efc.” (‘This thief who dares to talk about his vigilance...”)
one could infer the existence of a wish repressed with all the energy he
spends on condemningthe dishonestyof his boss. But iiis preciselythis
wish which has found the means of being signified in the dreamthanks to
the above mentioned technique of the play on the double meaningof the
word vol. “Si je savais si bien vole? (“Ifonly I knew how to fly/steal so
well!”). The interpretation should be worded in the same terms as the
recounting of the dream, that is to spy, by keeping the Same technique
which in this case is that of double Teaning. Otherwise the desire to steal
’
would be reduced to a wish to fly.
Thus it ispropertounconsciousdesiretobeinarticulable,
justas thejoke
is irreducible. It follows from this: a) that desire is in no way demand, and b)
thatoneshould notsimplybecontent todescribeitsobjectasbelonging to
the register of the imaginary, since one can just as easily say what one
imagines.CanweconcludefromthisthatitiswithoutobjecnThiswouldbe
to disregard psychoanalysis which is nothing if not the discovery of the
object.
Now psychoanalysisdescribesthe relationshipwith this object in terms
of identification. It concerns itself particularly with phallic identification.
Consequently. if a male subject identifieswith the phallus, it means that he
is not simply satisfied with havingit, but still more(encore)wantstoactually
be it. So we are dealing with an incompleteness which is situated on
another plane entirely from that of possessing it ...,and which cannot be
adequatelydescribedbytheterm“&nis-neis‘inthecaseof shewhodoes
not possess it. It is also obvious that identification cannot annul this
incompleteness.On the contrary, the more the subject, male or female, is
led in the direction of identificationas a negation or attempt to surmount
this incompleteness. the more this feeling becomes aggravated and
perpetuated.
Beyond this, it is understood that this incompleteness gives rise to a
libidinalstructuresuch that thesubject wouldnot becontent with being for
theothertheobjectof itsneedorof itslove, butwouldtaketheplaceofthe
cause ofthis incompleteness.And it is herethat sexual desire is revealedin
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its unconsciousfoundation.Theidentification ofthel. notwith theobjectby
meansof which sexualityis introducedinto the humanbeingand to which
Lacan has given the symbol -Pbut more precisely with the image of the
organ to which this object is linked, means that the subject uses his own
incompleteness, his manque-d-&re (his want to be) to interpret the lack in
the Other. This is a process which does not wcur without some deception
concerning this lack, wFich presents itself in this situation as a lack of...
whatever it is that he is identified with, and identifies as his ego ideal, both
together.Iwould go so far as to say that the purposeof this identificationis
precisely to identify the !ack in the Other, to infentiondise it in such a way
that it takesontheformofalackof;in other words toreducethe unknownto
the known.Theobsessional is exemplary in this; he who imagines not that
the woman has it, but that she desires to have it.
It is from this identification or from this intentionaiization of the
unspeakable of what the subject is, that what we might chooSe to call
benign fears (les craintes heureuses) are born (although these may turn
into Angst to the extent that they carry the threat that the object that I am
may appear):fear in the male that it might be taken from him, fears shared
equally in the male and female of being raped, of being impregnated,not
forgetting fears of being devoured or discarded as waste (ietae) aux
ordures).
These latter examples remind us that what applies in the case of phallic
desire goes equally for the other regressive desires, ora1 and anal. In fact,
one could even ask whether the purpose of castration or of -v isn't to
assimilate genital desire into the structure of desire in general. We must
make explicit the conditions which dictate this structure of desire.
Inarticulatingthedemand,repliesLacan,thesubiecthastheexperience
that he is. This experienceis of no great novelty,as one could say that he
has already had it when confronted with his specular image in the mirror
before being capable of articulating any demand whatever. What is new
here, is that he does it in the form of a question,or from a desire to know
what he is. Desire which is addressed to the Other which has mediated his
returnto thefield of languageandwhich is forthesubject, the placeofthis
language. So above all, he experiencesat the same timethe fact that there
is no reply to this question.
Indeedthe Other submergeshimwith its: "You are this or that," or again:
"Be or don't be this or that." and these words whether he adopts them as
his own, or whether he takes exception to them, can only describe him as
the subject of the statement (sujet de I'enonce). (I am or am not what you

say.) Far from finishing there, the subject of the enunciation (fe sujef de
IIenonciation) will rebound from beyond the words. Henceforth. why not
define the subject by the negativitywhich goes beyond all definition, and
define desire as the concern which surpasses all limits?
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This reply would hold if psychoanalysishad not shown that there is no
such thing as infinite desire, by discovering a limited number of objects,
which because of their very loss become part of the being of the subject
which escapes the bounds of what can be covered by language. It could
just as well be said that they become the reason for the division of the
subject while at the same time marking with their distinctive.stamps the
subject of the enunciation.
In so far as the breast is concerned, it Seems likely that this object is
detached from the infant, (even before weaning) and that it is by virtue of
this that he finds it again....in his thumb or in some other "transitional"
object. Likewise, theerotisationof the scybale(stool)is inseparablefrom its
undetachable aspect which destines i t tabe symbolised as a gift. The
phallus itself is not detachable. But it is precisely this which makes it
imperative to introducea symbolic lack on this level.

i

So it follows that one could say that these objects cannot be articulated
because theyarearticulatedin theunconsciousasameansofrecoveryor
cause of desire. Far from havingto reduce desire to a demand, even if the
element of need be taken from it, or even if it were "archaic" as we say, the
function of the interpretation is to preserve the unspeakable place of
desire.
The foregoing allows us to be brief about the constructionof Seminar XI.
The ideas introducedin ttiis seminar at the sametime moveaway from the
precedingconcepts and yet reiterate them in a. more rigorous way.
The definition of the signifieras being that which represents the subject
for another signifier relates to the moment of alienation, where the subject
disappear; under.%. the bimysignifier, which is the Lbste//ungrepl*dsentanl.
It is apparent that it is in this moment that the objet a is articulated in the
unconscious as cause of desire.Can we speak here of identification?Yes,
insofarasthedesireas wanftobe issustainedbythisunspeakableobject
that thesubject losesas part ofhimself. Thereis hereanidentificationin the
sense of the mark that the subject receives from the signifier at the level of
enunciation, but also in the sense of the impossibilityof identity. Perhaps
the real is to be sought in relation to this impossibility.The identification
here is first and foremost a function of the symbolic or of introjection.
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The return,not without torsionand trickeryof thelackof thealienationin
the time of separation, corresponds to the moment in which the subject
identifieshimself, i.e. identifies his I as well as his ego ideal with the image
of the organ linked to the objet a. The identification here is above all a,
function of the imaginary or of projection.

could be said that the subject is this very hole or this unrepresentable-V!
Translated by Sylvia Sagona

It is obvious that we are not referringhereto two successivetimes, since
it is with his Ithat the subject automaticallythinks his being to be. I would

,

even say that the removal of the want-to-be from the alienation is the
essential process of analysis.

Togivean ideaofthisbrccess,wemust recall Lacan'sformulawherethe
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Notes
Translatots note: Just as a joke cannot be explained without losingthe
humour, a pun cannot be translated. This is the first of several in the
paper based on the two meanings of the word vol, i.e. flight and theft.
Translatots note : Presumably intending to convey concern, but
correctly indicating mistrust.
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Transference, Suggestion and Acting Out
‘Alan Large

“I had not expected that anyone who had reached a
certain depth in his understandingof analys!! &Id
remu& that understanding h d lose it .I I had to
learn that the very same thing can happen with
psychoanalysts”
Sigmund Freud

‘Thereisnothingfor which men’scapabilitesareless
suited than psychoanalysis”
Sigmund Freud
“A Certain use of interpretationas the sleight of hand
of comprehension. An interpretation whose effects‘
are undetstoodis not a psychoanalyticinterpeta+jon”

Jacques Lacan

“Schemes of improvement are very laughable
things”
Or. Samuel Johnson
* FreudianSchool of Melbourne.
.
..
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This paper is an effect of my reading.of The International Journal of
Psychoanalysis on the subjects of Transference and Acting Out Many
writers show concern with achieving therapeutic benefit as the prime
function of thei: psychoanalyticwork. The wish to mwe the analysand in a
desirable direction permeates these papers. Sigmund Freud warned
a b u t therapeutic zeal. He placed therapeutic benefit as an afler effect or
side effect of psychoanalysis.
The zeal Freud wams against enters when there are injunctions to
therapists to facilitate results,frompsychoanalysis that are in the direction
of adaptation and less destructive compromises with socalled reality. It
also enters when psychoanalytic concepts become taken up in the
practice of a technique, become operational utilitarian concepts that
impose a direction on the analysis.
Suggestion is at work. in psychoanalysistaken as atherapy, by the way
in which the analyst works with transference and acting out. The wish to
move, to heal, to synthesize remains powerfuldespite Freud'swarning. All
analysts are repelledby the idea of therapeutic zeal and all will disclaim it,
but everyone endorses the value of psychoanalysisas a therapy.
It is not always easy to recognise the instrinsic moral position in the
practice and theoretical formulationsof those analystswho, in the interest
ofthosewhosufferandarecalledpatientexercisepower.Thewishtohave
power can use transference,that condition within which a psychoanalytic
discourse may unfold, not to permit unfolding, but to imposechange.Here,
in the analyst, the wish for power is opposed to the desire to hear.
Suggestion refers to the insertion and imposition of ideas, to exerting
influencetoward change; to proceduresand schemes of improvement; to
the facilitation or enhancement of an idea of health; to the diminution of
what is "objectionableand abnormal" and of what is designatedas bad as
opposed to what is designated good. Suggestion is a transference of
authority from an Other.
Most writerstakeinterpretationofthetransferenceasthelynch pinofthe
therapeutic effect. There is a workman-like neatness, simplicity and
hopefulnessabout the use of intepretationof the transference as a tod by
which hitherto repressed impulses, ideas and affects can be made
available to the synthetic function of the ego and thereby provide insight
and understanding.
Psychoanalysispracticed in this way as a therapy becomes an attempt

lo protect the Ifrom the unconscious. What better waynot to approach the
unconscious than to claim to be doing so on its alleged central path, the
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,interpretation.of. the transference.
... Tdsference was discovered at 'a time when psychotherapeutic
'&proaches Were based entirely on suggestion. Transference was first
Seen as an obstacle and then as an aid to the psychoanalytic cure. For
many analyststhe concept remains ata utilitarian levelforthe benefitof the .< ..
patient. It is even said that analysts who do not use it in this way deprive
their patientsof their chance of cure, that it may be unethicalnot to provide
the understanding that relieves the sufferer. These ideas derive in large
measurefrom a captivationof psychoanalysisin systems based on values
and a naive preFreudian ,biological and reality based'ideology., In this
model, transference is to be recognised, known, understd, st@&,
exbunded and if the interpretation is correct the transference .will be
liquidated.
Acting out is to be recognized. known, understood, announced,
denounced and thereby undercut as an opponent of the forward
movement of the treatment Analysis using transference in this way must
surely be one of Dr. Johnson's "schemes of improvement" and lies in the
field of suggestion.

.

SigmundFreud beganastrugg1e.h 1938 hesaidthat'thestruggleWas
not yet over".Psychoanalysis as a method of therapy was taken by well
meaning persons to respond to the demand for relief of suffering. There
yasameldingof psychoanalysisintoapsychoanalyticpsychiatry.lnsome
circlesit lostall its particular characteristicsand the Freudianunconsciws
became the pre-Freudian romantic unconscious of the poets, eclectic
psychiatrists and psychologists. Transference became that mistaken
displacement of recognition that could be corrected by accurate
interpretationfrom the stand point of the analyst3 reality.
In 1920EmestJones*refenedtothewayinwhichacquiescencetonew
ideas restson the condition that theirvalue is discountedandtheir meaning
diluted until harmless. An example of this is the dilution of the concept of
transference as being simply an inappropriate repetition and a practical
idea in the sewice of therapeutic goals, thus rendering harmless the
consequence of Freud's discovery.
. .,.
Interpretationof thetransferencebecamethattool thatclaimedtomollify .,:.:.
early life traumas and their consequences by bringing to cunsciousness . :,
for detoxification and synthesis what was chaotic and dangerous in the Id . . .
by deliberate and systematic work by trained and. empathic :
psychoanalytic practitioners. Transference interpretationcould be taught
and learned.Transferenceinterpretationcapturedanalystsinits promiseof
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effectiveness, potency, good effect earning one's fees property, fulfilling
one's responsibility,to the patient and sociely. Its ethics is based on
morality,themoralityofgoodbowelmovements,notanethicsbasedonthe
desife to speak to one who desires to listen to the un.ccnsciws.
The historyof suggestion a t k r k in psychoanalysis may betraced back
to.1781 when Anton MesmeP wrote "magnetism must be transmitted by
feeling. Feeling alone can-render its theory [of therapeutic effect)
intelligible".
Mesmer postulated a fluid to account for the action of the magnetist
physician,,on his patient, perhaps as an attempt to depersonalise the
powerful affective relationship he recognized. Colleagues of Mesmer
made their magnetic passes at two inches from the patient's body in order
not to make physical contact In a secret report on Animal Magnetism or
Mesmerism made to Louis XVI in 1784 it is stated, "Whatever the illness
maybe, it does notdeprive usofoursex and itdoesnot entirelywithdraw us
from the power of the other sex. The magnetic treatment must necessarily
bedangerous tomorality".Thepowercdwhatwaslatercalledtransference
love was clearly felt and known.
In 1787CharlesDeVillembelievedthatthecurativefactorresidedinthe
will of the therapist to cure his patient and in the affection he felt for him. "I
carry within me the where-with-allto relieve my fellow. The most sublime
part of my being is dedicated to that purpose. In the feeling of the most
tender concern my friend is assured of finding a remedy for his ills." He
warned against the relationship assuming an erotic character. 'The very
strong a f f e c t i for the magnetist persists even after the treatment has
ended."
In 1818Jean JacquesVireywrote."Magnetismisnothingmorethanthe
result of emotions produced by imagination or by the affection between
individuals, principally that which arises from sexual relations.
The subject becomesattachedto his magnetistas toa caressingangel,
a being sublime in his benificence. Magnetism is solely the action which
sentient beings exert one upon the othel".
Animal magnetism was a powerful therapy. A wish to heal operated
togetherwithadesiretoexercisepower,toremovesymptomsandtoinstall
health. All this resonates with the attitudes found in the'papers I will
refer to.
In the second half of the nineteenth Century magnetism became
hypnosis and suggestion was confirmed as the explanation for its effect,

-
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Suggestion, however, was regarded as a neurophysiological influence
which.was another attempt to depersonalise the relationship between
doctor and patient. Bemheim was finally to state, 'There is no hypnotism,
there is only suggestion".
In December 1887 Freud introduced hypnosis into his regular practice
and stated, 'There waa something positively seductive in working with
hypnotism. For the first time thare was a sense of having overcome One's
helplessness". One reason he abandoned hypnosis may well have been
the episode in which a female patientflung her arms around him. She was
one.of his most aquiescent patients, with whom hypnotism had enabled
him to relieve her by tracing back her attacks ofpain to their origins. He
said, "When she threw her arms around my neck Idid not attribute this to
my own irresistiblepersonal attraction and I now grasped the mysterious
element behind hypnotism". He envisaged a third person interposed
betweenthe patient and himself and'this may be regardedas the starting
point of the concept of transference. Freud told the story to Joseph Breuer
in order to reassure him about his misadventure with Anna 0.. Breuer's
responsewas,'Thisisthemostimportantthingwetwohavetogivetothe
world. Therapists who had been haunted by the possible erotic
cbmplications of their relationship could hence forth feel as reassuredas
Breuer had been by Freud.Transference was a means of defence against
the potential erotic demands of patients and against the analyst's Own
temptations. Inan atticlein 1963ThomasSzasze saw a practicaluseforthe
concept of transference in preserving psychoanalysis as a therapeutic
enterprise.Hesaiditdetachedfromtheanalystthesexualtemptationinthe
love offered to him by patients He traced this from the time when Freud
used it as the way of allaying the anxiety of his colleague Breuerand of his
own fiancee Martha
The question of the "reality" of the love in tranference love is not Open to
answer. It is a matter of each pafly's opinion. What is in question is the
desireandtheactofeachpartyandthewnsequencesofitFeudbeganto
think in a new way about the patient's action. By displacing the patient's
demandstoanotherhewasabletoremainwithandquestion his positionin
relation to the patient.
Freud used the concept transference as a shield in his courageous
investigations by calling transference afalse connection. My contentionis
thatthe wholetherapeuticenterprisecanbeusedasashieldbehindwhich
we may advance. but often do not, in the field of the u m s c i o u s .
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Itrace this history to.show.that suggestion was in psychoanalysis from
the beginning in .association with i+ therapeutic aims. In my view; that
psychoanalysisthat is the heir of the transmission of Mesmer is a therapy
that uses technique towards results expressed in terms such as
development,adaptationand maturity.That psychoanalysisthat is the heir
of the transmission of Sigmund Freud makes therapeutic benefit an after

goals for psychoanalysis. .aims of treatment to do with facilitating
development and maturation.

effect
Suggestion is centrally important to effective work in the fields of
medicine, politics and the theatre. It has remained in psychoanalysis in
forms such as in the medicalisation of psychoanalysis, in the moral
underpinning of psychoanalysis as a profession which addresses those
who wish to have psychoanalysis as a treatment, and in those training
analyses by which it is hoped to eliminate obstaclesto the achievementof
therapeutic powers within trainees.
I want to comment on the therapeutic enterprise embedded in the
practice and theory of psychoanalysis exemplified in some papers. Ican
only tell you that this is what has been written. You may not wish to believe
that this is what was meant but neverthelessit is what has been written. In

qudingthaseauthorsIamtransmittingaselectionofwordstheyused.This
selection has the quality of an interpretation, in that you are hearing a
message returned.
In a symposiumentitled The CurativeFactorsin Psychoanalysis, held in
1961 at Edinburgh at the 22nd Congress of the International
Psychoanalytic Association. the first paper was presented by Maxwell
Gitelson, an eminent American psychoanalyst7He gives some degree of
supportofthethesisofmypaper.“Analysts haveleanedoverbackwardsto
avoid the formal appearance of being interested in cure as such but a goal
directed point of view tends to characterise much of what passes for
psychoanalysis today. Some analysts have been content that with the
applicationof correcttechnique the patienthas got well. Disappointmentin
therapeutic results and a wish to diminish the narcissistic wound to the
analyst has led to the introduction of some kind of therapeutic activity as
opposed to the so-called passivity of psychoanalysis”. He describes a
therapeutic intentionpresent in the “normal” psychoanalyticsituation and
he compares psychoanalysis to the situation of a child developing into
adulthood. He touches on a major confusion between the field of
psychoanalysisand the field of development, of maturation of functions in
biological terms and in psychosocial adaptation. This confusion with a
neighbouring but essentially unrelated field has led to the formulation of
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GitelsonquotesAnnaFreudthat,’Theaimwithachild in psychoanalysis
istoliftthechildtoasecondarylevelof developmentthroughtheuseofthe . . .
analyst as a new object”. This model of psychoanalysisis that of the mor6
or less good mother/child relation. Gitelson takes the curative factors in
.
psychoanalysis to be the analyst’s personal qualitites and the patient‘s
intrinsic potentiality for development and maturation. He refers to the
analyst‘s “compassionate healing intention“ and to the analyst‘s
“expectations and anticipations of what the patient might become“ and
,

’

’

~

saysthisdesirablestanceisaresponsetothepatient’sneedforhelpandis

the basis of analytic empathy. It converges with the patient’s need for ego
support and the analyst, like the mother, assumes the function of an
auxilliary ego. He concludes, ‘This is the basis of a good psychoanalytic
situation”. Likethe mother, the analyst provides the erupting instinctsand
revived developmental drive with direction and purpose. He says, ‘The
analyst‘s task is equivalent to the steadiness of the effective mother. The
analyst provides a sustaining grid of understanding which leads towards
co-operation and identification.
Another speaker Sacha Nacht of Paris8 asks the question, “If the analyst
is not perceived as a good object and behind the necessary benevolent
neutrality to have a genuine benevolence, how can the patient himself
become better“‘
The third major speaker on this panel was Hanna Segal, !he English
analystoftheKleinianschod.eShesaid,‘Theanalystmust neverlosesight
of the fact that his contractualrelationshipto his patient is therapeutic. Our
acceptance of the patient and his ‘fees implies that we believe
psychoanalysis is, for him, thetreatment of choice.” Ireadthisto mean that
theanalystisobligatedtobetherapeutic.Sheclaimsthat Freudstatedthat
theprimaryaimof theanalystistoknowandthatallinterventions,allactive
participationwith the patientexcept interpretationwill blurthetransference
and therefore interfere with the clarity of the analyst’s ‘vision and
undertanding..She is saying then, that it is the analyst who is the one to
know, understand, and see clearly.
.. .
She continues, ‘There is no contradiction between psychoanalysisand. ..
being psychotherapeuticifwe accept that insight is thecentralfactor in the . ;.
therapeutic process and a precondition of lasting personality change.
Insight is the acquisition of knowledge about one’s unconscious by
experiencing consciously and being able to acknowledge explicitly and
I
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verbally hitherto unconscious pruces.9. Insight must be correct and deep
enough to illuminate the early processes in which the ego is structured.”
She places central imporlance on knowledge, knowledgethat comes first
totheanalystltisaknowledgewhichbringsaboutpersonaliichangei.e.
in ego structures, i.e. in the identifications. She continues,’Thedeeper the
insight the richer and more stable will be the therapeutic result Such
insightcanonlybeexperiencedinthetransferencein
whichthepatientcan
relivehis pastandpresent realandphantasied“.Sheissaying thatpsychic
structureis modied through the analyst‘sunderstandingconveyed to the
patient “The analyst shall be there as a person whwe sole function is to
understandsympatheticallyand communicate to the patientsuch relevant
knowledgethat the analyst has acquired, when the analysand is ready to
understand it”.
She says insight is therapeutic in that, “It helps regain and reintegrate
lost parts of the ego. This is inevitably accompanied by a more correct
perceptionofreality.Itreplacesomnipotencewithknowledgeandenables
a person to deal with his own feelings and the world in more realistic
views”. This is to take transferenceasadisplacementthat can becorrected
by interpretations in accord with the analyst‘s reality. She makes a
disclaimer when she says. “Cure does not mean conformity with any
stereotypedpatternof normality prejudged by the analyst“. She then says
that cure does mean restoring to the patient the capacity to assess
correctly Internal and external reality. My questions of this model of
psychoanalysis are, “Where is the unconscious except as s container of
resources of knowledgerevealed for the analyst‘s understanding which is
then presented to the consciousness of the patient?” In my view the
unconsciousisneverrevealednoraddressed inthisway,thatis,sensibly.I
ask also, “Where is the analysis in this, the openings of the unconscious
through its formations in the discourse. heard and returned but nwer
known and understood by the surprised analyst?“
Hanna Segal Presents a case to show how beneficial change follows
insight. In this she reveals something 01 her view 01 an analyst and the aim
of analysis.Ayoungmandreamsthat hisflatisinvadedbydirty andgreedy
friends who smoke. He cannot get rid of these people in time to anend his
analytic session. He makes many associationsto this dream but with one
glaring omission. He does not refer to the fact that his analyst smokes
heavily. She interpretsthe transference here that she representssomeone
dirty and greedy to him because he has projected this part of himself into
her. As a result he has been unable to establish a fruitful relationship with
her. In pfoiecting his greed and envy into the analyst and into others in his
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life he h;is deprived himself of his appetite for the good things that others
enjoy and, she says,has weakened his ego.
:...‘.Shesays that her interpretationsenabledhimwentuallytoownthedirty,
greedy deStNctiVepart of himself and to establisha more real relationship
with his analyst, that is, to appreciate that she is not dirty and greedy but is’ :
good and helpful, with a lessening of his sense of persecution and a .
strengtheningand development of his ego.
’’ My concern is with this analyst‘s assumption of goodness and
fruitfulness in her analytic work, which the patient was required to
acknowledgeby taking back his proj&ed feelings of envy and his sense
of being persecuted into himself.Theaim was toestablish whattheanalyst
regardedasareal relationshipwithherandhopefullywithothers,basedon
the acceptance of the goodness and fruitlulness of real relationships.This
case is an example of the operation of the assumption that the analyst
knows not onlywhat has been transferred but what consequencesshould
follow.
From her interpretations of the transference will ,come a desirable
therapeutic result that the patient accept with ambivalenceand as normal
both hisenviousanddestructiveandhisgoodfeelingstowardstheanalyst
andothers.Theresultistoattainapreconceivedstatusof
normality.These
views are confirmed when HannaSegal reports that at the end the patient
felt morewhole and in less danger from his unwnsciousnow that he,knew
more and could tolerate more. This makes the ending of an analysis to be
when an illusion of wholeness is achieved and one can tolerate One’s
badness and be grateful for goodness in oneself and others.
The precursor of Hanna Segal‘s approach lies in Charles deVillers. TO
believe that psychoanalysis should lead to a better relation with reality is
how suggestion enters when psychoanalysis becomes a means for
change toward definable and desirable results. Leo Rangell says,
“Psychoanalysis has goals”. Psychotherapy has @s
and football has
goals but psychoanalysis does not. Psychoanalysisis not about fruitful or
fruitlessrelationshipsnor about real relationships. Convefitionalreality has
no place in psychoanalysis yet it is vital to the therapeutic interests of
analysts. A psychoanalysis founded on real relationships is firmly
grounded on.quicksand.
Another conception of the ending of analysis is with the analysand in.
increasingly differentiated pieces, not with an illusory togetherness,
althoughthiscanfollo,butalwaysafterwards. Inoticetheassurancewith
which HannaSegal holdsaviewofwhat shecallsnormal feelings.This.fOr
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me, cannot apply in the field of psLchoanalysis but can in the field.of
adaptational psychology.
. HannaSegal speaks of replacingomnipotence by realistic attitudes, the
patient being able to use the analyst‘s help to achieve an increased

capacityforloveandconfidenceinhimselfandothers.Shesaysthatatthe

end of the analysis the patient‘sunmscious remains in’constantand free
communication with the conscious.
Jacques.Lacan in the Preface to The Four Fundamental Concepts of
psvchoanalysis points out, .‘There is no friendship in that space that
supports the unconscious”.
.. .

Segal says that psychoanalysis is specifically different from other
psychotherapies.’That weset ourselvesupas peoplesearching fortruth. I
do not wish to convey anything idealistic, metaphysical or religious. The
patientisillinsofaras heisundertheswayofthePleasure-PainPrinciple.It
isthe taskof the analyst tomake himgraduallyrelinquishthis for the Reality
Principle,thatis.thebth.Thepatienthasbeenabletodealwithrealityonly
by denial.. The analyst‘s task is to show him, by intepretatim and by living
through situations of anxiety with him and by the analyst himself facing
unpleasantness with the patient, that dealing with realii is not a hopless
but a hopeful undertaking.Wheneverthe analyst deviates from the simple
but difficulttask of making the patient acquainted with reality he is, in fact,
impeding the process of psychoanalysis”; and, she could have added,
ought to be ashamed of himself.
‘In the model Hanna Segal is presenting, interpretation of the
transferenceisofferedasagin‘~toogoodtorefuse”orthatwhichcou1dnot
be refused without offending the offerer, the analyst, who is not above
interpretingarefusalasanattackontheanalystandherwork.Theanalyst
is saying “You don’t take what Isay because you are envious of the good
things I contain and can offer to you, therefore your refusal Is an envious
attack on me”.
Acting out is taken in a similar way: “You act to spoil what is offeredto
you, the value in my mutative transference interpretations which offer to
normaliseyour lifefor you”. In such aposition lies the power that is spoken
of in other contexts as suggestion. All this occurs out of the wish to
cure.
“You have come here to gain something, to become better, to restore
your healthand to learn how to live in harmony with yourself and the world.
yet when Iwish to help and Iofferyou something you spoil it and you reject
mywork”. When theanalystsays,”Youareangrywithmeforsmokingand
42
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tieingdirtyand greedybecauseyou can’istandthesequalitiesinyourselP’,
what is this but a condemnation’from which there can be no effective
.disagreement?
. .
Ifthe patient disagrees he is being htile and.denying his
hostility.
. .
... ., . . .
:‘This kind of work exemplifies socalled psychoanalytic interpretations.:.. .’
that are from ego to ego and that cannot but work from hostility and arouse ”’:’: ,
hostility.,Such interpretation meets what it expects to find. It produces a‘ ’;:’.
mutual phantasy of imagined understanding and explanation that elides., .:
the unconscious which, as Is its nature, is not to be known. In my view
interpretationscan only point to the formations of the unwnscicus. The
analyst can say, ‘!Look at that”, “Look what you said. He does not say,
“That is what that is“. It may then be asked, “HOWdoes one know that
analysis is going on?” The answer is that one does not and one cannot *use
knowing can never be more than prejudice.
Tranference provides the condition for psychoanalysisto occur where
formationsof the unconscious make their appearance in the discourse of
jokes that are told, lapses heard, bungled acts seen, accounts of dreams
and the myriad symptoms and symptomatic acts which may be open to
interpretationsof significations. Interpretationsof transferencethat are the
speculations of the analyst cannot be anything but agreeable or
disagreeable constructions imposedfrom the place of the ,one supposed
to know upon the one supposed to lack and replacingone imaginary with
another. It is my view that a great deal that purports to be a!Ialysis is
. ” suggestion in subtle guise.
A commentatorat this Symposium, Pearl King of Lmdon,’osaid thatthe
analyst can only really help if he can enable the patient to understandand
accept the reality of his unconscious experiences. “As the analyst
becomes aware of the role assigned unconsciously to him he can try to
show the patient what the analyst thinks is happening, what unconscious
impulsesandphantasiesareinaction”.Mycomrnenthereisthatananalyst
listens and speaks. One who analyses does not think or believe.
I quote M. Safouan who said, “You cannot believe and analyse at the
same time‘.‘. The analyst does not know or understand. Understanding is
not ,a currency valid in the unconscious. We talk about psychoanalytic
ideasandas such it isthe.scienceofthe subject as object; but that is not the
work of analysing. Nothing can deal wih the unconscious. The field of
psychoanalysisisafieldnotentered byanyother.Thereisnoovedapwith
psychology or philosophy except in an imaginaryand speculative form of
conscious conceptualisation.

__
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. Pqarl King .'also states; ,'The crucial; point.,'of .the ps+hoanalyt@

..

In a Symposium at the 25th IPA Congress on Acting'Out, in 1967 at
Copenhagen,one speaker, Vangaard,'$ said that "Interpretationof acting
out means questioning the relation to reality of the patient's actions and
making him see them at a certain remove". He adds, "Any interpretation
implies that theaction concerned is unrealisticandundesirable.This is the
aspect that may primarily influence the patient to stop his acting out."
Phyllis Greenacre'e says that psychoanalysis is essentially a
progression of growth liberated to take its course, a reinstatement of
maturation that has been interfered with, reminding us of the biological
basis of maturationalchange.She says emotional growth requiresanother
person to be regularly on hand, ever watchful, ever listening and
occasionallyexplaining.The responsivenessofthe analyst resemblesvery

much that of the ideal mother or teacher. She claims that Sigmund Freud
fashioned the methods of psychOanalyUc therapy after the principles of
growth, undoing the distorting and impedingstrictures of the pasttoallow
nOrmal psychic development to proceed. Ibelieve that this describes not
the field of psychoanalysis. She describes it as the most economical,
quickest a d clearest way of getting a message across and deplores its
mwse for magical assertion as a substitute for socalled "reality.,tested
et".
' John Klauberl?speaksof theanalyst's need to constantlyscrutinizethe
transference to avoid unpleasant surprises from the patients. This implies
that the analyst ought to be aware of all that is going on and ought not to
have to be surprised. This could only be done if the analyst's task was to
find only that which he was looking for.
Psychoanalysis is an interminable laying out of the word.
Psychoanalysis opens history. Psychoanalysis that is imbued with
therapeutic intent restructures history, replacing one imaginary with
another. In psychoanalysis as therapy the unconscious, transferenceand
acting out become CQerational concepts. Some analysts believe the
analysis is finished when they have heard something plausible and, like
Joseph Breuer, they prematurely leave the scene. The analyst occupied
with thinking about the transference and acting out may well stop listening
to the unconsciousof the patient's d i m r s e . Psychoanalysisfollows only
from thedesire of one to speak his story and of another to hear and return
something, and something else, of what has been heard.
No one can want psychoanalysis.Why then does psychoanalysisexist?
Because Freud heard the unconscious and spoke of it Evevbody has
been trying not to hear it ever since and some even become analysts not to
hear it. Psychoanalysis occurs occasionally and in.responseto a desire
transmitted originally from Sigmund Freud. It bypasses many.
In psychoanalysis, the unconscious is, transference is, acting out is.
Transference is the condition which makes it possible for the place of the
analyst to be addressed and so makes possible the return of the
unconscious to the one by whom it is spoken. Interpretation cannot
therefore ever be anywhere else but within transference.The analyst does
not occupy a place of comprehension, The analyst does not and cannot
know what is being msferred. Ifhe assumes he bows he is in speculatiar.'
TheonlyrelevantquestioniswhetherhehearsanyIhing.Hemaybeablet0
return some of that. The analyst is a dummy, not a healer. Changes that
follow any analysis do not need to be assumed to have been caused by it
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Another commentator. Paula Heimann.'l says that all signifidant insight
needs the stamp of immediate emotionally charged reality otherwise what
is learnt will only be added to the store of resistance. I question this by
asking what Immediate reality has-to do with the unconscious. She
continues, "It is not the analyst's task to p-t
explanationsor solutions
to the eatient but to make contact with the patient's actual point of growth
aflerwhichthepatienrsegowill reach toward thedepthof experienceand
be a c t i i in a creativemanner". Iquestionthis highly poetic formulationas
havingany meaning on the grounds that the ego is no morethan a system
of scars.
James Stracheyl* said, "An improvedsense of reality is the whole point
of analysis. Interpretationsare small doses of reality." Strachey aLso said
that what distinguishes the results of psychoanalysisfrom the results of
other methods is their depthand permanence. Idraw your attention to my
opening quote from Freudabout patients and psychoanalystsrenouncing
and losing understanding.
Leo RangelP has written. "Onty as the analyst establishes and
maintains'reality as a base can he detect and interpret the transference
distortions which emanate from the patient's unconscious".
Hans Loewald" says' in a paper on the therapeutic action of
psychoanalysis that the classical model of the analyst as a mirror is not
tenable, that the analyst is the mediator of undistorted reality to the patient
to reach 'higher levels of organisation and integration. He says, "In not
acknowledgingthe moralaim of psychoanalysisourtheoryfalls behindthe
best in practice".
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Conceptualking transference as a tool for theapeutic change or as a
resistance to that therapeutic change places It in the field of suggestion.
One may ask, 'What, then, is the use of transference?" as one may ask.
'What is the use of a joke?" The answer is to both questions is, "No use at
all".Thefieldof psychoanalysis hasnobusinessinthefieldoftherapy.The
field of therapy is at liberty to make use of psychoanalytic ideas."

7

Transfer?& manifestations and acting out, which form part of the
psychoanalytic discourse. need not be interpreted any more than other
formations of the unconscious. Some analysts believe that if you fail to
interpretthe transference at every possible opwttunitythe patient will act
out the transference and you won't havean analysis. What you won't have,
is a therapy. If you impcse your transference speculations on the patient
you may save it as therapy but that will have nothing to do with
analysing.

1'

Transf&ence, not reality, is the condition by which psychoanalysis is
possible because transference is everywhere and reality is nowhere in
psychiclife.Transference,Freudsdiscarery,is theevidenceoftherebeing
no relation between the psychic .and reality. Transference is a condition
converted into reality in the field of suggestion by some analysts to give it
the quality of being familiar. Psychoanalysiscannot convert transference
into reality. Transference can never be resolved or liquidated. In reality,
conventional sense,2+2=4. In psychcanalysis, in psychic life, 2+2=5
because one must include the speaking subject who is forever divided.
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Omnipotence as a Resistance in Transference
and Countertransference
'War Rustomjee

OEDIPUS AND THE RIDDLE
At dawn four-footed, at midday erect,
And wanderingon three legs in the desected
Spaces of afternoon, thus the eternal
Sphinx had envisaged her changing brother
Man, and with afternoon there came a person
Deciphering, appalled at the nRxsbwS olher's
Presence in the mirror, the reflection
01 his decay and ot his destiny.
We are Oedipus:
J.L. Borges '

Oedipus solved the nddle of the Sphinx and freed Thebes only by humbly
remernbenng the pierced woundsof his swollen feet his Mi pes And

-
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similarly,in his NthleSSsearchfOrtNthatthefinal moment, ratherthan‘turn
a blind eye’ away from reality as others around him may have done,?he
pierced his eyes, so as never to forget, that the following of an action of
omnipotence,in the murderof his fatherand marriageto his mother,was no
answer at all to escaping the ultimate fate of his destiny. Hence, like with
Oedipus, any quest for freedom needs to be freedom within limits, there
being no such thing as a total freedom of the autonomous ego at the
expense of a complete dissolution of me super ego.
Omnipotence exists as a part of a manic defence against the
development of depressiveanxiety in varying degrees in our everyday life.
It is seen in one’s phantasy, in dreams, jokes, parapraxes, in the magical
omnipotent thoughts, words, and gestures of children, in certain religious
beliefs as well as in the thinking of primitive people. It is also observed in
delusions in psychoses, e.g., in mania and paranoia, along with magical
thinking in obsessional neuroses, and with disavowal in perversions. It is
an integral part of the narcissistic and borderline states. An ommipotent
thought hence,isoneendowed withalimitlessillusorypowertoproducea
desired phantasied effect It follows that when a child is forced to give up
his narcissistic omnipotence and primary state of fusion with mother, it
projects this onto an object which then becomes his ego ideal and from
whichhisegoremainsdividedbyagulfwhichhethenspendstherestofhis
lifetryingtobridge.Theegoidealnow, being theheirofprimarynarcissism,
i.e .of the infantile illusion of omnipotence and blissful feelings bound up
with it.’

choices were those of successful male family members indicative of her
narcissistic identification with them. At her next session once again, she
arrivedshortlybeforeitsend,sayingshehad nowfinalised hertransferand
it appeared as if she required nothing more of me especially as her mood
was also improving. By her lateness, I was aware of her resistance at
attending, and also that merely changing courses of study,’due to
unconsciousrepetitioncompulsionwas certainlynot going tobea magical
solution to her problems, as the extreme cruelty she saw in the other was
possibly due to projection. I felt controlled by her fragility hnd vulnerability
but it was mainly after she lefl that I developed an increasing uneasiness
about the interview and regretted not having explored her illusion of
omnipotenceand self-sufficiency. Ifelt as if Ihadn‘t been there at all. Freud
describes this so aptly In his description of Narcissism.
“The charm of a child lies to a great extent in his
narcissism, his seifcontenbnent and inaccessibility,
just as does the charm of certain animals which
seem not to concern themselvesabout us, such as
cats and the beasts of prey. Indeed even great
criminalsandhumorists,astheyarerepresentedin
literature, compel our.interest by the narcissistic
consistencywithwhich they managetokeepaway
from their ego anything that would diminish it. It is
as if we envied them for maintaininga blissfulstate
of mind an unassailable libidinal.positionwhich
we ourselves have since abandoned.“’

Freud describes Man as an ailing animal seeking after a time when “he
was his own ideal”: Some of these issues are well illustrated in the
following abstracts of case material of patients who vigorously attempted
to safeguard a very vulnerable sense of their narcissistic omnipotence
whichserved to bridgethegap betweentheegoand thecarriersoftheego
ideal.

-

X was referredto me for urgent help with vocational guidance. having
studied part of a tertiarycourseand passedwith excellent marks following
which she had become acutely depressed, taken the following year off
studies and was still undecided re her future. Her father was a well known,
highlyrespectedgentleman.She arrivedjust beforethe end of the session,
looking bedraggled and absolutely exhausted and swn burst into tears.
Shesaid the majorityof her previous teachers and students wee not at all
compassionate, and were in her words ‘narrowminded and cruel’ and
‘looking down on human suffering’.She said she was keen to transfer to
another closely related even more exacting profession. Both career

X presented to me some months later, once again arriving in the last
minutes of the session and bursting into tears now saying that she had
broken off a relationship with a boyfriend. The following day, she was
involved in aseriousaccident involvinga collision with a busand onlythen
was able to admit to having long-standing ideas of suicide. She accepied
the offer of hospitalisation,which lasted for a period of 3 months and here
regular psychoanalyticpsychotherapy was finally able to be commenced,
- 6 sessions weekly with the majority well over an hour. Although she
never openly acknowledged any help given, she was always on time and
an idealisingtransference was established in which she was able to work
on her very early losses, perhaps partly being able to experience the early
mothering care, the “protective shield missing in her infancy.6
Subsequently, I was aware of my own needs to become her provider.
In all x’s relationshipsthere appeared initially the fear of the phantasied
omnipotent, ‘narrowminded’ cruelty of the Other succeeding at the
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;expenseof a meek helpless Self and later her identiication with the same
cnrel aggressoras the carrier of her ego ideal. This was evidenced in both
.her career choices. It is also similar to the Oedipus myth where whatever
the powerful, cruel 'narrowminded', omnipotent God Apollo had ordained,
no mortal interventioncould prevent,and even the counter-cnreltyof Laius
in abandoning his son Oedipus and wanting him dead is Seen merely as a
justification.'
AsaconsequenceofX'sdischargefrom hospita1,therewas reductionof
the number of sessions, which led her to experience both separation and
1oss:The idealisingtransferencecollapsedand I too was now'perceivedin
her words as 'smug', 'cruel', 'narrowminded', 'grandiose', 'wanting blood',
'from her, etc.; whilst she persistently dismissed any interpretations that
were at all painful,especially interpretationswithin the transference,which
wereresponded toasuseless'and meaningless',whilesheflew into rages,
lapsed into long silences, missed Sessions or arrived very late, all without
apparent guilt. e.g., when exploring the reasons for her lateness said, "Oh, I
.wasquite happy talking to my budgie and my doggie, and forgot the time".
This phase continued for over two years while she moved flats, changed
boyfriends and deferred her studies once again. It Seemed she was
attempting to create for herself an illusory 'state of needlessness', and
'unconditional omnipotence' 8 based on denial of need whilst alongside
remained the narcissistic demand'of wanting to be loved as perfect.
Similar borderline patients, those with a narcissistic personality,
perverse and psychotics who cannot develop a classical transference
neuroses are described as being different "qualitatively and not
quantitatively", by Little.9 Various aspects of these transferences have
been termed Narcissistic Neurosis by Freud'o, Transference Psychoses
by Rosenfield" 'and Little'?' Delusional Transference by Little ' I ,
Externalising Transference by Berg'3 ldealising and Mirroring
Transferencesby Kohut". the three phases of Therapeutic Symbiosis by
Searles's and the Erotized Transferences, where "the desire being to
erotize make pleasurable the analysis thus depriving it of a learning
experience and reducing it to absurdity".'e Thecommon feature being the
absence of the "as if"quality in the transference, so that the analyst is
actually perceived with certainty as being the omnipotent idealised and
deified, or diabolised parent. e.g., a patient once revealed, "I wme only
because I'm afraid of what would happen to me if I didn't."
In the case of X, she sought after an "illusory omnipotent blissful state"
during her analysis by means of denial of all separateness, dependency,
loss or lack, and by repression of painful ambivalence, and affective

-
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relatedness.' This resulted in her recurring absenteeisms, lateness,
prolonged silences, and even falling asleep on the couch at times. The
aspect of perfect harmony was described by Freud as "oceanic feelings",
- "something limitless, unbounded"". by Lacan" as the "triumphant,jubilation" of the mirror stage, by Balint'g as "primary love" and by
WinnicottZO in "primary maternal preoccupation".
.. Another patientA treated by me in group psychotherapy, who had been
brought up in an orphanage at the height of her paranoid anxiety and
envious ragetowards me, bought and wore to a session, an identical dress
to one of mine saying timidly, "I thought I can be Dr. R. too" while she
admitted feeling alienated by her phantasyof my omnipotence.She feared
I was giving away to another member what belonged to her, and revealed
an incident where her Mother Superior had taken away her brand new
dress, made by her mother, and given it to another inmate. Here
identification with myself both as hermother and as Mother Superior were
asubstitute for object love, thus alienating herself.
LacanZ1definesveryexplicitlythefunction of theanalyst as being neither.
toattempttomeetthepatient'sdemands,normakeanydemand.buttoask
the patient 'the question of the Other "What do you want?" which best
leads him to the path of his own desire' as he finally becomes aware of the
lack of the Other ( 0 ] and thereby the lack in himself. '" It is imperative that the countertransference be continuously screened
for evidences of the narcissistic omnipotent demands of the analyst, ea.,
his indulgenceof His Majestythe Baby patient, leading to regressionin
the patient and unnecessary prolongation of.recovery, by locating the
n.arrowminded, omnipotent Other outside the transference and thereby
alienating the subject. There are also numerousexamples in the literature
of the defensive and raging battle for the struggle for supremacy between
the two Gods as the analyst finally becomes aware of the full extent of the
patient's s w m towards the analytic process, which alienates him from the
analyst, both then projecting onto each other the non-compassionate
omnipotent aspects of themselves. Finally, in these cases with the
resolution of the symbiosis, the analyst feels a 'sense of outrage' as he
realises how 'illusory has been his subjective omnipotence and how
groundless his guilt'.z2
In contrast the classic example of Guntrip's second analysis with
WinniwttZ3well demonstrates that the latter did not make demands of his
analysandor have a need to present himself as the omnipotentother when
hesaidtoGuntrip"Youdon'thaveto begoodforme,Idon'tneeditand can

-
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.qewithoutit,butinfactyouaregoodforme." Neverthelessitwasonlyby
self-analysis of:dreams which occuned after Winnicott's death that
Guntrip; at the age of 70, finally believed he was cured.?' The Only W
who could fully analyse Guntrip being.G~ntn'p.'~

m@isingTransference, Int Journal

Inthispaperl.haveattemptedtodemonstratesomeoftheimpli~ti0
omnipotence as it affects both analystand analysand, and how the
the "elephantine.feetof the Othets .whim" trampling the desire of the
subject, introduces the phantom of the omnipotence not ofthese
the absolute Other.?'
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"The antithesis .betyeen subjective and objective
does not exist from the first It only comes into being
tom the facithat thinking pothe capacity to
bring befoiethe mind 0"" more something that has
once been' perceived, by reproducing it, as a
presen@tionwithout the externalobject havingstill to

S. Freud;
..

. . .

. .

reccgnized&a basic psychologi
e time of Aristotle. He thought Man to be a."mi
een tt&sIat@ .as'in animal'that identifies,
tioth'as aconc5eptandaclinicallyremgniza@?
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hasbeen mostsystematicallyelabmt& in thescienceof psychoanalysis.

In.psychoanalytic theory, the process of identification holds a central

position amongst the many psychologic$ processes. In fact Laplanche
and Pontaliss claim that identification is "not simply One psychical
mechanism among others, but the operation itself whereby fhe human
subject is constitutes'.
Freud introduced the -concept of identification in his Classic
lnterpretafion of Dreams.' The process was introduced as a "highly
important factor in the pechanism of hysterical symptoms" and he drew
the distinction bew*identificatimand the similar process of imitation
and "psychical infection" in hystericalsymptomproduction.Heconcluded
that
"...identification is not simple imitation but
?assimilationon the basis of a similar aetrdogical
pretension: it e x p F s . a . p m b @ * and,is
. ,
. . ..~.:._, . "derived from a dommbn'elementwhich iem&ns in
. .the unconscious"L
~

: . Freud's substantial elaboration of the process of identification was in
Chapter VI1 of Grwp Psychology and the Analysis of the Egoe where he
underlined the profound significanceof this process by declaring that:
"Identificationis known to psychoanalysis as the
earliest expressionof an emotionaltie with another
person".

Heptstulatedthe existence of two psycholcglcally distinct ties for the
developing child. For'the little boy,,one tie is the sexual object-cathexis
(wiih ge'motPer), the,other a.id&tification(with the father). Indeed, the
Oedipus Complex, accordingto this earlyformulation. originated from the
confluen& of thes$twoemotionalties resulting in the changingemotional
colourings from the"positiveto the negative, from love and tenderness,to
hostilities and hate, from .incestuous to murderous wishes. Freud
chakcterizedthe distinction betweenthe emotional ties of object relations
and identification by describing the former as the wish to have (the object)
and thelaFer.asthe,wishto be(theobj+).This'%ish tobe" isthe property
on that So'distinguishes' it.tom, ?e other psyC@ogical
like the othe! meChanisms; p.e)cample..!he sptem'of
isms.wh@hin
development.defend the ego q d in
patholbgy contritiute to symptom formation, the process of identification
takes part in the very constitution of the human being.
Freud delineatedthree differentmodes of identi&tion which have been
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I. Primaryprocess
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2. Primaryidvtification.
3. .Autosrotism
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-''Twoendsofaspectrum...imitationrendersformi
attunement renders feeling"14
f our discussion it is interesting to note Stem's

.

nce to the process of identification, yet I would.'. :
processesdescribed wuld be included under the .. - .
of identification of affect.
.'. . .
I

4:' ~riniaryiar6issism..'
. .
... Butbymdtheimportanceofidentificationforthebaby, Winniwttnotes
the central role of matem! identificationwith the infant to allow mothersto
"achieve a powerful sense of what the baby~needs".

/ ' .

outlinM,someof the salient points in the temporal shifl'in ,'
'theorythathavewntributedtosomectianges in meanings
. .

.. Stem's11 Integrationof recent psychoanalyticviewswith evidencefrom

.

.

.

dwdopmentai psychdogy has attiilated,some of the nuances in the
earliest emotional ties of maternal-infant relationships. He describes aspectrum, at oneend emphasizingtheextemal qualitiesof theobselvable
behaviours while at the other the intemal, intuited emotional states; First,
imitation which needs to be a reasonably faithful reproduction of the
origind model behaviour being re-enacted and also maintains a focus of
attention' upon the forms of the external behaviours. Second, affect
matching or contagion an extension of the term "psychical infection"as
used by Freud" to describe the genesis of hystericalsymptomatology
is &urs.in normal mother-infant relationships, has also been shown to
occur in newborn infantswhoareabletodisplaywntagiouscrying,while
older infants show infectious smiling."Third, intersubj&viirY. a term that
captures the sense of mutual inner states, but according to Stem without
much specificity. Fourth, minoring and echoing are familiar clinical terms
and they certainly do refer to inner stat? (in fact the "mirroring" metaphor
is well pdishkd in psychoanalytic refl6ctions). The disadvantage of the
term "minoring" is the implication of.a wmplete temporal synchrony,
which at least is not implied in the term "echoing". Fifth, and most
importantly the term empathy which is used to apply to three different
situations:
. .

-

.

.sourceof confusion; which I have
.

.

.

-

troducedthe term "incorporation" in the theoreticalcontext
f the sexual organization in infantilelife
the pregenitalorganization, first the sadistic-y7al"
nization.'o The process of.inwrporation in'the oral

a To overlapwith true imitation (asrepresenting external similarities)
b. To refer to true affect attunement (and focus on intemal states)
c. To refer to verbal relatedness (but missing the resdriaii& of f&ng
states).
Fromawnsiderationoftheaboveterms,Stemfelttheneedtodescribea
distinct.fov of affective transaction'althoughwith close and ovecapping
aspects with the above phenomena.He wined the term affectattunement
and in essence, imitation and attunement occupy;

..

d introjktions are constitutive
elements of the process of .identification, which
aims at fusing and integrating the phenomena of
the perceptive imitative (sensory) area with those
i
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.of,the.incorporating-in!roiecting
(oral) area, in the
.., .:functionofthesuperior.pmssesoftheegointhe
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being a term that is commonly used as'a'synonymfor.introjection;whilst all
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- ldentlficatlon After A Teenage Sukide
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,

:+

A Brief Descrlptlon.of the Co
., . .

.. .

visit;'when.'he was Fen'by'a senior member (not generally regarded aS
having a'dynamicorientation).ofthe unit'-^'; ". '
;,
._*...
, .
Iunfamiliar with the
ciearly as Iha'd
, just arrived on the.Ur;ii;,inot,oniywas
i . .
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suic.ide. ..The. management ,staff needs to be aware of this added
vulnerability in patientswith th,e possibilityof further suicide attempts and
to institute preventative measures to avoid the possibility of, suicide
clusters:*aThe great danger for staff is that during the phase of their shock
and disbelief in the event, which leads to much questioningof professional
competence, and personal re-eva@ations, the clear boundaries of
professional roles become blurred, authority in senior staff decision
makingiseroded,othermanagement decisionsloGclarityandtheriskfor
'suicide clusters increase.
One possible modeof identificationwith thesuicideactby young people
isthrwghtheglorificationofdeathormartyrdom.Thismaybeenhancedin
the hospitalsettingwherethepassive(victim)aspectofthesuicideismore
easily acknowledged, at a time of mwming and compassion for the
surviving relatives. However, this ignores the murderous rage and'active
(perpetrator)self-murderthatissuicide(sui-ofonesdf,cidium - kill).lfthe
staffactivelydiscusstheless-than-gloriousaspectsofsuchadeath.asthe
possibility of buming the suicide victim's belongings clearly raises, one
potentiallypotent part - identification is readily neutralized. Infact.Idoubt
if anystaffmemberseriouslyconside~the"bonfire"option, butthewayl
made us&of this piece of consultatin 'advice was to appreciate that an
active , even aggressive staff reaction (some may say an unthinkable
repose) was possible and this opened a range of creative management
ideas that I.could use as I became responsible for further dayto-day
management issues. of course it should be mentioned that alongside
.these preventative measures of neutralizing the identifications with the
suicidal part of the boy went much grief work and on-going mourningthat
was directed at the identifications with his valued, healthy aspects. Thus
the resultant management became a synthesis of valuing the
identifi6ations.withlife, as in the memories of the boys admired qualities,
and the staffs re-establishingand re-affirming their commitment and skills
to the care of the living patients, and at the same time attempting to
neutralizethe identificationswith the murderous/suicidalpart of the boy to
preventthe possible occurrence of further suicides or a suicide cluster. In
fact no further suicide attempts occurred in the following months.
In a vulnerable situation which accompanies hospitalization. reenactment through the process of identification is one mechanism for
further suicides by suggestible young people. This potential was partly
diminishedin a hospitalsettingbyrepeatedassertivedeclarationsfromthe
staff,in group and other settings,of the unacceptabilityof such behaviour.
These clear statements provided unambiguous expressions of the staffs
64

tions~*d attitudestowards self-destructivebehaviour.Ata deeper
attempt to prevent propagationof suicides by suggestible.
through neutralizing identifications with the suicide act' '
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obsessional's goal is not to show others his mastery, but an unconscious
desire to screen out his unconsciousmi-dies in order that he be left alone
in his attachment to the suffering he loves more than (as)himself. If the
obsessional identifies with the silence of the drives, his languageis meant
to keep others out, to allow himself to identify in being and fantasy with the
While this identification with lack looks like the hysteric's famous
identification with lack, the obsessional's teleological intentions are
different,and so are the objects at which he directs his desire.
IntheessayAJakobsoninwhichLacansetsforthhisfourdiscourses,he
explains the positions occupied differently within the four structures.
The legend:
agent other
truth
production
can be used to look at obsession in terms of the university discourse
structure which Lacan wrote as follows:
sz j a
(p.21).

s.

SI fi s
In the position of truth, the ideal ego in Lacan's schema L. one finds the SI,

Lacan's denotation forthe master signifier.' Now the master signifier is the
one linked to Symbolic castration or the eclipse of the subject by the
signifier. Lacan explains in his Seminar on Identification (1961 62) that
identificationwiththeOtherisanidentificationwiththedesireoftheFather.
That is, the obsessional's demand for love is a demand that identifies itself
with a paternal metaphor.3 The obsessional identifies with'what is lacking
- in the Other that, nonetheless,pronouncesinterdictionor taboo. The
master signifier is the "no" of the father. In the Symbolic where the "no" is
ennunciated,and in the Real where the no delimits desire, the obsessional
has taken, hisideal ego to be a "no". It is not surprising that Lacan tells us
theobsessional'sfundamental question is whether heis aliveor dead. Heis
biologically living, but unconsciously identifiedwith the presenceof death.
Under the bar of consciousness, the obsessional's unconscious
productions like those of the university person -aim to'block out the
source of what constitutes his individuality, the Other. Since this is not
possible, the ideal ego finds itself impotent. Sexual impotence is one form
.-such unconscious effects could produce. But, generally speaking, at a
structural level,theimpotence isthatof theimpossibleReal.The Real isthe
impossible,or a double-bind.Theobsessional's doublebind derivesfrom
hisefforttotailorhisnarcissismordemand-that he beseenasapedectly
desired (desirable)object,to the paradoxicaldesire toidentifywith arigidly
fixed ego.

-
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in the academic formula would stand for the
rather than for any sub@ matter meant for
the academic discourse, knowledgeis placed in
hose chosen object is desire itself: to impose one's
s desire. Now Lacan made itabundantly clear that;'
ssional wantstoavoiddesireatallcost Onewaytodothisistotty
one's knowledae eaual to one's desire. Mind would then m'aster
,...
bqdy'and others would be asked,perhaps directed to follow the mastedv):..
Suchsubjective fascisms do indeed characterize university discour&.
~.
;The:structure is not so very different from the way obsessionals use
.!anguage
and knowledge in an effort to exclude the otherness that might
..
!ntetfe&
with
...."c , - their dedicationto keepingcontrolof thinas around them lest
bgmesuprisemakethem thinktheyareali~e.~Althou&theobsessional's
..'~ajteiiytone suggests the master discourse, the difference between
;n_owative
obsessional is imvortant. The master discourse excludes
*. +*..-.. , and
,
@&;%d,seeks,closure
because ignorance of the unwiscious-is that
$&s$esire. The obsessional'smastery is always overkill, too much; a
elation that knowledge is used in the service of supplementing an
.g!pnsci.oussignifier that is weak: inadeauateidentificationwitha Father's
~

~

~~~~~~~

2,.%

I

~

~

~~~~

of opinion to provide authority, while the obse&ional speHks a
lest the lacks and gaps that invade him, that make him
that Lacan saw feminine jouissance as relating to the
hile,masculinejouissancehas no such direct access to
limits of each structure?Indeed,the
of lack@)in the Other, serves as the positioning
nconscious'subject of desire will organize the
sembfant that represents that subject
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consider that in obsessional neurosis a minimal inscriptionfor.lack in the
Other is orderedby an unconsciousdenial (Vemeinung)of the imporlance
of the .signifier of the Fathel's Name. Unconscious guilt regarding an
Imaginary father:(dead,.denigmted) places the obsessional male-in full
-debt .@ a Real father's jouissance. In childhood.the structure elaborate
itselfin making thelittleboya "Mama's boy".For the pleasureofoccupying
theplacebddy shouldoccupy in relationto his wife, theobsessional male
later pays by identifying with the very structure of the Real: a place where
me Father imposes the dwblebind phenomenonof showing the limits Of
of (incest) desire as a "no,'.' a taboo,a law.
Theeffectof the paternalmetaphor on t h e o b 6 i o n is arelocationof the
phallus merged with the ideal ego such that the obsessional lives his guilt
and anxiety at the level of ego. Having shifted the stress from desire (in its
intimate link with death), his ego bears the burden of his exclusions. The
symptom of narcissistic grandiosity. always threatened by the anxiety 'just
beneath, is a small price to pay to allow the obsessional to keep his ideal
ego complicitous with his mother's desire.'The Other is, barred off as a
hallow shrine built to her imageormemory(g). Insofarassuchblockageis
intended to keep the male from becoming hysterical, from revealing his
identification with the feminine, it seems logical that certain goals or
symptoms of obsessionals will be: 1) to keep the ideal ego intact by
avoiding judgment and criticism.at all cost: 2) to exclude otherness and
thus retain an incestuous bond with the mother, aunt, sister, etc., and
thereby reject .the substitutive partnership of exchange that threatens to
break up.an unconscious pactwith suffering and death: 3)to pin down
idealfathers in theoutsideworld insofaras unconsciousrepresentationfor
the signifier of the.Father's Name is so feeble..
But 'the ruses do not' work. All efforts go toward keeping desire
complicitous with the ego in.order to buy peace in'the name of stasis.
Instead of keeping the peace, a'sacrificeof the obsessional's being to the
Other's desire ensures that he is always waiting, waiting for his
unconscious guilt to disappear so he can become a man. As the
obsessionalwields his knowledge(S2)in the service of the-S?(thesignifier
for difference),one sees the knowledge, not as a thing in itself, but as the
matheme SZ that Juan-Carlos lndart calls the representing'of the
represented,'or the sus&nded unconscious? In the academic structure
the professor uses his dais of phallic,authorityto back up a knowledge
whose '%uth" will be validated insofar as others believe it or desire it. But
academic discourse is not obsessional neurosis.Academic knowledgebody of opinion and information - is communicated. Obsessional
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not 'just give up. the fantasy? l+can gc+
,' he says, is that the early experience of
ncomitantly balan&l by an excessive
ce or the death drive underlies the
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candidates for screening out the.lack.cl+
off and walled .up by the
obsession@. Every issue regyding order.or ordering,dramatizes his
problemsof a fund&nent$ order gone awry,,a m+sculine identity blurred.
Living desire Is stamped out,= that archaic desire may remain in.place,
entombed in tk?
Other like Mi& Havershv's rooms in Charles Dickens's
Great Expcfations. Speaking his demand for love to the other as a
command -"accept my inability to desire" -the obsessional's quest for
love is a parody of itself. His request for love comes with a cdd tone, or in
baby talk that replacesthe boy with the impotent baby rather than a potent
man, or from.an immobile, aloof, impersonal place. Indeed, it must be
difficult'to make any request for.love from a place where one is identified
with the already dead. Given the paradoxicaltask of reconstituting himself
for an other whom he must sirnultaneuwly,reject in order to retain his
fragile sense of masculineidentity,one can -.why the obsessional male
rnakesgreateffortstokeeptheveryintimacyheseeksatbay.Thegoalisto
keep the ego impenetrable, keep fantasies intact. lest unconscious truth
peekthrough:the
cracks:
, .. . :
.,.
Not surprisingly, the obsessional treats his love objects as he treats his
own unF.sciws formations: by exclusion and rejection. or as alternately
glori~soiguiltl.Heisdriventowagewarontwofronts.
Firstheisguiltyd
"psychic" incest, of repudiating the primordial law of separation, thus
annulling the sign which is sign of exchange.' Not only is the obsessional
burdened with the shame of his father's betrayal, death, debt, dupery
h i c h hissufferingis meant toappease- heisalsoguiltyofhavingtasted
the fruit of sexual jouissancw too early, at a moment when he still should
serve others as a child, and not as an object of their pleasure and
frustration. The suffering which ensues -the impossible bind derives
from his havingbeensatedwithanostalgiathatnothingelsewilleverequal.
In.unconscious memory he is the object that fulfills his mother's desire.
Jacques Lacan' has written that the obsessional's cure requires him to
dismantlethe fantasiesattachedto his phallicisrn.8 Onemight suggest that
the phallus and penis are welded into a holophrastic fantasy for the
obsessional male.wherethe sexual member takes on the meaning of his
being. Whether his sexuality is ritualized in relationto an other, or around.
masturbatoryactivities, the penis/phallus bears the weight of his confused
masculinefieminized identity. It is small wonder that obsessionals avoid
the gaze, wen to the point of trying to build an Other of the Other to place
distance betweenthemselvesand the impossible burden emanating from
the Real. Nor is it astonishing that obsessional aggressiveness.is
omnipresent since ego narcissism must bear the whole .burden of
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of imminentdoom orthreatthat hangsovertheobsessionak'..
missionthattheimpotence he keepsatbayisdeathitself.This '.

I

I

anxiety onto his anus. Castration seen as subjugation to the
ends with the obsessional.identifyingwith the'mother's

yst tries to bring about a disjunction betw&subject and
re by breaking up the obsessional's fantasies of'being

s.By clinging to fantasies of "self"
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o.inorder.topreservetheillusionofdistance,aswellas
histenuous
grounding, obsessionals determine that their badge of alienation

pite his marriages to beautiful film .. , '
n networks (film, television atidb s e s s r o n a l ' s e f f o r t s t o ~ f ~ t :~ s ~ ~ e
his power over one American'; '
an intemationalairline(lWA), hespent his last"' . .
room with blackened windows. Isolated from.-"
''

te'rituals designed.10 protect himself from germs. In Las Vegas,
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Meccaof gambling(risktaking)helaymotionless,hisbodydeadenedviith
drugs'andmalnutriiion;Sumwndedbyafewpure(Mormon)youngmenhe
tried to ensure his masculine identity by replicating the boyhood group,
beyond .the, impurity of. female demands; His last 'powers were
concentrated on issuing commands to television networks to purify their
programs
. . of,racial.taint
Typical of'other obsessionals Howard Hughes 'was obsessed with
questions of stasis. He wished to remain in one place, fixed in sets of
recognizable rituals. Yet movement itself obsessed him. Travelling-into
Yoreign" (other)territory gives the obsessional the illusion of being alive.
Once in a new place, obsessionals tend to hole up in small spaces to
resume theirisolated 1ives.Sinceobsessionalsdonot reallywelcomeEros,
it is not surprising that Hughes left noverifiablewill, no legacy, no children.
While Hughes's'uritimely and unnecessary death remains an enigma to
Americanwmmentators,pemapssomelightcanbeshedbytheideathat
Hughes was not his own master, but was masteredby the finaljouissanm
of an absolute Other who required his death. Hughes is the neurotic who
loved his suffering as his "self'. The signifier that r e p e n t e d him was the
death signifier.

.

oftheOther.Herimpossibillty-theReal-isthat
herunconsciousdesire
mbtivates her to remain lacking. The knowledge produced by her
unconscious tells her she is no-body. Her life quest will be a repetiion of
this sawir, this truth. The impuissance in her structure shows up in her
iyossibledesiretobebynotbeing.Shewantstobeanobjectofdesireby
replicating the lack of the Other. The risk incurred in trying to live.as.

At.the limits of the obsessional's unconscious structure, the hysteric's
discourse structure begins. Where he blocks the Othemessof desire with
his ego, crowds out others with his (assumed) certainty, and solidifies
rituals of all sorts to bolster a flagging mastery
that is eschews
commuication as best he can --.she communicates by her silence, her
vacuous speech, by her body, by her emptiness. And what does she
communicate? Lack. Pain. Her structure is written as follows:

-

3 * % ("A Jakobson,"
a C-SZ

p.21).

At the limit of his unconsciousstructure one finds the gaze. At the limit of
hers one finds the void. If it is true that the obsessional makes a merger
between phallus and ideal ego, identificatorily becoming alternately the
mark of lack, the object of desire, and finally the masculineorgan itself,the
hysteric's structure makes a similar move. By identifying herself with a
master signifier she allows her voice to be appropriated by someone else.
She represents herself as a subject who lacks, who does not know, but
who can find a representative in an alternate ego (a double). The
obsessionalfakesa'haster" tone topretend toamasculinity helacks.The
hysteric cannot even fake this. She goes in search of a "master," not
realizingthat in evacuatingher being,she issacrificing herselftothedesire
76

an-Claude'Milner has described hysteria as "a paradoxical class
elementscan only be predicated by this: to be the most singular".*
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seems a confident master of the Symbolic. She mayappear self-sufficient,
.calm. even superior.and’wmmunicatethat.she has no n e to speak, or
that he!wordsye themselvesauthoritative. Her knowledge(Sz)emanates
from the unconscious. the.ultimate.place of knowing: But the different
movement of her discourse from her obsessional counterpart’s is:telling.
While he seeks to attach himself to someideal father some idealized
bodyofknowledge-togivehimthecredential helacksintheplaceofthe
signifier-for the. Fathefs Name; she needs no credentials for her
knowledge. ‘%”,is spoken in the name of an unconscious knowledge,
whether it bethat she knowshowtothwart lack by filling uptheother‘slack,
or that the Other fills herla& she&mmunlcatesawnfidyce that sets her
apartfpm.hernormativesisters. She howsthis: that she is desire(d).The
ti5teric’s neurotic problems begin when the Symbolic order and the
others inthat order begin to chip away at her certainty.
What the obsessional and hysteric have in common is an alienating
complicity between$ and a. The structure of the fantasy shuts out any
knowledge of the truth of their desire. Narcissism and desire do not fight
each other, and thus, these troubled subjects seek no’dialecticalexit frdm
thefamiiyn~elortheprimalscene.Lifeitselfbecomesaperilousgamefor
the hysteric’whenher masteryof Symbolic matters is subverted, revealing
to’her that she is not really in the Symbolic ganie. Moreover, her desire
makes living (moving, changing).impossible.Just as the maleobsessional
smothers within the Imaginary closet.of his’mother‘s desire, the female
hysteric is only alive when spurred on by the gaze of male recognition or
sexual desire which she, in turn, rejectsor manipulates.Insofar as hysteria
tumsaroundtheRealofthegaze,toceasebeingdesiredcancausesucha
woman to fall out of a tenuous connectionto a Symbolic signifying chain. It
is in this sense that.1understand Milner to call the hysteric e “one issue”
person. .
.
While male obessionals
rely on the identity base of a merger
between an ideal ego and phallic privilege, the hysteric who loses her
supplemental supports falls into the void of the Real. Perhaps’onemight
view hysterical daughters as abandoned daughters. Their mothers are
absent in ways that allow these daughters to make psychically incestuous
liaisons with their fathers. In adultlife. thehysteric’sprecociousknowledge
of tiaving been preferred by a Daddy who lcoked to his d l daughter to
compensatefor what life did not give him keeps her from repressing her
childhood in a way that will allow her to make exchanges Into the world of
otherness. When confrontedwith knowledgeof whatshesignifies- lackof being - her .%cia1 game of cool mastery can rapidly dismantle. Indeed,

-
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-hysterical symptoms of anxiety, anorexia silence, or suicide all shout one

many hysterics dress in black The secret side of many such ideally slim.
tduties often tums out to be a toxic diet, itself an admission that thereisa
.” dis6bance at the level of primary need. Love and food are intertwinedby
rejectionof nurture,whereas obsessional males are troubled differently by

~(othisstand-in),foril
he
er base of their mastery
hat has been et stake,
ce does not reside

level of demand. Their demands
about the limits of their being,
the debts owed to the Other. One begins to understand why Lacan
insisted that the treatment of neurosis proceed from the theory of a
Structuringof desire in order that the treatment might be directed toward a
Possjble cure whose timing the analyst cannot fortell rather than remain
mlr‘,down
in the narrative “therap)/’ where analysands tell ‘Yar stories”
.?d Pretend they are getting belter to please their doctors. If !he neurotic
. Pn,? himself away from the desire that speaks him, ifhe or she changes
.his or her words, will desire follow suit? Will the mark of lack play a less
’” burdensome role in the life of these sad men end women whose lives
dramatize the brutality and alienation of the living for Other?

’
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Metaphor in'Agoraphobia

m,
iwmplainedwhen out, of the sensationof pins and needles in her legs and
at times, when In absolute terror, of being "blind with feat", saying: '11
"... the symptom itself is structured like a
language ..."
he spoke wpiously about her
monstrating her real fear, in'a
that is, psychoanalytically '
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What was it in this discourse of complaints that could lead us back, as'
Freud states on many occasions, to, at the very least, an overdeterminationin a symbolic double meaning?Two nodal points of conflict,
one long since forgotten and acurrent ever-presentone, that are now both
symbolic.
"... that if Freud has taught us to follow the
Lacan states:
ascending ramificationsof the symbolic lineage in
the text of a patients free associations in order to
locate and mark in it the points where its verbal
forms intersect with the nodal points of its
stnicture, then it is already completely clear that
the symptom resolves itself entirely in a language
,
analysis. because the sympton itself is structured
like a language, because the symptom is a
language from which the Word must be
,.
libepted.:'
Today, I wish to highlight such a chain of signifiers liberated from the
history of this caseof anxiew hysteriaand particularly those related to this
64 *ar old woman's agoraphobia and illustrate the nodal points of the
current conflict which lead directly to the conflict of long ago. Of course,
many interlinked threads in the analysis will not be touched upon; I will
trace only those d i r e l y related to the agoraphobia. In,particular Iwant to
trace the metaphor that underlies.thesymbolic structure of her language.
Phobia is ch&acterized by metonomy but the stagnation of the phobia, I
Vnllshdw, occurs through metaphor formation and so the symptom, a
substitute. .~the. einsequence of repression and excluded .from
consciousness. We also n e to remind ourselves that "the ego is the seat
of anxiepand that "inhibition isarestrictionof anegofunction"3differing
from a symptom, as a symptom does not act upon the ego.*
In cases of agoraphobia, often an'anxietyattack occurs when out in the
street and is the precipitating cause.for the onset of agoraphobia, the
symptom being constructed to avoid further outbreaks of anxiety.5 This
Patient used many devices to avoid tasks and places throughout her life
andoverthelasteightyeatiattemptedtoremoveall sourcesofanxiety,but
at the cost of placing many restrictions upon her life. As Freud pointed
out:
"...onecan saveoneself froman extemal danger
by flight but fleeing from an internal danger is a
difficult enterprise."e
The more frequent cause of agoraphobia according to Freud lies in
82
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alities of sexual life,' the anxiety being related to the functioning of
y and it seems to depend upon the romance of prostitutionPThe
caseconfirmsthisbutwhatlwouldliketoshowisthateventhwgh
ation of affects,'O the underlying structure i s :
horical and the symptom, a substitution,for the prevented desire.
., ..
n the order with which she presented it:.

::::

isfearful ofshopping.using money,walking,alongthesfreef,usualiy
in her legs to a point where she cannot'see; a

was a difficult enterprise as she could not leave the

d i s k and k i c ; her history was irrelevantto he!,
le&uldn't see.One had to'iiteraliy break through her empty chatter to
meaning in her non-sense.
'it difficult to .look at what was trivial, the rubbish of
.But one day she arrived in what she flippantly described
fortable shoes. Psychoanalysis seizes such trivial rubbish,.the
Way words, and they are punctuated into the text. She.broke
and listened arid traced her words leading to the shoes, shops,
oney, banks, Safeways. men's shops. She spoke of the death of her
d when she was not acoompanyfng him. and her marriageto this
Then her discoursejumped to when she was sixteen years
bwght her new, small-heeled, blue shoes. Later she lived
he took advantage of her under a table during a.London
e gave her.the gif of the blue shoes.
&ier, she rememberedalways runningto schoollatein panic. after
pledand bedridden mother had either kept her late, or at home for
e.remembered never being allowed out beyond the gate info the

reef; as beyond was the fearful world. She was only allowed to run

. The d d fears retumed. But earlier still, a fear of fhe

her parents' bedroom, and a fearful darkness is
... .
r poems to me in'sessionsas if Iwas the safekeeperof ord. Shoes, Anger and The Gate appeared as if written to her mother; '.:
Igo out to play..."; "..oh, piea'se let her say yes.."; "..let me go beyond. ,
ate ..";or ' I . . set me free, let me go "..Ican see an opening, is it t w j
..why shwld i leave now, yet yes,why do Iwant to fly,
one, so maybe it is best to stay. If Itly to fly and fall and fail. what
.:I;
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then?". Suddenly she realizesthat it is people that she is afraid of in the
Sfreef.

Shelooked after her bedriddenmofherfromanearlyage,evenchanging
thepe%d pads. "I think through my stomach ..", she says - a fear of
p e n b c y . She remembers that she screams and jumps if someone
approaches her from behind. A fear of her father even in adulthood is
confessed.,"even though he was always a perfect gentleman to me."
She hashadsomedifficuilyformostofherlife,theagoraphobiaeNpted
dramatically after the death of her husband and the subsequent move
interstateeightyearsago.Shestii1converseswith him,saying,"itispainful
enjoyment". "Iam not worth very much you see ..now his chequesarrive, it
is blwdmoney, Idon't want It".She feels cheated by him. A bush scene at
homewas often commentedupon by him: :'Listen to the sound of silence".
he w.ould say. She questions her marriage, never having had a woman's
lovefromaman,andisangry.Shewn'tesapoemending"..itisforgiveness
. .
and love".
Onidayshewaitsinfearonthecomer,anotherpunctuationmarkin her
text. Thoughts occur in the session, "Am I a loose woman? ..The whde
world is lwking at me,
if I am picking up a man".
Shecomments."Iamonlyfeelingstrongwhen lam wearing high heelsin
the street.".She puts on the shoes and goes past the gate.
She remembersher motherforcingherto put hershoesandsockson in
front of her and immediatelycomplainsin the session "Why does it always
have to be sexual?" She doekn't know where her sexual knowledgecame
from but remembers missing a period at 14 years of age and living in fear
that she was pregnant -.a lafe period.
Oflen when upset she recalls going into the room of lodgers to get
comfort and at about 15years of age, her mother screams accusinglythat
she has had sex with a boarder,and she recalls being in absolute horrorof
the thought. Again, "Am Inever going to get awayfrom this sexual thing?"
she asks. She makes the connection betweenleavinghome &nda woman
walking the street. There are too many foreigners where she walks and
"cannotmake contact with anyone".
We see that there is a transportationof signifiers tracing a lineage of fear
that is always of the same colour - blood red, period-pads, late periods
and blwdmoney. A lineageof anxiety is traced, associated with her legs,
fhedarkwrridor,lateness,runningfoschool.going beyondfhegateand
of walking thestreef and the preparations todoso,shoesandsocks,blue-

mmerce was all
.
.:

"We should be struck, too, by the fact that it is the
co-extensivityof the development of the symptom
and of its curative iesblution.that the nature of the
neurosis is revealed: whether phobic, hysterical or

:

e

04

ect and nodal point of the past conflict moneyobject and nodal
e present conflict; sexual ideas, repressed, are the intersection
and present take on the over-determined symbolic new
oney the phobic object The metaphor blood-money
ntersection. substituting then for all the k t s of previous
symptomcrystallizestophobicobj6ctsnotin her.body,as
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Her lack, via a dead husband and blood-moneycheques, allows the reemergence of sexual ideas and the mystery of long ago surrounding the
parental bedroom. The final metaphor formation stabilizes her fear in
agoraphobia and now functions to block her desire. To walk in the street in
fearlinksthe presenth
e
a
s
r and the honors of long ago in the legs, that is to
stop being sexual. The fear blocks this desire as she saw the blood of a
crippled mother and wondered in fear, what her father did to her; this is the
unconscious idea that is repressed.
In phobia, the obea substitutesforthe unconsciousidea, in hysteriathe
symptoms of the body substitute for the unconscious idea This
substitution of an object for the unconscious idea has the claim of being a
symptom.
The final moment of punctuating her text came when she gave meaning
to having been given an "ale and tonic" (drink) some time ago, which she
had kept in the fridge ever since. She was unable to drink it, as she would
onlyhavethisdrinkwithherdeceased husband.Thetimecamewhenshe
was able to let go of the dead husband, acknowledge her lack, and drink it.
She asked for her poems back. And so the words were liberated from the
symptom. Finally, being able to accept her own message in an inverted
form, the analysis ended.

1.:
1
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How To Give a Pail of Milk, Then Kick it Over

...Some Thoughts on the Interpretation of Envy.

Dr. Eleanor Sebel
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lntroductlon
While this folk saying may well express the envy the therapist perceives
in the patient, I would suggest that it aptly describes the effect of .an

Melanie Klein in her major work Envy and Gratitude has given us a very
cleardistinctionbetweenenvy and jealousy: "Envy is theangryfeelingthat
another person possessesand enjoys something desirable the envious
PerSon wishing to take it away or spoil it Moreover, envy implies the
subject's relation to one person only, and goes back to the earliest
exclusive relationwith the mother.Jealousy is based on envy, but involves
a relation to at least two people: it is mainly concerned with love that the
subject feels is his due, and has been taken away, or is in danger of being

-
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AstoitsoriginsKleinsuggests"envyisanoralsadisticandanalsadistic

expression of destructive impulses, operative from the beginning of life,
and that it has a constitutional basis."'

nt, rather than allowing the
etheless that there are some

How does this connect with Freud's hypothesis of the life and death
instincts, to which Klein alludes?'
Is envy an innate constitutional neuronally programmed emotion
present at the beginning of life?
Or does the extreme intensity and length of the human infant's
dependence on its mother inevitably provide a setting where there is
prolonged experience of being little in the presence of someone bigger,
kingneedyin thepresenceof something moreresourceful?Andinsucha
setting. then, is the potential to experience frustration at being small and
needy what is really "constitutional"?
Perhaps this idea lies more as a @fellow with Winnicott's concepts of
early.aggressive behaviwr being traced to prenatal motility. ie. the first
evidence of muscular eroticism.' His suggestion is that if destructiveness
occurs. it Is without intent in the expressionof the infant's "instinctual love"
in-its.earliestforms, ie. the infant's ruthless, crude way of loving.'

Iwould suggestthat inordertoenvyanother(orpartofanother)there has
to be some concept of SELF and of OTHER. Winnicott suggests that the
skin, under healthily facilitating circumstances, comes to delineate the
BODY (SOMA) and the PSYCHEbecomes located within the SOMA.' BY
PSYCHE he means the imaginative elaboration of bodily experiences.'
This would suggest that the location of the PSYCHE within the SOMA
underpins the development of a sense of SELF.
It seems paradoxical to.me to suggest that an infant e n envy someone
or something which he cannot yet distinguish from his own self surely
some rudimentary self-object differentiation has to occur before one can
speakof .aninfant envying some object or part object
These issues as to when, developmentally, .envy occurs. and to the
relative importance of >nnate constitutional factors" and environmental
difficulties in provoking envy, profoundly influence one's clinical
approach.

-

'whiie it is always important to recognise the Occurence of envy in
sferenceto the therapist, Isuggest that what the therapist chooses
th this recognition is NOT fixed. Here Idiffer from Etchegoyenet al,

1. One may chooseto know, toensure survivalof oneselfas
a therapist and not to intepret envy directly.

'. .

.

-3.Onemay-in myexperience-then find the patientable

external and present therapeutic experiences.''

Cllnkal lllustratlons
With this in mind, I would like to present some clinical illustrations..
I have drawn heavily from Klein's invaluable clinical descriptions of
envyand its manifestations.Winnicott'semphasisonfacilitatingthe patient
00
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life and loving (if confused) concern in his mother could not be
appreciated.
Likewise, he reflected,'he had been infuriatedwhen Idid not conform to
his expectations of being "pathetic", as a woman therapist. I would try,
empathically, to interpret his hurt or anger at the holiday interruptions in
therapy. He recalled his affronted rage. remembering now his desperate,
but fragile, attempts to deny his need for therapy. He avoided this painful
recognition by his somewhat patronising and contemptuous attitude
toward me...my surgery was ."bourgeois", my lifestyle "middleclass". I
lacked his knowledgeand fine taste in art nouveau and att dew artefacts
and architecture, and in movies and books.
Itwas, indeed, difficulttowithstandthe forceofthisongoing devaluation,
while aware of his fragility outside therapy, his loneliness. his search for
intimacy, and his drinking.
Management was dictated by two oveniding considerations:
-Thepatienfsposition in regard to understandinghisown
family history, for his hurt and his hate as yet prevented
this.
- His position in the history of our therapy together ie. his
need to find containment for his hate, so he could reach
down to his love, but his need NOT to have this function of
the therapy forced upon his awareness.
My essential task was to survive physically, to survive in my analytic
functionofthoughtfulreflectionandNOTtoretaliateforhisabcksonme.It
was crucial that this survival was attained without interpretations, which
while expressing my experienceof him, would be phase-inappropriateand
further impoverish his inner world.
Nowsomesevenyearslater,heisabletotellme,'oftheimportanceofmy
survival, without prematureinterpretationof his envy, which he would have
found annihilating.
Case Study.Wo
Thisdescribesasituationin thetherapywithasingle31 yearold woman,
R. She had come to therapy complainingof an "emptiness always inside"
and a multitude of phobic symptoms. Her mother was presented to me in
an extremely idealised manner, always in the service of her children,
including my patient.
It emerged over time that R. had been exposed to wild unpredictable
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icidal threats and actual
other, from mid-latencyonwards.
hekcond year of therapy, the patient's extreme idealisationof her
k d e d quite considerably. She began to feel angry fortheabuse
ered. Yet she could express almost no negative feelings
for my inevitable failures
in understanding, in ending
imposing weekends and my vacations upon her .need for

-

acities to order her
resourceswith all family members. Needlessto
ot repaid, nor were R.'s internal capacities
frequent refrains; gleaned from the patiknt's

me that both comments involved the mother's intense envy
ndentinfant, R.should not havethecaresheneeded.lt,cost
-and linkedwith historicaldetail

s thinking capacity 'by .devaluing her 'internal
ry effective, to the extent that R. believed herself

,whileprovidingthemajorresourcesforthefamily.
hat if mother died so, too, would she.
n" so to speak, helping to
mother's envious attacks
fusion and despair, in my

'
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Ididwonder, how andwhen, hergentlyspdtenconcemsaboutneeding
me 24 hours, ratherthan 1 hour, a day might involve some display of envy
within the therapytoward me. Yet still the concept of envy was outside thls
patient's consciousness.,We discussed the fairy tale, Cinderella..
Why,:'l wondered, did the.ugly sisters banish Cinderella to the cellar,
dress her in rags, hiding her away, so as not to be considered for the glass
dipper.
Wecat& they didn't like her, they were jealous."

Andth~thingstheydidtoCinderella?Whateff&didtheyhave?Why
did they do them?
. .
"Cinderellawasunhappy becauseshewuldn't have pretty clothes. but I
M t know why ttpfd be jealous"
The idea of the ugly sisters wanting to SPOIL what they ENVIED in
Cinderellawas beymd my patient's comprehension.
Here the patient was in the 'prOc8s of unraveling her own p e m a l
history before therapy, and in this way the s i t u a t i differs from that
presented In the reflections of the first patient. I had concluded that here,
while languagewas gradually developing for expression of emotion. Iwas
still required In an idealisedway. Furthermore,in the developmentalhistory
ofthis analysis, Iwasn't yetfeltasclearlyseparate in thetherapy, and it was
inappropriateyettospeakof herenvyofmyresourceswhichIlockedaway
at the end of sessions, weekends or vacations.
Shecontinuedtbdevelo(, moreof acap+itytosetafirm'bundarywith
krmother,andtorewgnisetheeffectsof mother'senviousattack.onher.
Yet a highly unsatisfactory relationship with a man continued outside
therapy. She'feltdevalued, misundektccd. "jealous" a his gaze turned to
any person or activity other than herself. In return, he did devalue her,
provoke her by his indifference and ,show contempt for her capacity for
introspection.
Case Study Three
This example involves a situation where R. has now explored quite
considerably her history in her family before themy.
She had made calls to me, out of session times for some two years now,
aware of our agreement that she should contact me if possible, before she
acted out her distress by drinking alcohd and starving herself of food.
After a weikend when she had called me twice to handle her despair,
she commenced the Monday session spontaneously:
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reciateyour being there

'Yes....l feel ashamed...lwant to let you know...loften'don't say anything
ut.l,doappreciate it..."
Thesessionthen subtlytumedto peoplewhoatetoomuch, whoenjoyed
..

..

pleasure in having

knowledgedyou enjoyed my
care at the weekend?

.

.

she wished to close off
e me up, 1111 be all drained,

t IatertheStNggletoseparatefrom her boyfriend'continuedto
h him like a hawk. Ican't
d Ican't stand feeling so
nder whether we can wok on why it's like that7
with the evidence
time (theweekend) Ifeel
eelings provoked to an
- .

einggoodtoyouandteilmethere'snopointbeing
you 24 hours a day. You feel our relationship has :
- and it has.

‘?3>*:;-:
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Yet, parallel in time, you tell me of rage; the hurt and hurting in the
relationship with your boyfdend.
“Yes.”

Iwonder what this means? These parallel relationships.
“I don’t know’. (in the particular tone, indicating a wish to close off
consideration);
Could it be that you split off, out of consciousness. most of the hurt and
hurting feelings between us?
“You’re so g w d to even.- me. how can Icomplain?”
“Butperhapsyou do...about thelackof24 hourdaycare...whenwetalkof
yourjealousyof yourboyfriend‘sattentionan)ktfhereelsebuton you?And
you feel this is so crazy?
”Well Iwant to disagree with you...”
(Silence)
“All my relationshipshave been like thisone where lfelttheotherperson
doesn’t care about me, and I go crazy with jealousy.”
(Silen&)
Sudden vitality appeared in her voice.
“Could it have something to do with my mothem
What do you mean?
‘“Well, something to do with how it was with her when I waslittle.”
Keeping her ideal like you did when you first came and keeping me
ideal now?
. .
“YES!!”
A week later, after afight, the date is set now for his departure.She rings
on the weekend, preoccupied by cutting her own wrists, taking pills,
praying she will have a heart attack and die, sick of needing me, she tells
me.
We arrange to meet.
“Ifeel melodramatic I felt a bit better after Ispoke to you so Ishouldn’t
be here.“
Then followed a prolonged period where any response of mine was
useless. There was no point to anything. I felt tempted to agree with her.
Anything and everything I did with her was useless. Eventually I said:

-

2os-felt you did feel a bit better after agreeing to meet

,~.. .

(es:,;q.
gl-wis:,una‘&able
:.+E

n

- it must have been difficult to keep trying.

F$lence)
+ :.
j:-; .m.... ..

,Ifl.have r e h r C e s and they are not there when you want them.. then@

ui-

4And then what good you do remember you spoil...asin this session.
i;”:;.,
4Yes’ Ido.”

3%:

’

&d.this.is like the mother spoiling your good.things.

4”.
&&%; es, it is...”

-
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The delicate.interplaybetwgn th'e'individual's h i s t o i in his family of
origin and his unfoldinghi,storywithin the analytic setting is a vital factor In
the manageme?! and interpretation of envy. Where this is understood, the
therapistisbestabletooffera"pailofmilk"(ie. theanalyticunderstanding
of envy) and because it .is phaSe-&propriate' for the patient
developmentally,.not "kick it over" (ie. spoil it for the patient's use.)
Three different clinical examples are given, illustrating developmental
situations in therapy,
,.
. .. ,
.
"'

'

1. Inthe first;the exploration of the individual's history in the
family
.. . of origin and,in the analysis are both very early.
.
. .
2. in the k n d , consideiable work has been achieved in
understanding the history in the family of origin, but the
.. . , . - . . .
history of the analysis is still very ywng and
. unfolding.
.
3
.
In
the
last,
considerable
work
has
been
achieved
in
,.
.
,.
understanding the individual's place in his family of origin
and in 'understahding the unfolding relationship in the
analytic setting.
Where this last situation is reached, it is possibleto interpret envy inthe
transference to the therapist and link it with the.individual's history in his
family of origin.
Then, hopefully, a full pail of milk can be offered; neither therapist nor
patient need kick it over.
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choanalytic Development Theories :an
. .: .
Australian Tourist’s View
J.R. Grimwade

.elsewhere has led to conflicting theoretical fOnUlationS.
is has travelled.

he-returnsthe problems to thefamily, to Mummy and Daddy.s But
e r p w the intra-familialconflictsand anxietiesaheadof the defences
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Britaln: Why did Melanie Klein choose Britain afler leaving Germany?
Klein and Anna Freud were bitter enemies, yet both went to London. Is
there a fit between a culture and a person? Certainly, Klein's theoretical
concepts have formed the British School, while A Freud's ideas were
better received across the Atlantic.
The child's first relationship is with the totally loved, feeding breast
Being hungry is an experience of another realm, totally hated and full Of
pain. With development the rapt feelings of feeding are tempered by the
knowledgethat the hated breast is identical with the loved breast. Hateful
feelings are muted to prevent the destruction of the good.' ObjectRelations is a theory of moral development
goodhad, rightlwrong,
liberal compassion and a stiff upper lip. Britain was a natural environment
for Klein's theories.
United States: With Ego Psychofogy and The Problem of Adaptation'
Hartmanncreateda movement. "Erik Eriksonwas a young analyst and an
American, when Anna FreudeandHartmann published their books.. .they
sanctioned in theory what he was beginning to do in practice.' Previously,
Erikson had taught at the A Freud Burlinghamschool and had trained
as a child analyst under .A Freud. Erikson published Childhood and
SOcEetya in 1950 and entered mainstream American Psychoanalysis.
Subsequently, he was induced to "review his own concepts and fit them
into the changing psychoanalytictheory of the fifties".*
The fifties in the United States saw the (inexorab1e)'o rise of Ego
Psychology. .For Jaccoby,", ' I the fiflies mark the end of radical
psychoanalysis and the medicalization of psychoanalytic practice.
Contemporary with this were McCarthyism, the Cold War, a massive
expansion of the American economy.and a large scale exporting of
American culturalvalues. . . .
.A biography title, Erik Erikson: the Growth of his Work13 reflects
Erikson's notion of psychosocial development throughout the life cycle
and implies the continuedgrow of his thought, without apparent limit Ego
' Psychology is an economic theory of mind with secondary gains, defence
mechanisms and a conflict.free sphere of the ego. Profit, tariffs and
taxshelters form part of a capitalist theory of unbounded growth. 'By
placing the accent on social adaptation, through the more or lesa
successful negotiationof life stages by the individual, Erikson ignores the
critical edge of psychoanalysis and renders the theory after the image of
the.dominant culture.
France: Jacques Lacan's contribution to developmental theory is his
description, not diwvery.'4 'of the' Mirror Stage." In AngleWestern

-

-
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s."cornmonplace" of French childhood has not been widely

.
Psychologicaldevelopment from this view, involvesa dialectic between -_
,the needs of the Self and the needs of the Other. Elsewhere in French
society there continues the debate between existentialists..and
.Some say that given certainconditions, the individualis able
tocreateaworthwhileprojectandotherssaysuchachievementsprovethe
indomitability of society. The opposition of individual and society reflects
theoppositionofSelfand0ther.Thecultural debatereflects/isreflectedby
developmentai theory.
A Projection: A map has an edge, a scale, a directional orientation,and a
date. The various dots, lines, and patches of d o u r are read through
knowing the constructional syntax. Maps vary in detail, but all details are
representations of physical features.

The child's body is like a map. If one charts development in terms of the
boundaryof thechild, one has todifferentiatethe object from the field (Self
from Other). If one charts development in terms of the child's growth,
growth, likeany interval scale. continuesforever.If onecharts development
in terms of the contours of feeling, moral judgements predominate. Ifone
charts development in terms of genital anatomy, anatomy becomes
destiny.
Thechild's perceptionof internaland externalstimuli, of physicalgrowth
and integration, of pleasure and pain, and genital anatomyare markers of
psychological development. The child is involved in forming the effect of
these markers unlike a map, a child is self-reflective.

-

There are other physical markersof psychological development Birthis
an initiating experience with which the neonate has minimal active
involvement; the neonate comes into being without choice. Being is a
physicaistate with the incomprehensibleopposite yet logical possibility of
not being: consciousness implies unconsciousness. Birth is the marker of
separation, and, therefore, as Freud" observed. of anxiety.
Beyond the individual are the family and the group: the repositories Of
history and the vehicles of survival. The family oversees the child's
development until reproductionand the group protects its members from
101
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external danger.19 But what constitutes external danger, what is feared?
Perhaps, the Britishfear moral decay, the Americans,economic stagnation
and the French, a dissolution of their identity.
Video Clip: Culture and developmental theory provided camera angles,
with close ups of prominent theoreticians and the body of the infant.
Another anglewasfrom down under.This tourist'sviewof psychoanalysis
dialecticallymapsthedifferencesinculturalandphysicaltens,andopens
psychoanalytic rivalries to interpretation.
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Freud on Triebe
The Concept of Instinctual Drives
*Dr. Thomas Robb

When Iwas young, the only thing I longed for was
philosophicalknowledge,and now Iam going over
frommedicinetopsychdogylaminthe processof
attaining it.'
Much has been made,of 1ate.ofthefrequentlynoteddistinction between
the meanings of the words Triebe and Instinkt in Freud's work.
Humanisticallyinclined analytic writers from Bettleheim (1983) to hcan
(1977) have emphasised this distinction as a means of forcing a cleavage
between the psychological. represented by the Triebe or drives, and the
biological, representedby Instinkt. The consequenceof this manoeuvre is
to remove psycho-analytictheory from the ambit of.thephysical sciences
and into that of the human sciences, or, simply, the humanities.
One difficultywith this approach is that it renders the status of biology
problematic because it excludes the concept from the theory of psycho-.
analysis as lrrelevent, and yet has'to acknowledge the obvious effects of..
Deputy Director,
New South Wales Bureau of Crime Statistics and Research.
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biology in the functioning of the mental apparatus. More genedly,
however, it unnecessarily concedes too much ground to the critics of
psycho-analysis who would u” the alleged “unscientific” Status Of
analysis to discredit it.
At bottom. the scientific attitude is one which seeks to resolve disputes
by appeal to some set of empirical circumstances, however broadly
defined, rather than by appeal to authority and, if the latter criterion has
predominated at times in the history of psycho-analysis, so much more
reason for encouraging an emphasis on the former. A “return to Freud
then. is not intendedas a mere lauding of the founding Father, but a return
to theevaluationof the concepts he forged from what his patients told him.
For the speech of the analysand (and, indeed, of anyone) is an “empirical
circumstance”. not simply because it is a disturbance of air molecules or
the fingering of a reticule, but because it reveals that which is the raw
material of both metapsychological theory and human action
the
wish.
. .
To say that psycbanlysis’should be an empirically based, scientific
discipline is not, however, to say that it should adopt all the practices,
methods and prejudices of the physical sciences. After ail Freud, who
always professed that analysis was at least a fledgeling science, was
hardly likely to confuse the analytic process with Me methods of physical
science, in which he was one of the most highly trained and promising
practitioners of his day (Clarke. 1982) something which, incidentally,
many of the So-calledscientific purists critical of psycho-analysiscannot
claim.
Everyscience conkins concepts or theories which are not evaluated by
that science; they are the givens upon which that science is built In
physics, the usual examples are the concept of matter or space etc., and a
similarplaceis heldinpsycho-analysis bytherflebe. Whereas, however, at
least the applied physicist leaves the investigation of such concepts to
philosophers (or to those doing philosophy), Freud and many analysts
since him, have drawn inspiration or insight into the Occurrences in the
analytic session from speculation about what has been dubbed “the
metapsychology”:the theory of mental functioning: what Freudcalled die
Hexe, the witch.
Again, this practice of “philosophical” contemplation is not confined to
psycho-analysis; physicists and mathematicians; for example, are not
altogether immune from what is, strictly speaking, “extra curricular”
activity. A well knownexampleof this is Kepler‘sastrological investigations

or his contemplation of perfect solids. And, while scientific theories are
rarely if ever rejected because they are philosophically unsound. if such
speculationistobecarriedout,itshouldsubjectthe theotytoanevaluation
rigorous enough to remove at least the major logical inconsistenciesand
absurdities. After all, no logically inconsistenttheorycan possiblyprovidea
correct account of events, however “useful” the theory is. Such a logical
purge of one part of Freud‘s metapsychdogy is the goal of the present
paper. As indicated, however, this is not just idle philosophising; no part of
the analytic endeavour, whatever its distance from another part, is wholly
unconnected to it.

-

In his.monograph“On Aphasia“, Freud (1891) rejects the materialist
thesis he attributes to Meynell. that word presentations are “contained“ or
enclosedin nervecells. Notingthe tendencyof “ediermedical periods” to
localiw whole mental faculties in cortical centres, he~contends:
“It was bound to appear a great advance when
Wernicke declared only the simplest psychic
elements. i.e., the various sensory perceptions,
could be localised in the c o k x ...but dqes one not
in principle make the same mistakeirrespectiveof
whether one tries to locatea complicatedconcept,
a whole mental faculty or a psychic elemenW
Later he goes on to say that every attempt to:

-
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“Discover a localisation of mental processes,
every endeavour to think of ideas as stored up in
nerve-cells and of excitations as migrating along
nerve-fibres,has miscarried cornpletely.“J
His alternative proposal was that
“The psychical is a process. parallel to the
physiological a ‘dependent concommitant‘.“4
Having thus divided the structure into two separate parts- the psychic
and the physiological Freud, in a number of later works, marks out the
territory of psycho-analysis:

-

I

-

“Tnebe and their transformationsare at the limit of
what is discemable by psycho-analysis.From that
point it gives place to biological research.”’
“Psycho-analysts never forget that the mental is
based on the organic,although their workcan only
caw them as far as this basis and not beyond it””
107
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Yet the mental is still “based on“ the organic, it is a “dependent
concommitant“ of it. But the particular relationship between these two
which is of Import for psycho-analytictheory, is that of ‘representation‘ for,
according to at least some of Freud‘s statements, it is the ideational
representativeof the trieb which is the only aspect of it that can be known.
Indeed:
“A lrieb cannot be represented otherwise than by
an idea.. .If the lrieb did not attach itself to an idea
or manifest itself as an affectiie state we could
know nothing about it.”’

independentlyofoneanotherinordertomakehiscomparisonofthem,but
to do this he would have to be able to be directly aware of the things he is
contemplating and if he can do that, then the need for mental
representations (as the means by which things are known) is remwed.
Oneattempttoavoid this dilemma has beentoclaim that the relationship
of “representation” between a mental image and the thing is not the result
of convention but, in fact, exists becauseof the natureof the mental image
itself. In this scheme the mental image somehow m t a i n s within itself the
relationshipof representationto some particular thing, it intrinsically refers

toitor,asBrentanoputit,thething“intentionallyinexists”withinthemental

This would be all very well ifmental representations could derive their
alleged ability to represent things from such conventions, but it is quite
plainthat they do not. Noone has ever sat down and said. “Everytime Ihave
this mental state, Ishall agree that it refers to fhaf physical thing”. Even if
suchaprojectweretobeundertaken,itwouldbeselfdefeating,forinorder
to beabletocompareamentalstatewiththething,ourmythicalcataloguer
would have to be able to know about the mental state and the thing

image. Aparl from the difficulty in seeing how such a mental image could
havearisen,theargumentforitcontainsafatal logicalflaw.Inattemptingto
reduce a relationship between X and Y to a property of X, it commits the
error of reification (or hypostasisation) attempting to tum, in this case,a
relation into a “thing”.
Clearly then, the notion of a mental representation is unsatisfactoryas a
tool for understandingthe mentalapparatus, but this is not to say, as many
so-called psychologists have thought,that the notion of “the mental” must
be given up, nor that all theories couched in terms of mental
representations are equally bad.
For example. thetraditionalview of the mind holds that it iscomposedof
three parts: cognition, conation and affection or, loosely, thinking, striving
and feeling. It has been equally common. however, as Anderson (1962)
points out, to regard cognition as the sine qua non of the mental and to
disregard, or downplay, the remaining faculties. In eschewing this
”mistaken cognitionalism”,Anderson adopts a position (summedup in the
title of his paper “Mind as Feeling”) in which he attempts to substitute
“affection” for cognition as the basis of mind. This idea has much in
common,itcouldbeargued,withthenotionthatFreudhasinmindwhenhe
speaks of a trieb as:
‘The psychical representative of an endosomatic,
continuously flowing source of stimulation...“ 0
But this “psychical representative” is, to Freud, the TriebpMsenfanz,
which he is carefultodistinguish fromthe idea(Vorste//ung)that represents
a trieb (e.g Freud, 1 9 1 5 ~p 179). Although Freud‘s statements here
somewhat conflatea trieb and its representative,Freudoffersfurther clues
to his thinking about the nature of the friebpHsentanz. He writes of this
representative as “an idea or group of ideas which is cathected with a
definite quota of psychical energy (libido, interest) coming from a trieb,
and he further states that:
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Thus, without menfal representations of the triebe, psycheanalysis
could not function; it would have no subject matter.
In adopting this solution, Freud goes some way toward resolving the
problematic status of the biological in a psychological theory. But he does
soatsomecostDespitereWngaphysicalrepmntationoftheidea(the
nerve cell) he goes on to accept a “mental“ representation without
attempting tosayanythlngaboutthenatureofthemental,thusaskingusto
accept a more obscure theory In place of a simpler one. In addition,
speaking In temis of ‘mental representations’ opens a F’andora’s Box of
philosophical objections to such notions (e.g. Wilcox and Kat& 1981,
1984). Only one of these objections.need concern us here, which is that
mental representationscannot do what is expected of them; they cannot
represent anything at all.
When one thing represents another a relationship is set up betweenthe
twotoformthestateofaffairs”Xrepresentsr’.Intheeverydayuseofthis
formulation,the relationship exists because ofsome convention; people
agree that thesymbol X, when it appears, in someseny3’’takes the place”
of the thing Y. And it is, perhaps,something like this that Freudhas in mind
when he talks about the symbolic representationorthings and events as a
result of.repression (e.9. in dreams, or in symptoms),indeed Freud‘s word
for repression Die Verdrdngung
means, literally, “to put in place

of’.

-

-
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“Besides the idea, some other. element
representing the. friebe has to be taken into
account“
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themselvesor, to put it in Anderson’s graphic phrase, that %e are l
our Instincts”.
. .

i by

i.e. the “quota of affect” (affekfbefrag).The friebpc3senfanz can now be
Seen as an amalgam of affect and idea, and it becomes merely
terminological convenience if we wish to distinguish a frieb only by the
ideational part of its representative,sincetheffiebcan also be known by its
manifestation as an “affective state”10. Ineffect, Freud hks introduced a
new denizen into the panoply of mental creatures, a representation
charged with affect. All this is certainly an advance on the theory that the
mindiscomposedof,orisonlyconcernedwith,‘ideas’ormental ‘pictures’,
etc.
Vel Freud‘s theory, at this point has not gone far enough in overturning
the Humean notionof the mind as a collection of ideas. For while we go on
ttying tothinkofthemind.asawllectionof representationsor’images’,itis
difficulttoseehow thenotionof “psychical energy”, “affect” or“instinctual
representative’!,can bemadetofitintothepicture. Whatisthesubstanceof
these new “affective” representations? How are they formed f r m other,
Ideational representations (cathexis)? Why is the affective part of the
representation,unlikethe ideational part, not able to be repressed?And So
on:ln short, how can the entire economic view of the mind be fined to the
‘mental repFsentations’ account of the mind? The problem is rather like
trying to get a picture in a book to feel ‘angry‘.
These problems, however, disappear once we abandon the ‘mental
representations’theoryof mind agdsubstituteforitapictureofmindwhich,
in fact, has been intimated by Freud and later expounded by Anderson
(1962)andMaze(1983).
Theego’stendencytoovervaluecognitionhas beenexposedassuchby
Freud, but Anderson’s suggestion of simply substituting ”feelings” for
“ideas”
may be dismissed as ‘mistaken affectionalism’ unless a fuller
accaunt of Yeelings” can be given. The account to be advocated here
gives prideof place in the psychicalapparatus to Freud‘s friebe. But rather
than askingwhetherthinkingorfeeling is thecharacteristicofthemind, the
question to be asked is, rather: ‘What thinks, or.what f&fs?’
Ratherthaninterpose’themind‘between the worldandtheb/dogical,so
that some sort of ‘representation’ is required before reality can be dealt
with, surelythe most parsimoniouscourseis to follow ourearlierargument
in rejecting ideational representations as’well. That is, why not simply say

To eliminate mental representations in this fashion might be Seen a$ an
attempt to equate the friebe with the biological and to thus advocate a
reductionist thwry of the.mind. But this is precisely what is not being
advocated here. Like Freud, we have rejected ‘brain states’ as possible
‘mentalrepresentations,for we have rejected till such representations.On
the other hand, this does not mean that ‘the mentar has been eradicated.
‘Instead, in the system proposed here it appears as the situation created
when the relationship of knowing is set up between ttie’frieb aidsome
state of affairs external to it. This’ may be expressed, somewhat
unconventionally, as “hunger knows where food is” (Maze, 1963); a
formulation which emphasizes that there is no ‘self over and above the
triebe which ‘owns’ those rriebe, and it reminds us that it is the TR/€6€
which knows, not ‘the person’. And it is because the mental relationship
between the friebe and another part of the world cannot be reduced to
either term of that relation (on pain of the logical error of reificition of the
relation)that the present thesis is not reductionist.’
Again, in the present scheme, the notion of cathexis or the welding
together of an ‘idea’ and a !chargeof affect‘is no longer mysterious. In fact,
no mental actiiitycan be free of cathexis since it is the friebe which is the
knower; loosely speaking, that which is uncathectedis unknown.Another
way of stating this is to say, as we have at the beginning of this essay, that
the fundamental unit of mental life is the wish, the connection of an
.instinctual impulse with some state of affairs:
This way of looking at the mental apparatus is, at first blush, rather
unusual. However, Freud’s most ,detailed description of instinctual life
(Freud, 1915a) can be read ?s suggesting some not dissimilar points
though Iam not of course, advocating that the following account is what
Freud, in ,somesense “really” said: it is only one readingof his sometimes
contradictory statements on the friebe.
In considering “mental life from a biofogid point of view””, Freud
points out four “terms which are used in reference to the concept of friebe
-for example its ‘pressure’ (Drang),its ‘aim’ (Zier). its object (Objekf),and
its ‘source‘ (Ouelle)’:. Keeping in .mind Lacan’s,wntention (1977) that
Freud‘s text is to be read as saying’thatthese properties are nof.typicalOf
‘friebe,the descriptions Freud gives can be seen as offering broad support
for the current thesis, though they are, of course, coloured by Freud‘s
‘representationist‘ language.
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that~fthinksor~sisndsomeabstracttheabe.’Wemind”,butthetriebe
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According to Freud, all the triebe are active; they exert a “pressure” for
discharge or a “demand for work”, indeed, this:
“Characteristic of exercising pressure is common
to all triebe; it is in fact their very essence.”l2
And this “very essence’’ is a “motor factor”, an impulse to rnuScUlar
movement i.e: an impulse to perform what Maze (1983) has called a
“consummatory activitf‘.
The biological basis of the triebe is further underlined .in Freud‘s
description of the source of a tflebe.
.. . .
“By the source (Queffe - literally.‘spring)’of.a
triebe is meant the somatic process which occurs
in an organ or part of the body and whose stimulus
is represented in the mental life by a trieb.””

.

Now,although Freudsaysthatthesourceofthetriebe(and,hence,what
trieb is)may sometimes be Inferred from its aim,”.he is not making the
mistake(which‘instinct‘ theoristsfrequentlydo)of identifying,or defining,a
trieb by the behaviour it produces. Such an argument would be a circular
oneof thekind lampoonedinafamousquotefromacharacter of Molibre’s,
in which the abihty of opium to put people to sleep is ascribed to its
possession of a “d0rmitNe virtue” -the sole evidence of such a virtue, of
coiirse, being opium‘s ability to put people to sleep.
Just as importantly, a trieb is not to be defined by its “object”, that:
>:

.

.

‘Thing in regard’to which.or through which the
trieb is able
.
. . to achieve’its alm.“‘a
’’

’

That a triebe is not to be.identifiedwith its object is clear from the fact

that

This ‘ultimate’ aim is unchangeab1e;but:
. .
‘There may yet be different paths leading to the
same ultimate aim; so that a trieb may be found to
have various nearer or intermediate aims, which
are combined or interchanged with one
another.”’6
..
In otherwords,itis,behavlour,in theverywidkst&nseofthattem,which
comprises the intermediate aims of the triebe. This betiaviour ‘may be
eating,’ or phaneising. or thinking, ‘so long as (in the long run) it is
“effortful”, thus satisfies a “demand for work” and, finally, removes (or at
least reduces) the persistent stimulation created by some biological
mechanism at the source of the trieb.

“It is what is most variable about a trieb and is not
originally connectedwith it. but becomesassigned
to it only in consequence of being peculiarlyfitted
to make satisfaction
The picture Freud is presenting of triebe, then, is one in which it is
identified by its biological source, creates a demand for work (or, more
precisely,for satisfaction)which is experiencedby the mentalapparatusin
various ways (which, incidentally, have much to do with the particular
source of the trieb in question) and with the “amount of excitation they
cany.”20This,in turn, drives thevarious behavioursof the0rganism;which
derives satisfaction to the extent that it can find objects particularlysuited
to its needs. ‘Particulariy.suited‘;in this case, means that an empirical
relationexists betweenthe biological source of the trieb and an object, by
virtueofthephysicalpropertiesof eachterm inthatrelation,not becauseof
%me intrinsic “merit“ of the object nor because of any inbuilt “goal
directedness” of the triebe.
Such a schema for the mental apparatus has a number of virtues. As
already pointed out, it avoids the circular definitions of ‘instinct frequently
given in other places, and it also avoids the problematic notion of ‘mental
representations’: the philosophical problems of which overwhelm any
intuitive appeal they may have as a method of describing mental life in a
systematicway.Ontheotherhand,theschemeexplicitlyprohibits(onpain
0f:the logical error of reification) the reduction of ‘the mental’ to the
biological source and ‘gratifying’ objects. In addition, it somewhat clarifies
the basic psycho-analytic notion of cathexis, by making the link between
the energyof thetrieb and thestateof affairswhich isconnectedwith it in an
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As Freud notes,’it does not matter what the exact nature of the.somatic
process is, but what is important is that;
.“iriebe are whofly de!ermined by their.origin in a
somatic source.“14

IfFreud‘scommentson‘pressure’are accepted,then neithkrsourcenor
pkssureofthe triebeappe’ar in mentallifeandwhat remainsto beknownof
a trieb in mental life is the ‘.‘aim“ of the triebe..This aim is (somewhat
confusinglyforthose who might wish to try and identifythe trieb by its aim)
. .
the same for all triebe, it is:
“In every instance satisfaction which can only be
obtained by removingthestateof stimulationat the
. .
source of the triebe’:‘5
.~

.
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inevitable relation betweentwo physical entities, rather than a mysterious
melding of (':psychical") energy with a .'mental' image. An interesting
corollary of this point is that we can never 'do' anything, not even 'have an
idea'whlchlsnot'wishedfoti.e.whichdoesnotsatisfysometriebthough,
of course, the gross physical expressionof that wish may be inhibited by a
different impulse finding expression instead. Such a notion is, obviously,
complementary.to the principal (in which Freud'.held great store) Of
"psychic determinism", the notion that no mental event is 'accidental' or
without cause for, in this case,all actions are.motivated.
FuGemore, the proposed, scheme reduces the problem (noted by
Lacan, 1977) of how sublimationscan be alternative means.Forsatisfying
thesametrieb.Thisisbecausenoparticularimportanceisnowa~chedto
the object or aim of the trieb per se. The bcanian formula (which I owe to
Dr. Zentner)is, after all, correct in pointingout, albeit somewhat cryptically,
thatthe'triebhasnoobj+'i.e.it hasnoparticularconnection,byitsnature,
with.any given object. It might be further added that a trieb has no aim i.e.
" none particularlyassociated with It, at least as far as intermediateaims are
concerned.
Thus &e basis or possible,confusim in our understanding of psychoanalytic theory may be removed. Critics of Freud often claim that tie gives
too much.prominence to 'sex' in his explanations of human actions.
However, proponents of this view usually mean that Freud overestimates
the importance of distulbances in sexual behaviour or, alternatively, that
the 'ulteriot motive for much behaviour is to obtain sexual rewards. If
Freud's work is read from the point of view that 'sexual' means 'anything
which occurs as an expressionof the trieb defined by the stimulationfrom
certainpartsof thebody',thentheinterpretationof 'sexual'takesonquitea
different,sense one not committed to any object or behaviour.
The particular prkess giving rise to the trieb is "outside the scope of
psycholcgp but Freud's discussion does not depend upon knowing
what that process is (it is 'topic neutral' in philosophicalterms), and such
study can be profitably left to the neuro-physiologists(who Freudthought
would one day clarify the relationship between bidogy and psychoanalysis).
Another point to be made, as Freud does, is'that the scheme proposed
(and, indeed, considerable parts ot Freud's work) does not rely upon a
commitment to any particular set 0f"triebe which are primary. His
classificatim of primary hiebe into ego, or self-preservative,hiebe and the
sexual triebe was, in Triebe and Triebschickde,only a:

"Supposition (which) has not the status of a
necessary postulate . . it is merely a working
hypothesis, to be retainedonly as long as it proves
useful,and itwill makeliffledifferencetothe results
of our work of description and classification if it is
replaced by another.">'
Such a substitution would, in fact, be attempted by Freud.in his later
Works.
As a find note, we are now in a position to make some comments upon
the most appropriate way of translating Freud's word triebe. As Sttachey
haspointedout~',theword'drive'isinappropriateasatranslation,asithas
been invested with a number of unfortunate connotations by various
branchesof psychology. Today, in the post-behaviouristera.the word has
acquired meaningsbeyondthose contemplatedbydrachey. On the other
hand, the word 'instincf has equally unfortun.ate overtones, derived mainly
from biological Science (aswell as some derived from biological pseudoscience), of fixed, unavoidable, behaviour patternscontingent upon some
stimulus.
Given the foregoing discussion, however, a more satisfyingtranslation
might bealong the linesof "instinctualdrives': which haselementsof each
sense, but is sufficiently different from either to prevent either sense from
dominating. Pragmatically,and prwided the meaningelaboratedabove is
kept in mind, it may be convenient (at least for grammatia purposes) to
Speak of 'instinctual' impulses or~urgesetc. as no adjective is readily
derived from 'drive'. Again, brevity may dictate the ocwiooal us+ of 'drive'
+one but, surely, the compound 'instinctual drives' is to be preferred,
canying as it d e s that implicit reference to something:

-
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"On the frontier between the mental and the
somatic."2'
Notes
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B.W. Balleine

No mental activity has a special monopoly over
regulation and admonition.We may speak of a life
dominated by prudence, or by a loveof tNth, or by
fear where one force tends to assume a special
positionofcontrol in the mind, but we always have
alterations, various forces obtainingdominance at
different times and checking other forces.
JA. Passmore’
retumtothetypeofthinkingengenderedintheProjecf,Freudis

he ego in neurologicalterms as beingan adaptationout of the

oftheextemalworld”J.Theegoisthusconsideredtobeanactual
agent of reality,whose aim is io substitutethe reafityprinciplefor
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the pleasure principle in "ever larger regions and deeper strata of the
id'.
The mostcommoncriticismof this position is the problemof determining
thesourceoftheego'senergysoastoresolvehow an agencyconsistingof
no substantive entity might come to control the powerful instinctual
drives'. . .
Freud's (1923) solution to this kind of difficulty is whdly unsatisfactory
and has generated confusion. Through the process of identification, the
ego assumes the features of an object for the id. With this action, the ego
forces itself upon the id as its 'love-object'. With the cathexis of the ego by
the id which is hypothesized to occur as a result of this process, the ego
gains control over a quantity of libido which, having been desexualised
(convertedto narcissistic libido), is then used to combat the unregenerate
object-libido of the instinctual drives. Freud speaks of the ego in this
process, in line with his hydraulic model, as becoming filled with
desixualised libidinal fluid through cathexis by the id.
However,aconstant ambiguity arlks in this proposal. In 1915, in a new
section added to the 3rd edition of the Three Essays, Freud wrote:
"Narcissistic or ego libido seems to be the great
reservoir from which the object-cathexes are sent
out and into which they are withdrawn once
more."e
In 1920 Freud again repeats this position:
"Psychoanalysis ( ...] came to the conclusion that
the ego is the true and original reservoir of libido,
and that it is only fromthat reservoir that libido is
extended onto objects."'
However, by 1923 this position has been drastically corrected:
"Now that we have distinguished between theego
and the id, we must recognise the id.as the great
reservoir of libido."8 . '
Soon 'following this pronouncement and .later in 1938 Freud
bewilderingly reverts to the .original position, 'again . locating this
hypothetical re&rvoir in the'ego.
. stating:
.
"All through the subject's life the ego remains the
great reservoir of his libido, from which objectcathexesaresentoutandintowhich thelibidocan
stream back again from objects."e
120

~.~~:Evenifweweretomcsdetheegotobethelocatimforthisresewoirof
libido a further ambiguity arises as to how the ego may be said to supply
.both libidinal energy and to cathect itself at the Same time. This kind of
explication of the source of the Me's energy thus becomes ultimately
incomprehensible.
Freud himself was highlycritidof Jung's notionofasingle primal libido
h i c h might be sexualised or desexualised stating that this position:
"Reduced the term 'libido' to the level of a
. .
superflu~s
synonym and one W a s still in pracjise
.
,
confronted with the n e k s i t y for distinguishing
?.
between sexual and aSexud libido. Thedifference
betweenthes@xual
Instintsandinstinctsyithother
. .. .
aims was not to be got rid of by means of a ney
definition."'Q
'
Feu& own notion of a desexualised narcissistic libido is certainly not
freeofthiscriticismandmaythusbesaidtosufferatleastthesamefateas
Jung's 'superfluous synonym'.
. .
: .While it is possible that some resolution of these difficulties might be
pioposed, it must be emphasized that a solution to the problem of where
the ego gets itsenergy from will i not on its own, be. sufficient to fully
determine the ego agency of Freud's later theorising.The question is not
only one of from where the ego gets the energy to implement its policies.
but also of from where its policies originate In the first place.
.':'.Freud,by 1923, considered reality testing alone to determinethe ego's
'

policystatingthat'~ortheego,perceptionplays'thepartwhichintheidfallS
to instinct."" The role of policy is to impel the organism to some SPeCifk
course of action, which Is easy enough to understandwith the instinctual
d,rives. but for perceptual .information such a position is problematic
.+use
it isnotclearhowfacts.maycometodetermineacourseofacti0n.
Factual informationdoes not in itself imply policy. Any piece of information
whichcan beput intotheform'XleadstoY'can beusedeithertoapproach
.,.
or'to avoid Y. Those who take the motivating force of the ego to be
perceptionare thereforeforced, inexplainingwhy the organismcame todo
X rather than not to do X. to resort to a notion of a personalagency which
'just chose to do X. Such an account is incompatible with any '0" Of
determinism. To account for behaviour by referenceto 'peffiong agency
&lows no basis for either explanation or prediction.
. . , t , .:.
,

r.

Onesblution tothis kindofdifficultyisputforwardbythepSYCh~alflc
ego psychdogists who hope to resolve this problem by prop-ing'an
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autonomousego which develops independentlyof the id and whose only
function is that of adaption. In common with Freud's later conception of the
ego is the'notion of a structural agency whose main task is to adjust the
contradictoryforcesoftheidandthesuper-egotoeachotherand
tothelife
situation.'? The ego is considered to be the cause of the emergent
behaviourof the organism and this behaviour i s , F nas the product of its
influence overthe,dher.psychic agencies and of adaptation between
the egoand reality in such a way as to maximize survival.

moralism or other.20 An analyst who suggests One solution to the
analysand's problem of adaptation as being superior to another, is merely
presenting a new set of rationalisationsin exchange for an old. In such a
case this analyst is effectively aligned with the analysand's super-ego
treating its demands as part of the reality situation to be adapted to, a
course of action which results in re-establishingrepressionsrather than in
disburdening the analysand of a set of moral fctions.
In offering an account of the ontogeny of the ego we have first to free
ourselves of these logical difficulties. Yet any proposal must also take into
consideration that series of observations and theoretical formulations
involvingthe central notion of narciwism which prompted Freud to revise
his earlier views.
In 1920, Freud &me to feel dissatisfied with the earlier proposed egodriveslsexual-drivesdichotomy, becoming less convinced that libido'was
not a more general psychic energy. In Beyond the Pleasure Principle,
having established that narcissism refers to libido which is lodged in the
ego, Freud asks the important question.
"If the self preservative instincts t w are of a
libidinal nakre, are there perhaps no other
instincts whatever but libidinal ones?"?'

Thetwoposikkmdivergewithregardtospecifyingtheego'soriginswith
Freudrjkposinga developmentout of the idwhilethe ego-psychologists",
' S s 1 4 , ' % '6. propose .
;I'autonomous,' 'conflict free' ego present from the
beginning.of life. In this waythe.ego psychologists have divorced the ego
fromthedrivesoftheid(fd1owingFreud'srevisionof1920)intendingthatit
be seen to function autonoindusly from the'biological drives:This ego
consists of no substantive entities whatever, being proposed merely as a
set of functions: essentially those. of perception, memory, anticipation,
rational planning. and controi of motility."." Criticisms applied to Freud's
later position are equally applicable here and in many ways may be
extendedbecauseoftheappealbythesetheoristsdirectlytoagency,inthe
form of-an autonomous ego, and because of the emphasis upon the
adaptive function'of the ego.-an emphasis which is both teleological and
morally prescriptive.
Hartmannsuggests that the ego as a specialisedorgan of adaptation is
responsibleforthe masteryof the external world. He states of this that "the
process of adaptation always implies reference to a future condition"I8 a
situation guaranteed by both the autonomous ego apparatus and '?hose
ego-related actions which counteract the disturbances in, and actively
improve the person's relation with the environment"l0.
This reference to future conditions implies a striving to bring something
about in a way which is b e l i e d to promote that outcome.This introduces
ah ability to direct one's own behaviour, to cause changes in Oneself. A
literally self-produced,changewwld bean eventwithoutacaus6,anotion
which, conflicts with any form of determinism. An autonomous ego is,
therefore,not anadequateconstruct upon which tob&theexplanationof
behaviwr.
Further, the concept,of'ad&tation is relativistic. Any thought that one
form of adaptivebehaviwris intrinsically superior tobme other entailsthe
notion that facts may, in some way, imply a course of action for any 'right
thinking' person. Such attitude can always be shown to conceal some

He goes on to answer:
"We suspect that instincts other than the libidinal
self-preservative ones operate in the ego and it,
ought to be possible for us to point to them.
Unfortunately,however, the analysisof theego has
made so little headwaythat it is very difficult for us
to do so. It is possible, indeed, that the libidinal
instincts in the ego may be linked in.a peculiar
manner with these other ego-instincts which are
still strange to us."??
Usingthis argument, Freudgoes on to deny the theoreticalvalue of egodrives and, having let them drop from sight, is committed to a position
weakened by the problems already considered.
The solutionto these difficultiesis to reinvest the ego with a motivational
base. Not only is this central to any logically coherent account of the
formation and development of the ego, but in fact it can be shown that the
difficulties which the attempt to explain narcissism brought about in
Freud's' eallier position, and which resulted in his subsequent
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reformulations, are quite soluble withha conception of the ego as
consisting of instinctual drives; a conception implicit in Freud‘s earlier
,
.
work:

. On this new psychical action depends, not just the formation of the
narcissisticorganisation,butalsothedevelopmentoftheegobecauseitis
through this same processthattheego comes to,bedifferentiatedfrorn
the
:,.
,
.
id.
~.
. . <,.
.
.

In coming to explicate my position with regard to narcissism,I,wishfirst
to briefly outline’a concept of the instinktddrives and,what they entail.
For Freud’(1915) the instinctual drives are ph$ol&cal
structures
which operate thmgh specific biochemicalinput and through registering
specific environmental Yacts. Their energy comes directly from the
physiology ‘and their policy’ is diwted by the consummatory activity
peculiartoeach’drive.Now,eachinstinctualdrivemustbethought ofasan
informationregisteringentity, retainingpredominantlyinformationrelevant
to its gratification.*’,** Conflict in the mental apparatus is due to the
conflicting interests of the instinctual drives with the effect that one will
come to suppress another‘s activity in competition gratification: It is only
through’some influence external ,to itself that a drive’s activitymay be
arrested a d i t is.only,anotherinstinctual drive which has the available
energy and the motive to bring this about. However, the.drives are not
homunculi. They have,only one motiie, know only a portion of the
aggregate body Qfinformationand suffer no internal conflict. Thus, at any
particular time, depehding on the prevailing cdnditions, certain mental
tendencies (i.e. some instinctual’drive)will be dominant and, acting as the
ego, will claim to constitute the entire person. Any other interest impinging
on this drive, may be treated as external sources of stimulation and
disowned as foreign. They are thus descriptive of what is id.
. ..

.

ll

What sen& can be made of narcissism within this context?
Freuddidnotconsidernarcissismtobeapre-egoorganisationbuttobe
dependent upon the ego’s formation. Narcissism represents a
development from the previously disorganised auto-erotic behaviours.
This particular lineof thought is clearly expressed in On Narcissismwhen
Freud states that:
. .

’

.

“Weareboundtosupposethataunitywmparable
to the ego cannot exist in the individual from the
start; the ego has to be developed. The autFerotic
instincts, however, are there from the veryfirst so
theie must be something added to auto-eroticism
-a newpsychica/a&M -in orderto bring about
narci~sism.”~~
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It is to this fundamental questiori~of.tM
ontogeny of.the’ego that the
following discussion is addressed, although a solution to the problem’&
narcissism is thereby entailed and will come to be further explicated;
Thechild is born witha complementofinstinctualdrivesandmay initially
bedescribedasallidbecause,sofaraStheactiiityofsomeextemalagent
issuccessful,thedrivesremainsatisfi~.Atsometime,whetheratweaning
or earlier, the hunger driie; which is dependent upon this external agency
forthe deliveryof its object, will becomedissatisified or frustrated b&use
thatobjectwhichsatisifiesitmilkorsomesubstitute,isnotpresent Now,at
this stage, hunger is dependent for contact with its object upon the oral
zone which is also the leading zone for the sex drive. The object of
gratificationfor the sex drive, being auto-erotic,is ordinarilyfreely available
but, within this anaclitic organisation conflict develops because hunger
comestospitoutobjects which do not conformwith’itswish,objects which
are quite adequate for the satisfaction of the sex drive, with the result that
sex also comes to be frustrated at this time. The only recourse for sex to
safeguardaccess to its object is to defend against the strong endogenous
stimuli of hunger. Sex in this example islearning that one instrumentalact
necessaryfor its own gratification is the suppression of the influence the
hunger drive has over the oral zone.
Of course, the experience of the infant is merely one of an external
stimulus impingingfrom without because, with this defensiveaction,forthe
first time one drive institutes(unknowingly)a defence against another and,
in acting as ifit were the whole person, may be said to constitute the’ego,
disowning other impulses as foreign.
.It is this process of.defencewhich Iam proposing as the new psychical
action requiredto bringaboutnarcissism.Thisdefenceisintroduced witha
conflict between those instinctual drives anaclitically organised upon the
:. .
oral
zone.
. .
..:
.
Now, Freud used this same kind of notion in reference,to the,.defence
instituted agains endogenous stimuli. He states that: .,
.. .:
“A particular way is adopted.0f.d
internal excitations which produ
increase in unpleasure: there is a
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-them as though they were acting, not from the
inside, but from the outside.”26
The formation of the ego may be said to be brought about with that
defence instituted against some unregenerate mental impulse which is
productive of unpleasure and which is thus treated as being foreign or
‘other‘. , .
.
.
In’ later functioning, particularly following the Oedipal period, this
defensive process may very well be instigated at the behest of the
introjected,moral beliefs of the super-ego and yet, as oudined above, it is
the early .interaction and conflict between the instinctual drives in.their
sometimes abortive attempts at gratificationwhich providesthe model for
these later acts of repression.Freud considered there to be a danger in
over estimatingthe part played by the super-ego in repressionproposing
that:
. .
. .
‘The earliest outbreaks of anxiety. which.are of a
very intense kind, occur beforethe super-ego has
becomedifferentiated.It is highlyprobablethat the
immediate precipitating causes of primal
repression are quantitative factors such as an
.,
excessiveforce of excitati~n.”~’.
It is just’an excessive force of excitation or anxiety which, it has been
argued, prompts the sex drive to secure access to the oral zone by
defending.againstthe’activity of the hunger drive. This primal defensive
action, which brings the sex drive into dominance as the earliest ego
formation of the developing organism, does not generate some primary
self imago but demarcates that which is ‘other‘ or external. This accords
with Freud‘s notionof this narcissistic phasewhere “theegocoincides with
pleasure, and the external world with unpleasure.“28 . .
It might be argued that, in the’earliest activity of the drive, any notion of
what is ‘other‘ requires,ipx,facfo,somesenseof ‘self, but this need not be
so and, in any case,isnot logicallycoherent It is sufficient to proposethat
onemayknowanobjectyithoutnecessarilybeingawarethatoneknowsit
Any attempt to posit some ‘sense of self as primary must ultimately
formulate some self-reflexive entity proposing thereby that ‘to know‘
mea& in fact ‘to know’that Iknow’. This can only result in an infinite
regression of known selves with the ‘to know’ necessarily becoming ‘to
know that I know that I know’ and so on. To pekevere with this position
would only serve to deny the existence of unconsciousmentalprocesses
which is not a sensible .position in view of the corpus of clinical
observation.
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Theformationoftheegomaythusbeseentodeclare,notsomuchalove
directed towards the imageof oneself,as the myth of Narcissusmightlead
us to suppose. but a defence by the sex drive against what is
unpleasurable. by identitying it as being foreign. In maintaining an
identification with, and in therefore infrojecfing, what is ‘not foreign’ (i.e.,
what is pleasurable)by failing to cognise its separate existence, we have
precisely the conditions required for the formation of what Freud came to
call a pleasure ego. He states that:
.:

“For the pleasureego the externalworld is divided
up into a part that is pleasurable, which it has
incorporated into itself,and a remainder which is
extraneous to it. It has separated off a part of its
own self, which it projects into the world and feels
as hostile:Qe
Theactivilyof thesex driveas thatcurrenttydominantdriveoperating as
the ego may be seen to accord with this notion of the pleasureego in the
way it derives auto-erotic satisfaction from objects which it mistakenly
believesto not be extraneous (whichare thereby incorporated into it) and
by the projection of the impulses of the other drives into the world and
treating them as hostile.
Narcissistic object choice, at this stage of libidinal development, may be
stated as the introjection of pleasurableobjects and the derivationof autoerotic satisfactionfrom them through the mistaken belief that these objects
do not have a separate enduring existence of their own.
It is in this way that sense may be made of such notions as primary
identification.
111

The reasonforthis mistakenbelief, and this leadsmeto mythird and final
Point, is that, at this early stage, the pleasure ego has no need for reality
testing. The object-choicewhich gratifies the sex drive, being narcissistic
and therefore not a part of what is foreign to the ego, is not differentiable
from a ‘presentation’. The process of reality testing is the recognition of
objects as having a separate enduring existence. It is only through the
development of this process that the drives which are dependent upon
Such objects may refind them and thus gain satisfaction.
Now, Freud observed that
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i'
'The closer the relationinto which an organ with a
dual function enters with oneof the maiorinstincts,
the more it withholds itself from the other."s0

I

For example, the object of gratificationfor the hunger drive will come to
be mmpleteiy displaced forthat drive from the oral zone. Hunger will lose
contact with its firstobject, and yet refind it in some other form. It will come
to attend to other sources of information from the sensory apparatus. To
illustratethis type of activity we might say that in being displaced from the
oral zone, hungerwiiicometoattend tosomeothersensoryqualitysuchas
somevisualquaiityandso,ratherthanclosing theeyestodefendagainsta
source of strong stimulation, will tend to open them and examine the visual
aspect of the object
It is through this type of development that there comes to be a strong
over-determined motivation to register facts about the world because to
do so warns of dangers to come and shows where objects of gratification
mightbefound.ForFreudlthismotivetoturnoutontotheworidisknownas
the'reality principle' and those impulses which operate under its influence
might be descriptively called a realily ego.
Amistakenbelief thattheobjectispresent,whichisbmghtaboutbyan
increaseinadrive'sactivation leadingtoawishfor that object, will result in
an. abortive consurnmatory action. The increasing frustration of, and the
consequent defenceagainst, the drive brought about by this error Creates
the conditions necessary for the development of the process of reality
testing.which,ineffect,suspendstheconsummatoryresponseOfthedrive
until the sought for o b W is judged to be present.
Now. judgement reliesuponnegationbecauseit is through knowingthat
the object is not present that the primary defensive process IS avoided
through suspending an attempt at consummation. The successful test Of
reality thus requiresthe ability to cognise an absence or lack, and it is this
abilitywhichfreesthedrivesfromthe reflexivedefenceofthepleasureego
while allowing a bindingof interest until the object is refound.
We know of negationthat 1is obviously not a primary process because
an absence requires more than a single perception and is known only by
implication. Further, we know from clinical evidence that a negative is not
revealed in the unconscious: Freud stated of this that:
"in analysis we never discover a 'no' in the
~nconsciws."~'
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However, theexception to this le, which was first found by Freudinthe
dream work5' and later by him in semantic primitives33, is in the
juxtaposition of two antitheses,and.it is this fact which points the way to a
solution. The two antithetical states of affairs are simply facts, and do not
contain judgements. Negation, however, is a judgement and, as such,
involves some comparison. some judgement formed about the difference
befwkn two antitheticalstates of aftairs. Further, Iwwld proposethat one
of these states involves the perceived, the other, the wished for, because
the only negation worth establishing for a drive is that one which informs
whether the object of its striving conforms with the actual state of
afairs.
,
.
.
.
Thiswintsewesus withanotherreasontoemphasizetheimportanceof
coming to know the world for those drives which rely upon refinding their
object in order to gain satisfaction, b w u b to do so not onlygives rise to a
kriowledge of where these objects might be found, but also allows the
distinction to be made between the real object and the wish.
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An Attempt at Freudian Consciousness Raising in
Tertiary Education
'Gary Embelton

OnMay 10th 1933inBerlin,40,000peoplecheeredas5,000swasIikabearing students burnt m e Ot the great bodcs of the western world. The
announcement preceding the burning of Freud's books proclaimed:
'Against the soul destroying over estimation of the
sexlife-andon behalfofthenobilityofthehuman
soul
I offer to the flames the writing of one
Sigmund Freud!''

-

Freud's response was:
'What progress we are making. In the Middle Ages
they would have burnt me; nowadays they are
content with burning my books.''
Pett~apsifFreudhad sat in the crowded lecture m m with three hundred
undergraduate students and heard the lecturer outlining the course in
psychology say, 'He (Freud) only talked about sex and nobody believes
'Dr. Embelton. Head, School of Health and Welfare Studies,
Brisbane College of Advanced Education, Oueensland.
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that stuff any more", he might have replied, "My! Academic psychologists

psychoanalysis and raising the consciousness of students was always
present in developing the teaching unit These issues w&e .raised by
Solnits2who considers that psychoanalysis and its practitioners ha%
failed to foster the, enthusiasm, c u r i d i , originality and versatility of the
original European trained group because of the concerns of diluting the
science, and diffusing of energies. Settlage13perceptivelycomments that
ps@oanalytical li!erature..is distinguished by the .absence of -formal
statements articulating a philosophy of psychoanalytic education even
though it is dearly inherent in thetripa$te system of training analysis, the
s8quenceof seminars and supervision.'% with few guideline apart from
the author's oyn analysis, and clinical p r a c t i i and training, the following
theory and practice teaching unit was developed.

are still so threatened. lt.Seems that this gentleman's father has a lot to

answer for."

:

This paper highlights the attempts to raise the consciousne& of post
graduate counsellingstudents in a tertiary institutionto the signficance of
Freudian concepts in counselling and psychotherapy. The process of
consciousness raising, Prochaska3 claims, '.'sounds contemporary yet
therapists with a variety of persuasions have been working for decades to
incthe consciousness of clients". Consciousnass raising can be
levelled at the patient's experience and/or environment The approach
taken in the counselling programme was to focus upon the student's
experience of the historical development of Freud's thinking as well as
invite students to participate in a group conducted psychodynamic
orientation. It was hoped that the comments of Friere' about gaining a
"perspectiethatliftsp~le'sconsciousnessoutofthedailinesswhichall
tob often they ari immersed in and to which they attribute an aura of
permanence" would be partially achieved in the counselling course. in
tertiary education, it is often the painful experiencethat what we teach has
littleeffect on the way people behave. relate or feel.
Freudwasalsoawareofthis problem of impactwhenstating"theoretical
Instructionin analysis itsdf fails to penetrate deep enough and canies no
m v i c t i i n " . ~Furthermore, the importance of self analysis was well
documented by Freud:
"...we have noticed that no' psychoanalyst goes
further than his own complexes and internal
resistances permit and we consequently require
that he shall begin his activity with a self analysis
and continually cany it deeper while he is making
his observations on his patients."n

Of course, Freud (1914)' highlighted the shortcomings of self analysis
and the need for training analysis (Freud, 1912',1937*).
It could not however be assumed that post graduate students were
going to practice psychoanalysis even though a number of them would
accept the clinical realitiesof transference, resistance and the importance
ofthe unconscious.'o Padino" correctly adds also that Freud considered
thefrequencyof sessions,theappreciationofsexuality,repressionandthe
0edipuscomplex;thetherapist'sattitudeandtraining;and theutilizationof
freeassociationasfundwental and inflexiblecriteriabywhichatreahnent
is called psychoanalysis. The dilemma between the principles of

. .
The Teaching Unit
The Students were given the following rationale and objectives for t t i i
uniti ..
,. .
. .. . . .
.
(i) Rationale
So far units in Theory and Practice of Coun&ling.in the Graduate
Diploma in Counselling have focussed upon humanistic and
existentialand behaviouralapproaches to helping.Thetheme of this
unit is Retl&Ung on the CounsellingRelationship. Consequently, as
a way of reflecting, this unit will utilise dynamic and psychoanalytii
insights. Students can expect to experience difficulty initially as the
immediate application of the learning will not necessarily be
apparent As a way of making the process seem on the surface more
rGnote,criticalincidentsinthelifeofSigmund Freudwillbethemajor
theoreticalfocus. From these incidents students will be encouraged
to r&d the original work of Freud and application will be made to
current clinical practice:Throughouttheunit emphasiswill be placed
on self-examination as students endeavour to understand the
implications of psychoanalytic m c e p t s on their own counselling
practice.
The unit will be intellectually and emotionally demanding witha
strong insistence on mastering and understanding basic concepts
and their clinical realities. Students will also be invitedto experience
a group based on psychodynamic principles.
A critical examination of the scientific credibility of the
psychodynamic and psychotherapeuticapproaches to counselling
will also be undertaken. This will be contrasted with clinical
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application. and what the counsellor actually .does with -such
approaches.
One importantaspectbfthis until will be iflecting on the understanding
of ' & n o d behaviour and treatment implications for ptactice.
..
.:

.

:

(ii) Obj&lves,,
.
At the conclusion of thisunit participants should be able to:
'

1. D&cribe the major critical incidents in Freud's life i n d how this
developed into psychoanalytic
principles. (E&ntial Objective)
....
.

..

2, demonstritefamiliarity with psychoanalytic literature'and the
histoncal development (Essential Objective) ., ., . .
3. Articulate with clarity the .implications of psychoanalytic
principles for current clinical practice. (Essential Objective)
4. Creatively synthriiise these incidents and p&ctices and relate
them to other analytic, humanistic and behavioud theories.
(Advanced Objective)..
5. . (a) participate at 'a cognitive and. affective level in a
psychodynamicallyoriented group.
. ..
,
or
. .

(b) Show evidence of a cognitive and affective understanding
of an appropriate counselling situation. (This will be
..,
conducted in. consultation with the lecturer.) (Essential
. .
Objective)
. .
.

Assess the implication of 5(a) or 5(b) for their own counselling

6.

practice and investigate the psychodynamic mots of these
implications:(Advanced Objective)
. .

. .

7.

'

.

the major ,neumtic and, psychotic conditions and

assess treatment strategies. (Essential Objective)

Display a comprehensive and thorough knowledge of neurotic
and psychotic conditions and relate them to wider treatment
issues. (Advanced
Objective). .
. .
Content and Process

8.

(iii)

. .
. .

...

.

. ..,:

workand alsoon a revivalof understandingpsychodynamicsamong
clinical hypnosis' practitioners and; strategic therapistst(r." it was
decided to examine the critical incidents in .Freud's
life. and, . the
.
. .
a&ckiaied
clinical
impli6tions.
. . .
.
. ..:,., .., . . .
, ..

. To capture,the vitaiity of'.F&d and his lir;! and..fimes several

sources were tapped (~1arkt5,
Marcus", ~anuso17.).Lectureswere

. I

:

'

~

3=?
..

also .aided by the fascinating BBC television series "Freud .by
where Specific interactionswith patients, friendsandfoes
were shown. The content Of the-courseis shown in Table 1.

The clinical issues arising from Freud's life were discussed in
classalongwiththewaylheseareusedincu6ntptictice;Acritical
loqk at clinical hypnosis was pursued as well as application'of Self
2..
.hypnoti&and themultievocationalworkdeveloped by Erickstmand
'..''. . Condonlo. Students were invited to participatein a trance induction
- usingatape.Thisexperiencecoupledwithsomevideocasestudies
.. ..: .of application of hypnosis to asthma, bums and skin disorder
:.:.'~ ,patients displayed the powerful aspects of the un&nscious mind:
What wasalso encouraging was after the students felt fi was
. .. . psychologically safeto share thoughts and feelings, a great amount
;, .:' ofclinical material'thatthey shared wasthen relatedtotheissuesthe
, , .
' .. .., class mbtudying. This was particularlytrue in the presentationof
.;
dream, material. Other students had a further experience of group
... j. psychodynamic+lyorientat& supervisionthroughoutthesemester.
i-;-~. ,They claimed that this developed further their own insights into the
>< Mlue of such dimensions as transference and countertransference.

..
'

'

. :

Inviting students to participate in a group experience conducted
psychodynamic lines during the semester proved to be most
4uable. They were able to experience for themselves
- : ..transferences, countertransferences; regression, interpretationand
- . resistance as -they participated in the group. Again. students
is experience as essential in order to fullyappreciatethe
ontent,presentedin class.

": .

.

I

It was essential that students were exposed to the writings of
Freud instead of secondary sources. This was achieved by
material circulated one week prior to the topic being discussed. In
order to capitalize on current (overseas) interest in Freud and his
136
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.

.

At the conclusion of the course, twenty out of twenty-!
Students very positively evaluated the unit in terms
Presentation, academic demands, Freud the person and his Work.'
137
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(e) . Both sides of the couch Freudinhisclinicalworkwasawarethat
. . . . unconscious dimensions of transference. and countertransference were
ever present in' angysis. These
.wncepts.: will.. be examined and
participantswill beencouragedto focus
Uponthese realitiesand workon certain
aspects 'of them. Other themes of
.
treatability and ongoing clinical
assessment will be discussed.
. .(O The final conflict and Freud fled. Europe and arrived in
passionate growth
London: He died on September 23,
1939 (3.00.am). His last words were
"Sagen sie es der Anna" ('Tell Anna
about this.') Subsequently. the work of
Freud has .grown and developed.
During,this theme emphasis will be
placedontheareaofobject relationsas
a dynamic bridge between individual
and family treatment.
Emphasis will be piaced on understanding the major psychotic and
neurotic conditions. As outlined, the
information will be presented by
students.Thelecturerwil1giveageneral
introduction.
,
The theme of "being in the.counseliing
relationship" and interviewing and
reflecting will be examined and issues
of counselling practice will be
examined.
Where to Now?
..

Table.1
Content of Teaching Unit
Exhination of the contribution of
1. lntroduciiori to psychodynamic therapy and
psychoanalysis to clinical practiice. art,
psychoanalysis.
. . literature and drama Emphasis wili be
. placed on comparing research in
psychotherapy and the scientific and
clinical credibility of psychoanalysis.
Some. bibliographic background on
Freud's life will be presented.

~

'

'

'

2. Critical incidents lhe Life of
Freud.
.,
Examination of the discovery of the
(a) Prospecting the
unconscious and the formulation of the
unconscious.
. ,. clinical application of hypnosis.
%

(b) The Royal Road
'

(c) Friends and Foe

'

'

Understandingthenatureofdreamsand
how they can be helpful in determining
theprocessoftherapy.
'Freud's relationships.with particularly
Breuer, fliess and Jung had a dramatic
impact upon him personally and
professionaliy. The impact upon the
cause of psychoanalysis .will be
examined and .the growth of other
analytic therapies: The phenomena of
self analysis will also be mentioned.
'

. . .

.

(d) 01 Totems, Taboos and .The theme of death was continually reemerging itself in Freud's personal life
Illusions
and clinical practice. Totem and Taboo
was an important work for Freud
because it enabled him to engage in
bold and wide ranging speculation.
Associated with these thoughts will be
Freud's struggle against cancer and the
search for an heir apparent
..

'

i

..

'

. There are still many moredimensions that could be added to the unit but
constraintsof time and resources preventthis at the m0ment.A number of
to mind when reflecting on the unit.
n little follow-up of studentson a longitudinal basis (six,
nths after graduating). Questionnaires and
ed to aksess graduate counsellors current

..
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counselling styles and what particular models, techniques and insights
they achieved during the course they still find helpful and what areas they
have discarded. Other possibilitles centre around a pre- and post-test of
students' knowledgeand Insightsin order to get more substantial data as
well as to assess any possible development
It is interestingto note.thatthe unit has'partiallycontributedto a number
of students seeking their own personal psychotherapy. Some students
haveaffinedthattherehavebeenanumberofissuesintheirpersonaland
professionallife they wish to explore morefullyand that during the course
they could see the value In Freud's comment:
"But if a doctor is to be in a position to use his
unconscious in this way as an instrument in the
analysis, he must himself fulfil one psychological
condition toa high degree...
It must be insisted, rather, that he should have
undergone a psychoanalytic purification, and
havebecomeawareofthosecomplexesofhisown
which would be apt to interfere with his grasp of
what the patient tells him. There can be no
'
reasonable doubt about the disqualifyingeffect of
such defects in the doctor; every unresolved
repression in him c o n s t i e s what has been aptly
describedby Steke! asa "blind spot"in hisanalytic
It is the author's view that consciousness raising has been achieved in
the unit. For a number of students it seems that the outcomes of academic
study, stressed by Lewin and Ross *'of maturity;mastery and scholarship
are in the p&ss of being achieved. But more importantly, perhaps. the
consciousness of counsellors has been raised in their encounters with
theirpatientswithwhomtheyhavebeenprivilegedtosharetheexperience
of living and dying.
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Culture and Leadership:
MysticsandprofessionalsinAmerican Psychoanlysi
* Douglas Kirsner

Whenever Freud mentions Australia or Australians anywhere in his
writings, it is always in relation to primitive culture, tribes and kinship
systems. It is perhaps then poetic justice or is it just retribution? that
an Australian tums to investigatingorganizedpsychoanalysisitself in such
termsi

-

i

In this paper Iwill focus on some important tensions in thecontemporary
American psychoanalytic culture. These tensions revolve around the
contrasts between the roles of 'mystics' in Wilfred Bion's sense (1970),
innovators, reformers or geniuses on the one hand and on the other the
miesof professionalsin theculture. Iwill alsodiscusssomeconsequences
for the role and tasks of leadership in the psychoanalysisof the American
Rychoanalytic Association which has thirly or so institutes and around
2500 members.
Organized psychoanalysis is faced with a central problem: how to
organize its.elfas a professionwithout destroying its critical perspective. Is
'Senior Lecturer in Philosophy and History of Ideas,
School of Humanities, Deakin University.
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it possibleto havean organlzation which assumes a body of knowledgeat
thesametimeasallowingtheothersideoftheimportanceofanunknowing
attitude? Is it possible for the organization as establish'ment ,to Value
fundamental critics, outsiders, reformers and geniuses rather than expel
them? If the fundamental critic is no longer allowed to surface, then the
futureandeventhepresentoftheprofessionisstymied. itsimplybecomes
a rote..technical and routine administration of a theory. -What has
eventuated in psychoanalysis'is-the domination of the profession by
professionalized technical psychoanalysts (mainly medical) who have
taken the role of what Lacan calls 'the subject supposed to know'. The
problem for leadership in American psychoanalysis is how to move the
profession beyond a purely professional. therapeutic, technical view of
psychoanalysis which punishes those that disagree with current
orthodoxy to a profession that welwmes such disagreement and grows
from it
Freud sharply distinguishedthe.scienceof psy6hoanalysiswhich,was a
pk&du%for the investigationof the unconscibusfrom the therapywhich
was a method based on this procedure for treating neurosis and from a
body of knowledge based on the procedure (Freud, 1922). Here we have
distinctions of great importance: the procedure is paramount and the
therapyand the body of knowledgeare tpthdenvedfromthis investigative
procedure -they do not have validity in themselves. The profession of
Amen& psychoahalysisisbased ontheprinciplesof thetherapyand the
body of knowlebgewhile wncem with the investigativeprocedure is very
secondary. I would .mAke,a distinctih, here betyeen what I call critics,
psychoanalysisandwhat Iterm professionalized psychoanal+is. Critical
psychoanalysis focuses on M open investigation of the field of the
unconscious using the' psychoanalytic investigative proceduk while
professionalizedpsychoanalysistrkatsthederivativesofthis..
pr&durethe 'therapy and 'the 'collection of infoniiatich
as primary.
ProfesSionalized ' psyctioanalysis does not question. its , theoretical
underpinnings, r6gardingthem'& received truths. Thus while sometimes
superficially appearing empiricist and using quasi-scientific jargon. 'it
actually beats an uncanny resemblance to a ' w l a r religion.
Wilfred Bion ( 1970) discussed the relation of the Establishment in any
group toforces'which&pear to threaten established idedogy and power.
He used the term 'mystic' to refer to anyone who seemed to be'apotential
disruptive force in the group. These wuid be reformers, critics. geniuses
withadifferentviewpoint-in factanyone whoseemsto haveacompeting
set of beliefson what the group is about and threatens to up& the pksent

-
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.

'sarrival- that is, if the
ified bureaucracyor
terms 'mystic' and

is 'is 'very'. much the situation of.i'wntemporary American
hoanalysis.The'Establishmenthas resisted change so much that it is

ession relying as it does on being in
sand 1ivingontheedgeofthem.llisnotinitsnature
ritical of the given, whether it'is'of the patient's or
re is no possible fount of wisdom:or
h havebeen pioven,true and.takethe
d truth. Every session ideally.is .an
ry difficult to wn,@ the anxiety
reatto theory ororga+4ion p 7
alystwhodeals 9 t h it maioy
rong emotiond n"d for the
especially strong . n e in
fact no really prima facie
in natural Fiendks. That is
good feeling of profes$ional
rom patients who pay and
ing which it is so'difficultto
'sanctity of piofessional
ner for anxiety T d may
.reaction formation against the doubts and real'difficultiesof
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Leadershipcentrallyinvdvesthemanagementoforganizational culture.
As Schein (1985) observes::

"Organizationd cultures
created by leaders...
Culture and leadership, when one examines t,hem
closely,are~osidesofthe~mecoin;andneither
can reallybeunderstdod byitself.Infact,thereisa
possibility, underemphasized ' i n leadership
.
.
. research
that the only thing of Fa1 importance
that leaders dois tocreate and managecultureand
that the uniqwtalent of leaders is their ability to
'work with..culture.'
In a r e n t article ..in'the journal of the American Psychoariillytic
Association, Otto Kemberg (1986) a
s
k what -model American
psychoanalytic institutions take. Are they ieminaries, trade schds. art
academies or universities?. Kernberg argues that American
psychoanalytic institutions occupy the terrain somewhere between a
seminary and a trade school whereis they ought to lie somewhere in the
domain between a university and an art academy.

-

.
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..number of medical graduates going into psychiatry and a further falloff in
;turn. within that diminished pool of psychiatry residents going into
psychoanalytic training. The lack of infusion of young' blood into
mainstream analysis has many negative consequences including fewer
L.*. .
. ..new
,.. .; ideas and developmentsin theory and practice. But the ossification in
p e i.nstitutes has important internal origins. . .

,Athe mid 19209the American PsychoanalyticAssociationmadeavery

The psych&&is
pkctised by the institutes of the American
PsychoanalyticAssociation is under threat in America today. The threats
are of both internal and external ,origin<and of Wurse have important
repercussions on each other. Leadership must managethe culture of the
organization and this implies attitudes to external and internal factors.
Let me start with the external factors. The impact of
psychopharmacology. the plethora of alternative therapies, the
burgeoning number of alternative analytic institutes which undercut the
American Psychdanalytic Association instiiutes, the problems of the
economy and insurance company payments which have brought a much
smaller analytic load are all external problems and threats which threaten
the professionalgrowth and importance of the institutes affiliated'withthe
American PsychoanalyticAssociation. The prestige of the profession has
been considerably diminished and biological approaches now dominate
psychiatry. To make matters still worse the American Psychological
Association has instituted a lawsuit against the American Psychoanalytic
Association for monopoly trade practice in excluding psychologists from
their instiMes on the grounds that they are not medically qualified.
But there are also many major related internal problemsthese institutes
have to face. Partlybecauseof the fall in prestigeof psychoanalysis relative
to other methods. in psychiatry there has been a marked falloff in the

,importantleadershipdecisionwhichwastodefinethenatukoftheculture
from then on. This,wksvery much against the views of. Freud and the
Eumpean analysts .who were in favor of lay analysis. The American
'analysts even used the pretext of a nonexistent New Yolk law to deceive
the InternationalPsychoanalyticAssociation that analysis in'America'had
'to be carried out by medicallyqualified piactiiioners. Analysis thus was to
take the route of an alliance with psychiatry rather than taking a sepaiate
and independent path;By linking its fate with psychiatry at that early stage
the medical orientation of American psychoanalysis was enshrined. A
major consequence of this was the e n o y w s rise in power and influence
of' psyctioanalysis to the extent that in the postwar years analysis
dominated psychiatry. The professional guild aspects dominated and
psychoanalysts 'tried their level best to exclude others from the
ps);choanalytic
. .
field,
There has been a growing orthodoxy in institutesand the mainstreamof
h e r i c a n psychoanalysis has been ego psychological
much of the
migration of European analysts was by Anna Freudiansand there was an
adaptation to the new environment which RussellJacoby( 1983)calls'the
repression of psychoanalysis'. If the resistance to change has been
paranoidfollowing Freud's own attitude,it has been aided considerablyby
a top-heavy administrative arrangement which allows relatively little
autonomy to individual institutes in educational and training matters.
Training problems have been a constant issues of 'quality control' and
standardization have been paramount By throwing its lot in with
psychiatry American psychoanalysis obtained influence and power at the
expense of an open development of the field.
The issue.of professionalizationin psychoanalysis is intimately linked
with the nature of analysis itself. Professionalization has mainly to do with
the practice of psychoanalysis,with psychotherapy- i.e. in applicationOf
psychoanalysis: Freud was afraid that the therapy would'destroy the
science of psychoanalysis. Psychoanalysis as an institution is run in the
name of medically oriented therapy. Freud ( 1926a) was in favor of lay
analysis partly because he did not see psychoanalysis primarily as a
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therapy. Indeed he believed that the true line of division is between
scientific analysis and its applications alike in medical and non-medical
fields.' (1926a. Emphasis In original.)
The greater the emphasis on'therapy, the more psychoanalysis
becomes'wedded to and defined by 'its therapeutic side. Institutes of
psychoanalysis become more interested in a training which focuses on
therapy and in training .people.who wish to become full-time analytic
therapists. 'Real'. analysts are ' defined by a full-time clinical analytic
practiceandthe'science'isdefined bythe'laboratoryof theanalytic hour'.
Power In institutes is generally with Training Analysts and .the issue of
becoming a Training Analyst is paramount in many 'ideological' and
scientific issues.Those that are involvedwith universities,other institutions
or approaches are not applauded for their openness but generally rather
denigrated as analysts and are not the ones in power. The structure of the
instiiutesencouragesthe fkuson therapeutic techniqueaswhat analysis
is really about Freud wrote (1926b): 'Psychoanalysis finds a con.stantly
increasingsupport as atherapeutic procedure, owing to the fact that it can
do more for patients than any other mode of treatment.' This was written
when there were'no serious alternative psychotherapies and before the
advent of psychotiopic drugs. If the emphasis is'on psychoinalysis as a
therapy rather than as a method of understanding primary process.
psychoanalysis will stand or fall with.how effective or ineffective its
therapeutic status is in society atid the professions. Unfortunately for
analysis the more seemingly effective and attractive therapies may well
replaceanalysisandburyitbobsolete. Butthiswasnot Freudsmodel. He
predicted(1926b): 'The futurewill probablyattributefargreaterimportance
to psycho-analysisasthescienceoftheunconscious thanasatherapeutic
procedure.'
Psychoanalysis .can b e seen as a science, a therapy, a theory of
civilization. a profession and a movement These aspects are often at
1oggerheadswithoneanother.Thegrowthof the movement might depend
on a unity of purpose from the members with relatlvely little dissent. The
guild issues of fees and livelihood may'be paramount in a profession
'Whose income derives from private practice rather than paid university
pwitions. As a profession, the skills of psychoanalystsare impartedby an
exclusive instiution and certified by its own professional agency. These
skills have been seen as monopolized by the me'mbers of the American
Psychoanalytic Association and have been accorded high social status
and rewards. In the professionalorganizatlon of American psychoanalysis
there is a tension between a fundamental interest in its perpetuationas a
movement and its advance as a science or body of knowledge.
148

. A basic concern of any organization is the issue of its future. American

psychoanalytic institutions are professional organizations whose' basic
aim isto reproduceanaJystsAnalystsareseenbasicallyaspractitionersof
clinical psychoanalysiswho practice inthetradiion of Freud. Freudisseen
as a charismatic leader who has set the parametersof the psychoanalytic
field -and moreto the point, set up the traditions of theories and practice
.within this field which are to be honored and reproduced at least in
,.name.Abig issuein psychoanalyticdiscoursetodayisstill:Isitadeviation
or is it a development of Freud?'
Psychoanalysts have sequestered themselves in institutes which are
,dflicult to enter and which have l i i e contact with the outside world and
rarely bring outside experts in to teach candidates in areas such as
socidogy. anthropology, history or philosophy. The instiiutesare far from
Freud's ideal of institutes which included the study of anthropoldgy,
history, biology,civilization,&c. (Freud, 1926a)andhave become basically
guilds for technical training following the works of Freud and certain
..designatedepigones. From an early date Freud saw psychoanalysis'asa
*use to be defended against external attack and analytic instiites were
the bastions of this defense. The gold of psychoanalysis was to be kept
pure and undilutedthrough the institutes.But this has the consequenceof
excluding muchoftheoutsideworldasathreattoshieldingtheorthodoxy.
Thisall bearsan uncornfortableresemblancetoinstitutionalreligion,which
is no accident and it will be recalled that Freud set up The Committee' to
guard the faith in 1911 and gave rings to its members:
.. .
Thereactiontotheanxietyofanalyticworkisanimpo~tr e a behind
the drive for'professionalization and respectability as a 'real' science,
medicalspecialty, &.This insecurityalso has the consequenceof splitting
the analytic movement into 'those that know'
or 'those that suppose
.themselvesto know' and perhaps also, following Lacan. 'those that are
supposed to know' and 'those that do not. know'. Those that do not can
&we the projective function of carrying the uncertainties, insecurities,
ambivalences, 8c. of those that know1Those that know can feel that they
afe carrying the truth or at least that one thing they know is that the outgroup is totally misguided, evil, too intereded in money, not sufficiently
realistic, a cult. not taking theory Seriously enough, no longer doing
analysis(iftheyeverreallydid),werenotsufficienUyanalyzedortrained,or
whatever. In any case the very real problems with the professionitselfcan
beputoutontotheOthersasscapegoatsforgroupanxiety.ThisPmjection
Can bond a fragmented and uncertain profession or group and a"O?!,a
greater ability to deal with anxiety. The embattled or siege mentality has
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long been an intrinsic .part of psychoanalysis
people are .always
supposed to resist and oppose psychoanalytictruths and the profession
has been often paranoiac about outside assessment q d criticism (see
Cooper, (1984)).There has been a good deal of-persecutory anxiety on
both sides of disputes

-

A major task of the Establishment is to resist change
or rather
catastrophicchange.It is a matterofiudgmenthow much changeneeds to
be resisted to resist catastrophic change:But there is another task of the
Establishment,namelytoencouragechange.toassimilatethevision ofthe
mystic and make it accessible to other members of the group.
The basic assumptionsof the culture are medicalprofessionalizedones
which are powerfully influenced by a quasi-religious ideology. In allying
itself with psychiatry it has become fully institutionalized and
professionalizedand has resisted change. Leadership in the institutes and
in the American Psychoanalytic Association has &n itself as simply
administering a profession, ensuring quality control and attending to the
livelihoodof its guild members. In this it has not seen its task as innovative
with regard to new’ideas and practices but rather negatively resisting
potentially catastrdphic change brought about by dissidents who are
suspected as out to destroy psychoanalysis.
Yet it is precisely insofar as there hasdbeen relatively little significant
scientific ferment in American analysis that its future is threatened. The
organizationshould be requisiteinencouragingthe role of the visionary or
dissidentand somehow providingfor the interpretationand assimilationof
these ideas to the normal discourse of the organization.’Of course the
Establishment must prevent catastrophic change but generally it has
attempted to preventany change at all with rationalizationssuch as those
who are interested in new ideas diminishing its standardsanddiluting and
destroyinganalysis.Psychoanalysisshould b e e n asafield with theories
which can bedebated ratherthanaparticularsetoftheoriestobefollowed.
Change is not a threat to psychoanalysis: rather the problem lies in the
continued resistance to new ideas which asks first, ‘Is it analysis?, ‘Is it
kosheR’and onlysecondarilyif atall, ‘Is it true?Researchersinvestigating
diseasesaremorepronetoask,‘Doesitwork?’than’Isthisadeviationora
development”
. .
The very success of psychoanalysis which has been due to its political
success as a movement which has ridden on the back of psychiatry and
has brooked lime dissent within its ranks is precisely what may be its
downfall. Institutionalizationmay have gone too far in discouraging and
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punishing criticism of the mystic. It may be a good thing for the American
Psychoanalytic Association that there is such an onslaught on .its
exclusivity in that il mayforce some re-evaluationof theory and practiCe.
Kernberg’s ideal of an analytic Institute lying somewhere between a
unFersity and an art Institute may slowly replace the Combination of trade
school andseminarythat isthe prevalentthoughnotexclusivemcdelofthe
American Psphoanalytic Association ‘today. Psychoanalysis aims to
examine~eselfthatseeksillusory~swerstoquestionsaboutourhuman
condition. lnsofaras a pathto reachsuch agoal is erectedthe goal recedes
still further. but the profession’s task.is to transmit and feels more
comfortablein possessinga’tNth‘.Itisalsolessthreatened bytheenmity
of the discomfort of the discovery by its institutionalization. Yet it is
precisely in its almost total instiitutionillizatimand professionalizationthat
the danger to the future of psychoanalysis lies.
But the .issue goes deeper. Groups operate through their basic
assumptions which are generally very difficult for members to confrontthey are what are taken-for-grantedand tell the members of the group or
culture how to think, perceive and feel about things and are nondebatable.
(Bion,.1961). Unfortunatelythe structure of institutes and psychoanalytic
culture remains quite closed and the space and tasks for innovative
leadership are as great as ever. Generally psychoanalysis in America is
$eenas a therapy rather than a science of the unconscious which means
that the guild aspects largely predominate over the university aspects Of
Institutes.The external threats to psychoanalysis are issues beyond the
immediate control of organized psychoanalysis although an internally
renovated institution would be able to deal with these external issues far
more adaptively. Let me recall ,the statement I quoted by Schein at the
,beginningof this paper:’the onlything of real importancethat leaders do is
to create and minage culture and that the unique talent of leaders is their
ability to work with culture.’ If the American Psychoanalytic Association is
to becomea living force the leadership of the American and the individual
‘institutes need to actively manage the culture by providing rewards rather
than punishments for innovation and new ideas and treating
psychoanalysis as a Science rather than a therapy. Perhaps somewhat
ironically the best chance for the future of the profession is to replace
Professionalizedpsychoanalysis with critical psychoanalysis.
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Obitua7.Davies

Professor Alan

Rufus Davis

.-.'It is a great sadness to his colleagues,to his friends, and to his many

admirersthat ProfessorAlanDaviesdiedsountimelyand sounexpectedly
just a few weeks ago. Had he been here today to deliver his paper to this
conference, you would have gained some glimpse of all the things that
..gr&averydistinguished
..
scholar- gentility, modesty, witand humour.It
is.a great and irreparable loss requiescat in pace1

-

4tisnevereasytogaugetheworthofascholat'scontributiontoafieldso
xolatile. so intemperate, so ideologically saturated and impassioned as
.politics. It is a vast and restless arena where the play of all the drives we
have'beentoldof,aremagnified andenlarged in awaythat makethehurt of
private quarrels, though similar in their ingredients,puny in their scale and
iJunyintheirconsequences. Politics. publicorprivate, isastagewherefact
and non-fact, logic and non-logic,fiction and reality, tNth and lies, mingle
and co- exist in a wntinuing process that is without end. It is like the hot
geyser springs of ROtONa, never at rest, never tranquil. never cool
dWayS bubbling, full of menace, full of destructive omens. It is a field Of

..

-

* Emeritus Professor of Politics, Monash University.
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study where one may enter it uncontaminated,but rarely leave it without
contamination.
Nan Davies knew all this well. Whereas the main stream of political
scientists addressed themselves to the conventional curriculum of
government and politics
to the why, the how, and the whereto of
parliament, parties, and administration, to the ends of the state, to the
purposes of rule, to the rights and duties of princes and subjects, Alan
Davies chose to illuminatethe subject of politics by addressing his life to
the questions that burned in Feud's mind: Wha.are the internal wellsprings of man's urge for political engagement? What is the psychogenesis of man that drives him to political reformation rather than
conservation? Why and how do men seek to rationalizetheir will to save,
destroy, or subdue others?

-

Alan's choice of subject matter committed him to a lonely pursuit, in
which only a very few in Australia and abroad were engaged. Political
psychologists-ifthisisthewaytospeakof them-fonaselectand rare
elite. And while his colleagues paid him homage, they did not always
understand the relevance of his pursuit of the ongoing politi,cal play. If
politics is the study of the state, what light can psychoanalytic concepts
throw on the Congress of Vienna, how can the Freudian concepts
illuminate the foundations and practices of the League of Nations, how
does it enrich our understandingof the League of Nations that Woodrow
Wilson imagined himself a redeeming Christ on the cross of salvation?
As acutelyaware as Alan Davieswasof thegreat hurt that men inflict on
others in their quest for significance, he was rarely attracted to political
salvation. Pethaps very early in his life, the political enthusiasms of his
friends may have touched him. Yet he knew t w well that whilst one might
solvethemysteriesof humandisease,onecould notexorciseoedipus,nor
could one ever hope to. bring. id, ego, and superego into perfect
equilibrium. Whatgreatertaskthenforascholarthantoilluminatewhatthe
great triadic struggle in man is about in the infinity of his daily relations.
We'are indeed very much the poorer for the death of *is very
considerable, kindly and gentle scholar. The originality of his insight
enriched all of politics.

Guilt in Politics

-

'

'

AF.Davies

marse here a paper that is in the original inexcusably long and
inclusive. I had two particular reasons for writing it, which it might help to
confessat once. First, aMelboume colleague, thes+ologist John Carroll,
SuGdenly published a small book on Guilt, treated in very broad cultural
ng to some extent in psychoanalysis, which I thought very
d interesting, but so wrongheaded that it would all n e to be
infrom thegrpndup.And hisbookconvincedmethatl had been
handcowardlymyselftohavewrittenabook10yearsagoonthe
affectsengagedby politics whichleffguiltoufa/fogether.I'dclassedit
d hope as an affect chiefly on personal relations, without any
or bearing on politics; and I'd privately decided it w& even
than' envy to analyse, since it was so inadmissable, so
rqularly and automatically denied:Also I'd found no analyst who had
b-rokenapaththroughintoguilt,as,say,MelanieKlein hadwithenwwhich
made it fairly easy to see how it could be traced in outline in society and
6ditics (which is odd, because Roger Money-Kyrle.to whom I now in this
Paper allot this role, was not only 'well known to me through his
:.Professor, Departmentof Political Science, Melbourne University.
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Psychoanafysisand/Witics(1951) but had beenfora year my own analyst
in 1978. when I was finishing the affects book).
I begin thepaperMthashortphenomenologicalaccountofthesenseof
guilt 'self-disappointment,a sense of having done badly, fallen short,of
having betrayed a personal ideal, standard or commitment' -shading at
oneedgeintofear(evendread)of punishment,awesomeandjustified, and at
the other into depression and a general sense of failure and inferiority so
painful we deny it and the tell-tale circumstances, ratiinalise it away, or
project it onto others (enemies, scapegoats).
Still guilt silts up in high concentrationsin certainsocial sites. Grinstein's
fndex of Psychoanafy?ic
Writings, for example, shows psychiatrists
reporting excessive guilt in criminals, in adolescent suicides, in cancer
patients, in unwed mothers, in non-breast-feedingmothers, in parents of
retarded or defective children, in the relatives of suicides or the dying, in
children from broken homes, in puberty. in five Yea?QldS.in mastubators,
in ex-soldiers, in -working'mothers. Hendin's Suicide in Scandinavia
demonstrated startling differences in the character of background, presuicidal guilt in Denmark, Sweden and Norway.
Lewis Feuer (&ychoanafysis and Ethics, 1955) pointed to three main
sociological guilts: the guilt of generational impatienceand frustration, the
guilt of social inequality and status privilege. and the guilt of fratricidal
struggle'andcompetition(for which, he argued, the Old Testament was a
. .
showcase).
In a social fkme guilt fflmes up less as a reflex twinge or jerk on the
feelings over some specific act, than as a lifelong regulatory process, a
figure involvirlg the whole personality and its pattern of concerns, thus
many lifeprojectsand/or character types can be interpretedas at bottom
strategies.in guilt limitation or avoidance the paranoid, for example,
anticipating accusation, goes over to the attack, indicts the judge; the
suffering servant repudiates greed and egoism; the obsessional
repudiates fantasy, rage and.sloth. Guilt sits near the, heart of manic
depressivecycles: in these1f;accusationsof thedepressive ph&s and in
the active denial of guilt (and of all inner values) in manic phases...and
wholeareasof contemporarycultureand national moodshow such cycles.
And, in this lggest frame also, great swathes of our social practice -law,
religion, philantropy and possibly art
can be plausibly interpreted as
dlective manoeuvres, more or less direct, more or less effective, to deal
with guilt.
lpassthentoareviewofpsychoanalylicfindingsonguilt,anaffectithas

-
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probably devoted more attention'to than to any other, since it happens apart .from its dominance of .routine practice - to have been at the
epicentre of such momentous theoretical moves as the discovery of the

Oedipus complex. the 1923 shin from the topological to the structural
mode of the mind, and the post-Freudian elevation of 2-body obiectrelationstoprideof place. Isingleoutforspecial noticethe threechildhood
models of the guilt experience psychoanalysis postulates: 5 year-old
Oedipal guilt 6-12 months motherconcern (or depressive position) guilt,
.and. more vaguely dated
and focussed
separationfindividuation
guilt, that lcdgfl in concern for siblings and family substance generally,
induced by the sense'of thriving at someone else's expense, since what is
g&d is a concrete substance in limited supply and to obtain more for
yeself means that someone else has been deprived (which is clearly the
basis for adult survival or guilt, and much else).
.'. Movingtopoliticalapplications,IsummariseRoger Money-Kyrle'ssteps
in papers over 10 years to his 1951 Psychoandpis and mlitics
classification of p0liti.d situations in which the actions of decisive groups
bf protagonists may confidently be interpreted as defences against the
registration and full acknowledgement of guilt. This scheme ('by their
.defences shall ye know them') separates persecutory from depressive
occasions and distinguishes several clear kinds of denial and projection
lyenemies and scapegoats) and several forms of cwnter-

-

-

-
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uilt,andourown rationalisationsveerintoseveredistortion.I believeit isin
e Patient exposition of such cases that the way forward lies.
sguilttopoliticalactorsorgroupsis,ofcourse,
d we see that a great swathe of our politics simply
this attempts by groups and actors to demonstrate
ctors'guilt-and muchofthetrafficrunsinchannelsof
ets. automatically ruling out admissions of guilt
cusation has come from the other side.
tell in rather ample detail though a different story - the one I recalled
m the time as being the most protracted and niggardly admission Of

-
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nationalguilt, the French-NewZealand Rainbow Warrior affair of 1985-6,
wherethe'accuser'wasquitenovelandnopreviOusbackgroundofenmity
existed at all. It illustrates, I think, some of the expectable trappings of a
massive refusal to admit guilt - the initial phenomenon of guiltless
aggression, the early defensive rationalisations of raison d6tat and of
agents merelycanying out orders, the stylisticsof official resignationsand
the national guilt carapace who it's seemly to apologise to and how
fulsomely, .the strengthening of hostility to the moral accuser with the
refusaltoacceptguilt-and,finally,themake-shift characterof denialasa
defence against guilt (in politics as in private life). ..
Finally, Iraisesome questionsabout historical shiftsin cultural guilton a
much larger time-frame, significant movementsof guilt themselvescarried
forward by large generational changes in model character (based, as
psychoanalysisalonetellsus,onchanges insidethefamily):thetranslation
of Ancient Greek society from a shame culture in Homeric times 10 a guilt
culture of outstandingdimensions.inthe full flowering'of tragedy in the 5th
century B.C.; the rise of the Puritancharacter in the 17thcentury ( C m l l ' s
informing focus). What also of the low guilt eras of daring invention and
unusual creativiw and of the regular alternation in advanced Western
countries over the last two and a half centuries of moods of optimism and
pessimism
the former associated with confidence about, and
absorption in, technology, the latler with a collective guilt towards nature
and concern with wasteful appropriation and with the bounty running out
through human ignorance and greed. Nature-concern peaks in.1750-90.
1890-i914and(withatrialruninthelate'60s) 1980onwards;technology
booms run from 1840-70 and 1945-80.We apparently have here a largescale cultural analogue to the manic-depressivecycle in the individual. but
we have everything yet to learn about how the constituent affects and
perceptions coalesce and cohere, how they are articulated and how the
balance is tipped.
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Reparation or Degradation?
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. .A viewpoint can be developed that . . . the
conectie emotional experience, or the therapeutic
orworking alliance.. .takeplaceessentiallynoton
the basis of,atransference relationship but rather
within the context of a new reparative object
relationship.. .I
A. Roland
I'.

.

.,,:> .

. ..
..

'

,.. . 8.

.

"In analytic pkctice, mapping the subject in
relation to reality, such as it is supposed to
constitute us. and. not in relation to the signifier,
amounts to falling already into the degradation of
the psychological constitution of the subject."*
J. Lacan

-. . .

words "reality" and "real" come from the Latin "res" meaning
and the thing in its many forms, whether as fact, or as actual

'I:

dian School of Melbourne.
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existence, or as truth, M even +s bearing a close resemblanceto what is
real, has enormousattraction. We stick to it; it has adhesivepower, and this
insidious attraction is b u n d up with a certain flight away from the full
implications of the Freudian discovery, and towards the mundane, the
known world of wmmon.sense. This failure of the intellect and the
imagination that forbade entering a new territory was what so plagued
Freud and made lacan so acerbic at times.
There is m e stream of psychoanalytic theory that illustdtes this
predilectionfor stickinglo realityand which emergescleady in discussions
of thetransferenceinthefiftiesandsixties.Atthistime,manytheoristswere
trying to examine the idea of non-transferenceor real interactionsas they
called them, existing alongside transference interactions in the analytic
setting. Greenson and Wexler quote Anna Freud as a seeding influence in
.~
this area:
“Weseethepatiententerintoanalysiswitharealiiy
attitudeto the analyst; then the transference-gains
momentumuntil it reaches its peak in the full blown
transference neurosis which has to be worked off
analytically until the figure of the analyst emerges
again, reducedto itsfruestatus.But.. .so far asthe
patienthas aheanhypartofhisperaliiy,his real
relationship to the analyst is never wholly
submerged... we should leave r w m somewhere
for the realizationthat analyst and patient are also
hvo real people of.equal adult status, in a real
personal relationship to each other.’Q
Ihave underlinedcertain phrases here, becauselater this paperwillrefer
to ideas of which these phraSes are a good expression. Greenson and
Wexlerpicked up AnnaFreudsindication ofmaking more“rwm”forareal
relationship and developed it. They and others like Alan Roland and
Sydney Tarachow thought that the healthy, real, non-transference
reactions alongside the transference reactions (which are by implication
unhealthy and unreal?) should have more attention paid to them if the
transferencereactionsare to be resolvedand the real aspects of the patient
aretocometomaturity.Suchtheoristsareoftenparticuladyconcernedthat
these healthy, real aspects are nurtured in extremely.neurotic patients
before the rigours of true analysis can be embarked upon. Roland says
further,
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I,

. . . the corrective emotional experience,,or the

,.

the -.of

severely neurotic

.

ntativesof her familial objects”. This is “. .not meant in anyway as
ing . . but rather. emphasizes aspects of any decent human

.

hat do we hae
; here? Really, a kind of sampling of a certain way of
conceiving the analytic process that I want later to put up against a very
different set of concepts. For the moment, let us pick out certain salient
been quoted and described: that there is a real side to
isequivalenltothehealthypartofhim;and thatthis real

oritarian) figure sketched by Roland.The measuring
rogress is reality - but whose? And what is it?And
!Sa slide awayfrom the discovery and exploration of a new territory and a
strange one (aswe begin to see when we move towards the unconscious
8 a slide awayfrom the
gintotheattractionof
d thing, so that analysis changes from a “PlagUe”
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thatmadeltsfirstexponent"asolitar)f',into"ananodyneinthelandwhere

hebroughtit'". . .
These sort of, conceptions. of analysis being a process of revealing
realii,of stripping awayillusionthrough the guidanceandexampleof one
vjho has already attained a close relation to truth, are open to direct
criticism, but i would like instead to step Into another land (or perhaps I
should say, go down under). into a very differentbody of theory, that puts
such conceptions on their heads, nahely Lacanian theory. Here, analysis
isnottobeaprocessof makingallianceswithwmmon-sensical,closetothetruth partsof apatient ForLacan,analysisisthemakingconsciousthe
unalterable split in the subject, the unbridgeable gap between
consciousness and the unconscious, so that there is no possibility that
wmmon sense can be brought to bear on the unwnscious or its
products.
In fact, Lacan sees wmmon sense. the."heaNhy" part of the subiecf as
having quite a different function. Transference, he says,appears at the
moment of what he calls the "closing up" of the unconscious (a '?emporal
pulsation" of the unwnsciousp ,and the healthy, clear sighted part of the
subject that formsa real relationshipwith the analyst is hand in glove with
the transference:
"...it is precisely this part (the healthy part). .ithat
closesthe door. :.or the shutter.. .and the beauty
with whom one wishes to speak is there behind,
only too willing to open the shutters again. That is
why it is at this moment that interpretation
becomes decisive, for it is to the beautythat one
must speak.'?
Speech is not to be with the healthy part. we-notice,however beautiful
this may appear. Lacan hdds that appeals to the common sense of the
patient, attempts to make him see that certain of his acts are illusory,
undermine the whole analytic process. At the end of the analysis. the
subject "recognizes the inevitablenon-senseof his history",'O reproduced
by lapsus,bungled actions, jokes, dreams, and symptoms. This is afarcry
from thweanalystswhoseemtoseetheunwnsciousalmostasanenemy,
to be beaten and diminished, being encouraged to appear in the
transference only to be knocked out by a sene of reality.
Another objection to the idea of the analyst's speaking to the common
sense part of the subject and encouraging it to act as a judge over the
subject's relations with the analyst. is that the analyst-patientrelationship
164

then consists of .ego..addressingego: the analyst rather than being in
fading, is prominent the judge and yardstick of reality and the subject is
without .the chance of..listening to the unconscious. Safouan puts.into
question the wholeIda. of.the.subWsaddress,ing.the.?nalystdirectly in
ahy
sense at all when he talks of ig being a-mistaketo.love as a
transitive relation, a mistaketo see love as going to the object. Egoto ego
transactions make this mistake.
Behindthe setting up of reality as a goal to be attained in analysis isthe
Idea that there is a prefigured, already existing' reality, supplying the
possibilityof a real relationship. which may be striven for, and the analyst
will steer the patientto this goal. This is quite different from Lacan's ideaof
therapeutic success being an "extraordinary benefif' or a "surplus" of
analysis,analysis itselfbeingaprocesswhere thesubject receives hisown
message in an inverted form, not the message.of the analyst.
'' What I have been trying to describe is an almost perfect inversion of
Id& betweentwo sets of theorists. The American theorists %e interested
in~pointing
out to the patient where his perceptions are illusory, and to do
this must presupposeafixedrealityto measurethe illusionagainst. Reality
and tnlthareto be found in wnsciousness; theunconsciousismisleading.
k c a n attacksthis"mapping0f thesubject in relationto reality", calling ita
"degradation.of the psychological constitution of the subject", and sees
intellectual certainty as the illusion. always and irretrievably, while the
unconscious is the real. The subject cannot be the centre: consciousness
is not in wmmand, and in fact meaning only appears when the subject is
not in command. What Lacan is attacking is part of a sliding in the
apprehensionofwhatanalysisis.awayfrom thefullstrangeness,newness.
.danger of Freud's discovery, towards something easier, already known,
really, ending in a sticking in notions of attainable reality and tNth,
something graspable, controllable,able to be guided -something Close
to the thing at the base of the meaning of real.
Perhaps the weightiest singleexpressionof lacan's attempt tooverturn
.conventionalnotionsof the placeof wnsciousness in analysis isvoiced in
hisfamoussentence."ThereisnotNththat,inpassing
throughawareness
does not lie.'"2
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Aphanisis and the Masking of the Jouissance of
.H
Woman'
.

.

-

<

David Perei?
. .

ErnestJoneswined the term aphanisis in 1927, in his paper, The Early
DevelopmentofFemaleSexuality.2Heborrowed
itfrorntheGreekandtook
it to mean the total extinction of the capacity for sexual enjoyment. In this
paper he sought to render symmetric the question of development for both
sexes. So. Jon& posed the question: ". : . what precisely in women
wrresponds to the fear of cast,ration in men?" Thus, the problem for Jones
is what can persist as a threat to the girl when she finds herself already
wtrated. With his desire for symmetry Jones proposed the concept of
aphanisis, makingof castrationonly a pattialthreat against enjoymentas a
whole. Aphanisis was to be what both sexes feared. From this position
Jones could only arrive at the conclusion that men and women were
created as such.

,
:

'

. In reference to this, Lacan states: "For, in positing so correctly the
Problemof the relationbetweencastrationand desire, he demonstrates his
@3ilitytorecognizewhat he neverthelessgraspedsoclearlythattheterm
th,at,.earlier provided us with the key to it seems to emerge from its very
..,

,:.-Freudian School of Melbourne.
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failure."3 For Lacan. aphanisis referred to that movement of the fading or
disappearanceof the subject, if the subject is viewed as appearing on one
side as meaning
and on the other side & fading.
. .
The question which remains and which the enterprise of Jones
occludes. concernshow thewomancomesto be.The factthatthequestion
was posed by Freud and rendered problematic suggests that it is hardly
answeredby a hasty retreat to symmetry. Now, for Freud things were very
different. This was patent when he declared that: "We have, after all, long
given up any expectation of a neat paralielism between male and female
sexual development.". For Freud, the essential difference in the course
adopted by the girl and by the boy was that ". ..the girl accepts dtration
as an accomplished fact, whereas the boy fears the possibility of its
occurrence."5 Thus, while for boys the Oedipus complex is destroyed by
thecastmtioncomplexactingasthreat for girls it is made possible by such,
acting as fact. It is from this point of essential difference, orienting itself
aroundaEactandafearorthreat,thatwemaybegintoexplorethequestion
of feminine jouissance and the place of aphanisis in relation to-it
For Freud, the absenceof the penis in,women is significant only in that it
makes meaningful the father's prohibition of incestuous desires. It is
therefore, as Oscar Zentner has said in his Presentation of the Freudian
school of Melbourne (1979), not of the order of mutilation but that of
prohibition? What makes maners more complex for the girl, for Freud, is
that in as far as her entry into the Oedipus complex was achieved via an
accession to the fact of castration, she found herself outside of the
prohibRive marginsofthephallicfunction.So,thequestionposed byJones
what can persist as a threat? where does she find her limit?

keepsarelation with thesignfierowhen it is crossedprough.Thus, partof
tb6 woman, the part inscribed outside the limiting margins of the phallic
function, relatesto S ( 0 ) ,that plaCe of the lack of the signifier: It is this part
. .
where of this th6 nothing c
y be said. .

-

It is this problem which appears to be addressed in the seminars God

and the Jouissance of #eWoman7 arid A Love Letters. In these papers

'

-

Lacan states that:."Ultimately, the question is to know, in whatever it is
that constitutesfemininejouissance, where it is not alltaken up by the man
-and Iwould say that feminine puissance is not taken up by him at all
the question is to know where her knowledgeis at"e So, what is the nature
ofthatpartoftk4womanthatisinscribedoutsidethemarginsofthephallic
function, that keeps a relation with S@) that part where we locate the
puissance pkrtiw~arto 6woman?
utsidethelimiting marginsofthephalliifunctii,this
inthefaceofanunmitigatedlack,aiackwhich
ithout possibility of occIusion.10 She is thus
located in relation to a'supplementary jouissance. one which cannot &
sboken of, in the face of which the subject fades. That is, a jouissance
'outside the margins-of knowledge. leaving 'no Subject to Speak of
.&joyment. Safouan speaks of it as an enjoyment which, in exceeding the
limits of pleasure, "makes us enemies of life.""

-

.

Now, this jwissance is barred to him who speaks. And for those subject
tothelaw, Lacansays"itcanonlyb'saidbetweenthe lines." Hecontinues:
'

re that sets the limits on jwissance, pleasure as'that which binds
self hadeadierinvok6dthenotionofa
teed enjoyment, leading him toconclude
mething inthenatureofthesexualdriveitself isunfavourabletothe
on of complete satisfaction."ll
hus, coherence an arliculatable knowledge is achieved at the

-

-

Lacan locatesthe female subject in all her complexity. For Lacan, both the
male and the female speaking beings were such speaking beings or
beingsin1anguage-inasfarastheywerebothcastrated.The man share
of 'speaking beings are inscribed within the prohibitive margins of the
'phallic function. The woman share of spe&ing beings only come to be
inscribed in the phallic function as not all -Vx.@x.
It is this not all that alludes to the fat3 that there is more to her; there is a
part of her that does not come down on the side of the phallic function.
Thus, for Lacan she was dually inscribed. One cannot therefore speak Of
the woman, where this the', the definite arlicle. stands for the universal
shedoesnotexist-this'the'appearingascrossed through.Now,thiW

one for whom castration has no meaning, the one
where we typically witness such
psychotic, taking the form of an
er for example, is played by this feminine iouissance.
delusional metaphor of divine propoftions. It is thus
timately structuring. The law of castration preserves
excessesof jouissance preserving it in the placeof a
Pleasure.barredfrom the beyond of desire. For Lacan desire itself was a
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defence, with its attendant prohibition of the excess, the beyond of
jouissance: Then;if
as for -.Jones,aphanisis was somehow beyond
castration, it can only.bein terms of what awaits the subject who fails to be
located within the prohibitive margins of the phallic function.

peculate one!. .place'of aphanisis in
an;To metonyniyas an infinitesliding,

Let us persist then, before it disappears altogether, with this aphanisis.
Now, aphanisisalso connotes, by virtue of the vagaries of its etymology, a
notion of being speechless, or. better, out of-discourse. The. Greek,
crbauqr, variously refers to obscurity, or a quality of-being unknown,
unseen or insignificant,which Heidegger" notes,when fully concrete may
be located within the discursive'arena; that is to say, as pertaining to an
utterancethroughwhichsomethingisorisnotsightedormadeknown.Itis
here then that we find some point of relation between aphanisis and this
jouissance of iM woman of,which Lacan says, nothing can be.said. It
repreyntspreciselythatlocuswhLe, becausethereisnoonetosaynoto,
to neeate, the phallic function-3x.&x- the subject, as subject .in
discourse, fades. Thus, the jouissance of $36 woman, the jouissance
particular to that part in relation with S ( 0 )is a'iouissyIce which silences
her; pointingto the limit of her existence, the point at which she is,etemally
receding or fading.
. ..
Safouan'5 has written of this in the following \Nay. He has interpreted
Freud's question concerning what the woman wants as implying a

separationofdemandontwolevels-demandsmalldanddemandcapital

D. The first .category are those demands that can be articulated, can be
spoken of. It is from this point th,at subjectivity, in as far a$ a subject is a
desiring subject, comes to be articulated. The second category, that of
demand capital D. remains the unarticulatable, surplus element Of all
demands.Safbuan calls this"unknown Demand,which languagedoesnot
allow to be spcken and for which there are no words." This is where
demand reaches its limit, the limit point of its asymptotic relation to desire,
the pointat whichthesubject appearsas ineffable.It is herethat wecome to
locate feminine jouissance, a jouissance of which nothing can be said.
The part of t& woman inscribed outside the margins of the phallic
function,belongstothatlevelofbeingwheretheutterancedoesnotallowa
sighting or a making known .- words fail - there is only a fading of
meaning there. It is a place where nothing c,an be said -the realm of the
ineffable, the p i n t of aphanisis. Lacan ,states that: "the being of the
subject...is there beneath the meaning. If we choose being, the subject
disappears, it eludes us, it falls into non-meaning.""
For Lacan the enigma of sexuality was to be interrogated at the level of
the play of thesignifier. It is with referenceto the double play of metonymy
170

the formation of the subject, noting that
thin thesphereof meaningonlyfromthe
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isnottosaythatwomen haveadifferentspeechorlanguage,but ratherthat
the one in relation to S(0)is suffused with that of the truth which remains
outsidediscourse;shethusappearsasineffable.Itis herethenthatwecan
come to understand ‘why Jones produced aphanisis, and the women
analysts to whom Freud addressed his now famous question produced
silence. Thus, Lacan states: ’There is nowhere any last word unless in the
.
.
sense in which word is not a word.”1g
Aphanisis then, may be read as referringto’the essentiallymetonymical
structure of desire in t e n s of its incessant sliding; a sliding and a
metonymywithout arrest to be located outside the limiting margins of the
phallic function. It is where the subject is confronted by the unspeakable
nature of the metonymicalstructureof desire -this being the placeof that
partofthewomanlocatedoutsidethemarginsofthephallicfunctionandin
relation with S(0). Aphanisis may be locatedat that point of the collapse of
significance; a point outside discourse, where the subject succumbs and
fades in the face of an excess., . ’
Lacan,?oin his Guiding Remarks Fora Congresson FeminineSexuality,
commentsthat it was the unchecked‘conceptualsliding’ which led to a lull
in the original debate on female sexuality. The silence that was produced
aneststosuchasliding.And herewe havecapturedtheveryessenceofthe
debate - that of the sliding or escaping of meaning which the feminine
implies a metonymy which renders the subject ineffable.

phallicfunction,remindingus thatphailicjouissancawasequaliy heraffair.
was not able to avail herself of the excesses of feminine jouissance. She
was located. rather, within the field of coherence. meaning and
arliculatable pleasure. Through the movement of masquerade, she
assumed a having which afforded an inscriptionwithin the margins of the
phallic function.
In this movement the woman inscribes herself in the knot to which
castrationsubjects her-sheorients herselfaroundthephallictermandis
so able to speak her wants. It is this inscription on the side of the phallic
function that arrests an infinitely sliding metonymy of Being. Within the
prohibitive margins of the phallic function she finds the limit which IoCateS
her in discourse. For the part of the woman outside the margins of the
phallic function, the question of what she wants remains as enigma, she is
to be found at that limit point we have located as aphanisis.
Thus, it is only as a failed femininity as such that the female subject
comes to exist, in so far as the s u b i d only exists as supported from
discourse. A failed femininity In as far as she c o m a to leave behind the
supplementof herjouissanceinordertolnscribeherself within themargins
of the phallic function. It is through masquerade that the possibility of
escaping herownaphanisis. herfadingfromdiscourse,occurs.ForLacan.
Yemininity finds its refuge in this mask.”23

-

How then’do women come to be inscribed within the margins of the
phallic function and so take up a place in discourse and articulate their
desire? It is an answer to this question that Lacan arrives via RiviBrS’, and
her notion of ‘womanliness as masquerade, which’ Lacan notes. has
meaning at the Symbolic and not at the Imaginary level; that is to say, it is
more than display. Masqueradehas meaning in as far as it orients itself to
the phallus. With referenceto the way in which the function of the phallus
governs the inscription of the subject, Lacan delimits a ‘to be’ and a ‘to
have.’ To these he adds a ‘to seem which replaces a ‘to have’ and serves
thedualfunctionof protectingitontheonesideandmaskingitslackonthe
‘other. Masquerade belongs to this.order of seeming.
For Riviere, the structure of miiquerade was a double action
an
alternation between masculine and feminine. Now, of the woman Riviere
cites in her paper -.a propogandist principally involved in speaking and
writing shesaysthat she wasalmostakintothe positionofthe man, and.
despite frequent orgasm, it was not of the order, Riviere says of, “pure
enjoyment.” Thus, it seems that this woman in lining up on the side of the

Notes
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The present paper finds its point of departure in an
attempt to work some of the ideas emerging from a
series of seminars on Psychoanalysis and Female
Sexuality given by Oscar Zentner in the Department
of Psychological Medicine, Prince Henry’s Hospital,
Monash University in 1987, whose comments and
suggestions concerning the present work I am
addiiionally grateful for. The paper constitutes an
attempt to explore the concept of aphanisis and to
speculate on its relation to the place of M,
woman.
the one Lacan says does not exist, and’ her
puissance.
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The Cause of an Individual Myth
' Maria Ms'Rotmiler de Zentner

"Therefore, mylh and fantasm cmlesce"
J.Lacan'
Karen, 13years of age, and her mother, arrived in Casualty at the Royal
Children's Hospital. There was urgency. They described perceptual
distortions. confusion. slowness and eccentric behaviour that had
worsened considerably in the last two months since Karen's tonsils and
adenoids had been surgically removed.
They brought with them a letter addressed to the Department of
Psychiatry from the psychiatrist of the neighbouringtown, several hours'
drive away. The letter was dated two years before. It read: "...this girl has
become abnormallyquiet and withdrawn during the last five months, she
hasalsobecomeasloweaterand sometimesavoids mealsa1together.She
takes particular care with her appearance. She is coping at school
although the teachers have noticed that she has become much quieter
than before. My attemptto intewiewKarenwasadismal failureand Igot no
informationout of her whatever, just a monosyllablehere and there and a
tear now and again. Isuppose that Karen is sufferingfrom an obsessional
* Freudian School of Melbourne.
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illness but the possibility of schizophrenia has to be thought of. Ican only
hope that you can communicate with Karen in a useful way..."
Karen's admission to the Psychiatric Unit was organizedwithin the next
few days. On arrival I met Karen and her mother. I obtained the following
data. Karen was the third daughter born to the family. She had two sisters,
Jane 18andSue16.Herfather.a41yearoldgraderdriver,wasaloudand
bossy country man. Karen didn't see much of him during the week. On
return from work he drank his beer, watched television and went to sleep.
Mother, 35,was employed full time.
After Karen'sbirth and the consequent disappointmentfor the arrival of
another girl, her parentsdecided not to have any more children. Karen, in
anycase, hadalwaysbeenthefavouriteforbeingtheyoungest.Hermother
described her first 11 years of life as normal ;she had many friends, was
popular both at school and in the town, an excellent student, a tennis and
swimming champion. She had always been very meticulous with her
personal appearance and hygiene.
In the last two years though, her mother described a history of withdrawalandisolation,broodingand rebel1ion;shewasrudewithherparents
and rejected members of her extended family. She had stopped seeing
former friends because they were nasty to her and criticized her with
obscenities. She was heard talking to herself, muttering her concern at
beinglookedat and judged by others who believed she was a fomboy.She
complainedthat her family wronged her, thatthey said untruethings about
her, that she was mad. Karenclaimed she was neither in the wrong northat
she was mad; she insisted that the others were mad particularly her
mother. She said nobody understood her nor her need for privacy.
She spent hours gazing at herself in front of the mirror. She took ages to
dress, finally to wear the same old pair of jeans. She would sit in bed for
hoursstaring into space. She used to stand fully dressed in the shower. At
School she would leave the classroom to go to the toilet and return only
when fetched, sometimes half an hour later. She just sat on the toilet. She
.had no idea of the passing of time. Having been a school swimming
champion, she now claimed to be unable to swim.
Difficultiesseemedto have begun when Karen, at 11 years of age and in
grade 6, started her periods and very suddenly developed into being at
once taller and fatter than both her sisters. With the onset of menstruation
she became more fastidious than ever with her hygiene. Her periods,
regularforalmosttwoyears. had stopped two monthspriortoadmission,at
the time her tonsils and adenoids were removed. The history given by the

mother seemed to Indicate the culmination of what is usually called the
outbreak of a psychosis.
Karen's mother. always on the verge of tears when not crying copiously.
was an anxious and guilt ridden woman. She was the younger of two girls
born in her family. Her father, maternal grandfather of Karen, died of
leucaemia when she was 15. Soon after she turned 20, Karen's maternal
grandmother had a psychotic breakdown just after having had herself a
tonsillectomy. She was admitted to a psychiatric hospital for a year.
According to Karen's mother, "Since then, people say she is a bit weird, a
bit odd, because she smiles to herself'.
Karen's mother always feared -wished?- that Karen would have
inherited a mental illness from her maternalgrandmother. Nobody in the
family not even her husband, Karen's father knew of the psychotic
breakdown of the maternal grandmother. This meant that she couldn't
speak of her fears with anyone. This was the Secret of Karen's mother.
Karen's mother also feared -wished?- that she had contributed to her
daughtefs deterioration and therefore had damaged her by postponing
the hospital consulption for two years. The unutterable fear of Karen's
mother was to find her own origin in her daughter's mental illness or
'madness',asshefelt herselftrappedbetweentheghostof hermotherand
the illness of her daughter.

-
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-

Karen's phrase, "I am not mad, it's the others who are mad', is not
resolved by saying that she projected what was happeningto her or vice
versa What Karen wanted people to hear was the place she occupied in
the desire of her mother, as if Karen had said with her symptoms, "My
mother has kept something secret to herself which makes me occupy her
place there where she felt she had not fulfilled the demand of her own
mother to identify with herself'. Therefore, "My mother makes me the
daughterofmygrandmotherandwantsmetocarrytheburdenof beingthe
same as her mother, that is, mad".
I saw Karenthreetimesweeklyforeight monthsuntil herdischargefrom
the Psychiatric Ward. She mistrusted me. Her gaze alternated between
being elusive, uninterested, almost blind, and stereotyped, doltish, la
bouchebeanfe.She staredthrougha transparentworld. The first time Isaw
Karen Iasked her whethersheknew why she was being hospitalized.She
answered, "Mum brought me because I don't mix with people". That day
when she left my consulting room I thought that her apparent uninterest in
mixingwith people- including myself -was no more than the repetition
in her discourse of her impossibility to speak other than through the
179
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maternalwords.wordsthat had &stiMed herinapositickcloseb,thatof
the object of the maternaldesire in w b s e immobilizationKaren recreated

-*.Regardingsexual inforhation,.Karen shid that at 1-1 years,of age her
mother.gave her a book that. . .-!‘said it all”. Consequently,there -.no.
space fw her.in it. Karen’s reference t o % e bockthat Mid it all”.was the
condensation of that which i.wouidhave to address in order.to.knowthat

. , . .

.

her roornfo my wnsuiting.vm were traversed.in:a painfully slow,.way.
Masturbatory movements were,evident most of the time,She appeared
dispassjonate. dull, detached,she.heldherself $oaf, she was inaccessible
and:Fyote. Graduily sh
.s~o.w.languig movement;
With a frown,she pointedat her head,@one sessionand said:’There are
f?, toq-many things here, pain andstrain”: I 1nterpreted.that her still?ess
y a s a i m d at stopping everything;.tons of didy ideas. Once stopped, she
was then able tod,iscard them:.Being.still.dimjnish~.pain..:sometime+
k i n g still~stopped.,painaltogether.. she^ referred.to.,visual and :verb@
hallucinations..saying. “There .are .da& spaces and bmken’.walls.and
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and when'we were shifting to.a,new'hwse,my two cousins used.to
come,toour house then. .:.and they used to hlways teach'me'todo,boys

was !then that :p&pl$beg&
to :ask 'me "Why don't-you talk?".iAnd
aIterwaids:when IwaSingrade6, Ialmost didn'ttalkatall!Bythen Iusedto
take recOrds to.'school. l:likedthe.music of Susie Quatrd'ad'l used to
pretendthet,l'w~~eingmy;elf~AndIu~dtotal~alot'allthetimeand~Ithe
kids'knew that.it'w&tt melthen'and'ttieysaidi:'Stop~talkinglike tkt':.?'.
'Arid ii wasttiat then that it waiTom ::.I m&n Iwasn!talomboythen.'d
R was that then that,I. :: that.1pretended to be myself but1 wasn't W h ' l
wasin Fom.l!Mumused tosay;?Befriendlyandtalktothekids:'.Andthe
kids got sickiand tired'becauselthey'hew4t wasti't.me.then?Andthen'l
used totalktc5Sus&na?~lleaned biheentrande gates'ahd Italked toher
Form 1,Iwasspmebodydifferent::lgot
I 'didn:t;talk-much:at.~!.;!..b~~
to'be
to,t$ with.the:kid? insteadof
me. I . + ~;.;and
. ~ Igotsickof i t t i : ..
king all the the. When !.was in Fok1.1.;I
ndlyto ttieottiers.:And.itw& the,n that1
exteffi:Ahd so IWnehowamved to the
,wayandIwuldn't tiesjmeone different and I

t;;ted
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mother was20 years oid;following
psychotic breakdown;--.. ' . . .

hospitalized after.

'

.

'

'

....,
i<arens
, .., , ~'menshati.on
. ..
,. ., ,-.'
,. ,,. identi4
intelvefltng was
- , .,,;interrupted
- ,,. .
by the,
didn't allow her aspa& ottier thG the ob
and the father' who couldn't tolerate th
appeared like'apha1lus;thesecref in which bothparents coincided. Ka
&l:to,avoid all
....,movement
..
Ithat would
a6.n.or.
. .... yomay;,
ntred in the,working th
foliowing material.:bren's father used several nicknames.to name his
daughtersSThevarious nicknameschosenhowever;were ail boys' names.
..I

-

.

so:

> ..;

,

. . . .
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.

,

.
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b i k < y a s J&;'&bJi&&::
',:' . . ' . .
~.:' Jane was Juckie,'aiso'G&rge, ais0 jack. ' '
" Sue was Tom;alsoSpid
useshe used to
'. .,
,, dlimb tre& . '. . .' '

..,.:.
.

.

,

. I
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.,.' .
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we are teA&ed to repeit
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,
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.
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lfwe separatethe word tomboy into.the~bo
nouns.thatcompose it, we
other
people,diU,wh[lstKaren saw herself as being a Tom (a male, tomcat)and a
boy (Tomboy),'as the locus where -the desi? ,of the parents,;met. The
sadness broughtaboutbytheendofthetreatmentwas tod&centreherself
from the point,inwhiccas we .~
S d ., thedeiire
of, .,.th'ebarents
,
,
.
. met. ,'

e that Tom'is;Sue's nickname, Sue..whdsometimes behaved
: I::
. .,,

. _ _ , _

,. , .
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:

I

,

,
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.
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Nmitoindividualdelneur6ti~o"pbeslay Verdaden
la neurosis (The Individual Myth of the Neurotic Or
"poetry and Truth" in the Neurosis),ncha No. 1, Serie
12, Cuademos Sigmund Freud, Buenos Aires.
Translated by Pedro Steiger.
(1937)Constructionsin Analysis. St.Ed.,Vol.23.
Women = (phonetically)"We-men",~her ParenbSO
much wanted. One,of the questions the. hysteric
pondersabout is, "Am I a m h or a woman"7This was
a crucial pari in her analysis as Karen didn't know
whether to align herself as a woman or'as a man.
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I also found, when I started reading, that Thomas Mann’s novel about
Joseph and his Brothers came to mind. Mann wrote a very long novel,
weaving from a few pages in the Old Testament a remarkabletapestry. He
begins with the sentence “Very deep is the well of the past, should we not
call it bottomless” and certainly. when I started delving into this topic I
begantorealisejusthowbottomlessitis.Whatlcandotodayistopointthe
way to some of the relevant issues.
What Iwould like to do is to deal with a number.of periods, the main one
being theearly, biblical period. Iwill then brieflydeal WiththenamesofGod
in relation lo the Talmud, the Mishna, the rabbinical period, and the
Kabalah, ending with a very brief referem to some modem Jewish
philosophical comments on this issue. I think it’s necessary to say that
muchof Jewish religious histoWfocu9oneitherthenamesofGodorthe
attributes of God and it‘s often difficult to separate them.
Let me start with the early period, that of the e n d millenium B.C. The
so-called Patriarchal period which is reflected in the biblical stories of
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, is set, judging from the context, in the early
Bronze Age, in the middle of the second millenium roughly about 1850
B.C.E. to 1500 B.C.E. The history of Israel itself startsnearerthe end of that
millenium with the period of the Exodus. At that time some of the Israelite
tribes came out of Egypt, according to the record in the Bible, and entered
Palestine, Canaan. .That was about ‘1250-1230 B.C.E. and mark the
beginning of the historical record of Israel. There’s much debate about
what -actually happened and because .there.are very few extra-biblical
sources for that period it’s difficu!t to be too certain. There’s an enormous
amountof materialavailabletousfromotherwrittentextsfromthatsecond
millenium,from outside Palestine, from places like Man, Ebla, which is in
Syria and from Ugarit which.was in Phoenicia, in the present vicinity of
Southern Lebanon. There are numerous materials .which have been
decipheredandpublishedwhich,whiletheydon’tconfirmthebiblicalstory
diredyin thesenseof telling us forinstanceaboutAbraham or theexodus,
certainlyconfirm muchofthebackgroundofthebiblicalstoriessuggesting
that they are based on,genuine records, originally oral. Ithink it’s important
to be clear that what we’p dealing with initially stems from the biblical
record. In fact, In attempting an interpretationof the biblical record we N n
immediately into the matter of the names of God.
The first five books of the Old Testament are referred to as the
Pentateuch. called the Torah in Jewish tradition; in the very orthodox
tradition theyweregiventoMoseson MountSinai,dthough.aSearlyasthe
Middle Ages at least, some Jewish scholars questioned the possibility Of
190
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:writing .a book in which his own death is recorded, as it is in
..
onomy,
the fifth book.
’
to the Europeansin the periodof theeniightenmentto begin to
the biblical record analytically, and the names of God play a
role in such analysis as ‘evidenced ‘by the ‘tact that the
inally in France by Astpc.and later.in a more
in Germany: was based on the finding that
sektions of the early biblical text which used one name of God
for Jehovah) and other sections called E which us,e a different
.:That was the beginning of .avery detailed dissection:of the
ooks of the Bible on the assumption, a rational one,
ablyeditedaround400orWOB.C.E.andthat
uI textualanalpisthehandsof anumberof different
. .

rce that we have is, of course, archaeology, which
exts, but also material artefac& which can flesh out
of the story. .We do now have a fairly detailed picture of the material
peoples in the Middle East, in the fertile crescent
sopotamia, in the second millenium B.C.E. which is
of the early part of our story is centred.
t’is clearis that all parts of the Old Testament are peppered with a
Deity, and in particular
. the
. God of Israel.
f you look at an English translation .of the Old
larly the Authorised Version, it is well-nigh
glimpse of this cornucopia of names, because
is avoid naming names. For instance, you will
ases like “the Lord God Omnipotent”, or simply, “the Lord;and
en;m theverynextsentenceplacenamesoccurwhichclearlyrefertothe’
?: p&ious senten& but which, given the bowdlerization of the name, make
lish. An example of bowdlerization may be found in the
(chapter 14, verse 18) which reads “And Melchizedek
ought forth bread and wine: and he was the priest of the
’ In the’original Hebrew, the last.phrase is El-Elyon, a
ical and extra-biblicaltexts. What the translators
ydoistotakeanameforaDeityandavoid usingit bysubstitutingthe
e “The Lord’;.ln a sense, reading the Old Testament in translation
sone misses the whole of this complex pantheon. So just as we are
rinGreek historywithawholehostofnamesofgods,onecantracea
in the Middle East Orthodox Jewish
’
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.

historians .and!philosophe%have .had..riot'a 'few.pmblems with .this,
bec?use.,cleariy one .possible interpretation.of'3he;existence ;of -the*'
. v*ousnames,isthatlhey.dorepresentwhatwe
of woffihipped,gcdsraVlerthapthevarious n
there's no doubt that ,thatis,their.origindfynctbn..: ..!.:
..! ,.
,.. ~.
Thereare'&veral basic strkds in names that weougtit now tocbnsider.
0ne.reIates-tothe'.gd El, which'name:.with:its'vari&ts;is'a continuing
ttiread;:the word El or Il.&urS thrdugh the whole'biblica.texC'Thename
.ihalI.ihe textualmiateri~.from'the
ancient Middle East
mlsrael;!oi in eatiierrtexts, from
other paitsof the'crek6ent. It clea
n,tsthe,m&t poweirtl Deity in
the MiddleG$:There is evid&tagradual,pr&ess whereby the god El of
the'C&iainite.+and
tthe'lPhb&nicians'f(asI&n' in-the :Ugariticitexts):'in
particular,:and the.other peoples who inhabiied.that area, becomes
,
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.

. . .

...~.

. ,. .

..

I

Yahweh'% the nameof.theg@ of that,wanderingSemitic tribe, and that
the word was,simply.taken over,,fromtha
,' Tt&+
&,''&'&Uil;
m'mythedries:s;.Ttie
int&lets, dating'% fa?ba&.&'thebegin
m&t '&lidars'&$uniE' that:'that is a
~H~~&fairiyw~flm&Sditsorigi
....>~..
. ..
sure of its m'&ing:The simplestexpl
m&itS;.,n Heb*-; .Of
yo,
translatkd is "I am,that I am". '
'

, ;...

,.

~

:

.,,
::' ,. ,
i,

,

+ei,;cpnveying .primarily .the
hnd energies riithei than
'
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$TU, King of Persiathey
more impressive by yet

the centre of the Temple, .the sanctum,Mnctorum.,to-pray.and.there,iby

I/ved;'and .where Yahweh cimld%e-wokhip@.
God @me'&p@ed
from his holy place, b&%he'in.effect adiierent
G&.:mehnsfo-hil&ion w& made ~ ~ i b l e ; i n ' p & k s ak&ltOf the Wdrk
of th'e &lief7th'%d 8th centuj; (6:C.E.) Prophets who tran.slated the God
..~.
of .Israel
. :. into
. a universal
..
, God.
.

;':A v&t r&gious.lite&re deieloped.from 'this pr&~::,Bjcause the
words'of God.&ii enshrined in the TOW, the-five tiwkswhicti by&ine

cent& tO,Judaism, the& gtew-ah enorh6kl6difiCe;:. of;, .,.,
study.dwoted
, to
.
., ,~.
~ .,
,
,.
. .
interpretingthem.
.. .
The Mishna w+'a ~ d y ~ o f . i n l e a r k ~ t i o nthe
s oTorah
f
diviled into six
b&ic,thcts:Then i n ; J e ~ d e m ' & din &bylon;where mriny of WJewish
i
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ebrew letterseach, C$e the Latin;represent a nurnberhThe letter
and,the:'h"is five; as it's thef~h,letter,in.the,,~eb~~w
alphabet,..:
:i.e. the word.':rnah''; i.e:,'%that~is.tk;nameofGod':.
h the narneofGod:However; theKabalahis nothing
ealsohavethenameassociatedwiththenumber42hd.

teias whicliwe @kua
il r to the rn$tical sect that lived n&r Uie;Dead Sea
The origini,of;lewish mysticism;which'eventually led,to thevariousforms
oftheKabalah~ahdbwksliketheBookofZohar@dsoon,maybetraced
tothat 'tkdiion,'d
f God are expressed are linked quite formally to the various

n to the deity and the characteristicswhich are associatedwith
name haveanaturalconnection withattributesoftheseGCdsin
198
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read, Ihad addressed you moreformally). Besides,this intimate tone is not
the intimacy of any collegial structure. No, it is the tone of shared
confidences,of softly spoken words; the quasi-friendly(for Icannot call us
"friends", we who do not know each other), personaltone that is asign that
with regard to what is in question here, we are you and I on the same
side.
Well then,let measkyoutoholdourihefingersofyourraisedleflhand(~
youareright-handed,thatis,andareholdingthiscopyofthePapersofthe
FreudianSchoolofMelboume in your right hand; if you qre left-handed,do
all this the other way around) about ten centimetres above the page that
you are busyreading,andbe preparedto bringitdown briskly,as swn as1
tell you to,on therestofthepagesoastocoverittemporarily.Ishouldhave
preferred to save you the trouble of this gesture; I even did all I could in
order to do so. The editor of the "pers of the Freudian School of
Melbourne,to whom Iconsiderately gave prior warning, tried to set this all
up, but after many telephone:&Is to the^ printer, was unable to have
inserted, at Vl&right place, a detachable shket of blank paper which you
would have simply have had to tear off.This was too complicated and too
expensive. Really,printersareenoughtodriveonetode$pair.
But if youare
now feeling the beginnings of a cramp in your arm, don't blame me: take it
up with them. For you've done as Iasked, haven't you? Your arm is raised
and ycurhand isspreadoutabovethepage?Good.Afterall,thisismerelY
- .
bedroom gymnktics and, Ipromise YOU; I,shgl be brief. ,'
Iadmit only that besidesyour being neither one-armed nor the victim of
one of those hysterical paralyses so dear to Charcot, you have, on a
particular day for the first time, stretched od, on the couch ,of a
ps*h&dySt
And i am asking you this simple question: what was !he
reason for ywrfinding yourself there? Now, quickly slam yOur hand down
over the rest of this page and note down your response (two blank lines
havebeenleft for you this should be morethan enough); the first one that
- . .
comes to mind.

-

'

-

'

.

.

...............................................................
. .
.

.

.,

.

................................................................
Finished? Good: I'rel& your hand to your own use. You see. I waS

right, that didn'ttakelong. One result willbe that from nowonyou will not be
abletolendyourcopyofthePapersoftheFr&dianSchoolofMelbournetO
just anyone.... But this is not the aim of our research.
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'

'

&rse, not being telepathic, Ido,not know what your responsewas.
Ithetiuth(forhowcanInotbefrankwithyou?);Idohaveminklingof
liieid&isn'tworih~ything,andalll&th~ereforedowithit
it t d h e wastepaper basket: . '; ..
.....

.

I .

.that such a result establishes; between this reader and myself, a
now nolongeronspeakingterns, sol
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Yes:each individual engages'in an analysis.only.inasmuchas he.has
heardof psychoarialysiS:-Thisis astupid thing to say, let us admit it, but this
stu&dity.forbeingsuch, is not the less decisive.-lcall it decisive in.thatthis
hearsay (ou'l-dire)suivives as the implacable,consequenceof the analytic
deviceitse1f:of the strict closure of this colloquim.oftwo which d&s.not
tolerateanyother presence,beitofathirdperson;atape-recorder,oraone-

.God knows where it may lead us.

What i s the status of such a acknowledgement of a piece of hearsay
about psychoana1ysis;and oftheactwhichistheconsequenceofthis7ltis
not certainthat there may be a possible response which would be of value
for :any .and ,'everyone::Nonetheless, .itrstrikes one .that. this modetof
acknowledgement a5d this'engagement in 'm act are of a remarkable
proximity to the paranoid experience as it is described, for example, by
206
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?Am lthen going tosheitermyself,from nowin,inthecosywyrnthofthis
interdict? In’these days when analyses rarely last six months, everyone
knowsthat it?.+.
is not
.I
as.. simp1
”
,I.._

,..I

( ~joue
e lejeu:,~ba wan

iljoulje.; 1). [I piaythgame.$u

PI

nowonIsha!llimit.myse!ftou.tte
thenic1Grthat;in itself, my
initiativetotheother,ihat h
damned:if I know: ,.

of persuasion. Analysis.is
Mack Brunswick and Anna Freud, adding to this; as if it were not enOugh
that Freud blunde
in naming,with this. name of Wolf ,Man his not yet
‘‘rqrn~ks~
6itiFnr:.
hat,.the.,dir&tion’ofthe. ‘cure,._,.
is’that
.
the:
. inclination
hichleadsuptowardsit? . ’
.
.
I

’
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In’ui.ishi&.toiierine more precisely

“from“, ,which’causesus to retrie
yation with the-aidof a,Latin sentencywhich
d.\jlich,:nior&v&;he
does not link as its
nthesks:.“De,Alio.inoritlone (complete: tua
:is to give the sht&of ambjective genetive.to
..thing;.with regard to the.Oiheriridi&zour&;But

he .deceptive kindness
(“deceptive” in’that,it.sparesus f,mmsearching ourselves)of giving us the
second part of the sentence? it is known that in his study of psychoses in
1955-56 k c a n discu
second;questiori; 1et-h
conteinjjiky *&l!eagu
confirfnir5g by thisthat
in,fact menh?a.&
-

.

interp+ter’indulges in a;
tim~,knowinglY,chOl+riga
his.certainty
.
that the:kiss ,bl
moment of herperforniancei
proofspresentsallthe re&isi
qrtain.parrimeter,evelythingrem
of discriminating a wn&t. This
to,w~t5e;onemaYseq t”t
ification: tuaresagitu
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this) Fliess revealed himself a? paranoi
this same reproach.is.madeof,freudl
. ..I:am"not u'naw26 tliat,Freud emph&
1,.

I

the&nfirming maten% and thatthere is here acriterion aiffekritiatingthe
pai&oic, :who';is.:right 'always and.-in'.:rio.matter3what: from 'the
pSflhOanalyst,:iwho-:is aiwaysjsurprised -.'just..,% :.surprised laslhis
analysind ,-. by.the.emergence,,ofnew.material.: Such a:djfferentiation,
however, which Grtain hjk3teric:analysts gloat over; is not worthwhile as it
t the time.of!he interprete$s,experience.There is
Ithe,.time.of.an:analysis.iof:today),when,,:forjt@
ing:.material~~~really~~
presents itself;:as .totally
surprising. .The? is .even a~.form,.of;rea,Wningmadness (cf- the title,of
gras',wo$)!the :'delusion of supposition',',in,whichthings
tof,asustapedaitonishment;aformwhichS
.". .. ...
+,Ctellusis
e
,
2';
best
organized
: :.,
delusions":
,.,
,I_,..,.
. , .. /i,*!:a?
l
~ ..
What is,remarkable is that'here.the discourse of the analysand/analyst
or,.persecuted/perutor.-is.~dependenLon :the same; shall we Say,
epistemologicalvein,In theoneand theothercasethestatusofknowledge
is reccgniFd,as.!jein.gthat of,@niecture,and its.production is of the order
of invention.Paradigmof.theindex;says C. Ginsberg.-Wesay.discourseof
.,
. .
in this fifth point which, for all
&of one hand, will not lead
d i % around it, and so grasp
uestion of tempodity. but
.&haps not exactly.the.temporality.whichwe.have just evoked.. :.
Fk%d dis&m-d(
ii spkific'mode of.te
ao
le
iG
'.
capable
thg' for'.the";wntribution.%%f
traumatic
experience: Butstill i
Ssai; that'thisinventionof Freud:s"should
be point&,out by So
njectu&(ouI;.. .)that if &&'was able to
read Freud's Nachtr%gllch;over and above his-interestin'tempoialityin
itself which his.study.on Le temps logique reveals, he:owes.this.to his
training as.8 psychiatrist and:.more p.recisely, to thenotion (then .clearly
stated) ' of !!retrospective'., delusion?. "Certain..,insignificant~)
phrases"
(insignificant in,.the:$ense,of.any.and every-.one,:that.is .the signifier .in
Lacan's sense :::and,ttieinterpreten's):'!spoken along timeagocome to
.confirm the statements of today;to clarify.impliptions: Puerile reflecti,mS
of childhood, little compliments,caresses or reprimands,suddenlytakeon
a precise signlfication'~~(p:.43).~And
.the term of .!:romance': .itself Will
(jl

,

rc;"

.i

.I
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articulated mnceming "the.
. nal':pr6fessions"?-.But .'is' this
renunciatibn;ri&s&ary? Isittosslide.fro-m fact to'ritual? It is
notable:that tho& who take:
hoiattempt.to.institute'analytic
pracficealoneas being!iabletoprovideacriterion which would assure the
wflsistencyof the Freudian.field'(asif therewereiamong psych&alysts.
any more unity on that register,.as ifithis unity wer6'not that 0f.a ritual
emptied of itssubstanceand'instituted'as such by the1.P.A. -and from

unce the.+cidence of
on of.psychoanalysis
'?jllowing an~exposition:.byP;'Aulagnierat the'time of a &@ion of his
semin@:.l&&gave
the folloying commentary:YWhat'apeminent
to me.is Ijit;ciselythatby.whichthis also,rwealsthe psychoticstrudture as
being Something in which we'should feel at home. If we are not capable of
perceivingthat thereis acetlghdegreewhich is not ::archaic.:' (tobeplaced
nextto'birth).<butz St~Ct@'at fhe'level of,which,desires ?re; proierly
s&ing,
ma& if,forus,thesubjectdoesnotincludein his definition,'in his
primary articulation the
, possibilityofthe
/*. psychoyc
.,,
neve<lje& t h i n g but~sall+istes>
(tradition? ps
this,.,wod.ifl.~parentheses: as:ithe .ty$eFript
tiracket$ :around
. . . !;b
~ut;!. . indiiite q,additon.on
..
. .
Simple indication: I-am saying, therefore;.that only a'definition' of the
subjectiveStNCtUre which includes the possibility of psychosis &an allow
us to pose, in'a formulation that'will render.it~.
soluble, the'problem'ofthe
..,,.,
. :: , .* ;.: - . .,..~~.
.. . . . . .
direction of the'cure:.'. " ' .-;:
. ~ : . . . @ .

.
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Of ' . ~ n i z i n g : i t

hystericthatcomeStoanalkisisnot,transformedbyitintoapa-+oic?'Let
us Suggest that the p h e "soto speak", as being in a.positi& to locali,~
$e perceptible reserv&on in the Freudiantext at this pointessentially he
to do with the subjWs'mode of inscription in
., . .the.t&sfeyn,*+pt2a
- . ,..
neurotic inscribes him&# there in the same way as a p q o i c --.even. .
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The Freudian School of Melbourne is a school of
psychoanalysiswhose members study and work with the
Freudian discovery.
The School is open to those who wish to examine and further
wth us the theorebcal and clinical direction given by Freud and
Lacan.
me School otters:
* Internal study groupstcartels
* Weekly seminars on the works of S. Freud, M. Klein,
J. Lacan and other analysts
FortnightlySeminars of a year's duration held on alternate
Monday nights in conjunction with the Department of
Psychological Medicine, Prince Henry's Hospital since
1983.
A yearly Homage to Freud where analysts and members
of the School present their work.
Clinical supervision in psychoanalysis.
An open forum for discussion and interchange with
analysts from Australia and overseas.
a
The organization, since 1987, of the Australian
Psychoanalytic Congress.
The organization of the Lacanoamerlcan Reunion of
Psychoanalysis together with other Freudian and
Lacanian psychoanalytic institutions (Uruguay 1986,
Brazil 1988, Argentina 1989).
The publicationof Papers of the Freudian School of
Melbourne Australian Psychoanalytk Writings,
:
. since 1979.
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